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ABSTRACT

The problem upon which this study was based is the need

to study the principal's role in change efforts. Schools

are under pressure to change. Because of this emphasis,

principars are expected to become readers for educational

improvement in the schoor. However, there is little crarity

about wl. at principars can and should do to meet this demand,

The main purpose of the study was to generate infor-

mation leading to further deveropment of the Leithwood and

Montgomery model (f982) to represent the dimensions of prin-

cipal behaviour that are critical to the process of imple-

menting new curricura in an elementary school. Leithwood

and Montgomery's model of "effective" and "typical" dimen-

sions of principal behaviour was used as the conceptual base

for the study with the objective of ascertaining the accur-

acy of extraporated erements for the situation investigated,

and whether any of the elements needed to be refocused or

extended,

In order to achieve the purpose of the study a pheno-

menorogical approach was taken. This approach was decided

upon because in the researcher's opinion its value lay in

its ability to provide holistic data on a wide range of

dimensions of behaviour, interrelationships, perceptions and

attitucles existing both during the time frame of the study
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and retrospectively, and to bring the data to bear on the

problem of the study.

A case study of one elementary school principal and his

work setting \¡/as conducted" A variety of methods \.ras used

to collect the data during the investigation. rnterviews

with the principal, vice-principal and the fifteen teachers

who consented to participate, along with documentary data,

were used to collect evidence about past events. rnterviews

wíth the same individuals, along with observation conducted

in the school over a period of eleven days, provided infor-

mation about events current in the school at the time of the

study. structured observation in each participating teach-

er' s classroom forlowed by Levels of use ínterviews \¡/ere

used to provide information on the status of the imprement-

ation of the currículum program at the time of the study.

From the data analysis it was concluded that a higher-

than-expected lever of implementation had taken prace.

Analysis was then emproyed to examine the dimensions of
principal behaviour. The major finding in reration to the

príncípal prof ile that emerged was that it \â/as bi-modal,

that is, the dimensions differed in quatity depending upon

the program area to which they rel_ated. In regard to the

regular school program, the dimensions of behaviour used. by

the principal were largery "typical", resurting in reader-

ship that was mainly administrative and geared to main-
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taining a smooth-running school. rn regard to the computer

innovation the principal used largery "effective" dimensions
of behaviour, thus providing educational leadership which
resulted in an implementation that was rated successful.

The research confirmed the useful_ness of the version of
the moder used for the purpose of the study" The individual
dimensions were appropriate and rerevant to the work of the
subject principal, and the set of dimensions studied proved

to be a suitable unit for studying his influence upon the
process of curriculum implementation.

The study resulted in several reconrmendations for
further research into modifying the moder used and, by

extension, the Leithwood and Montgomery moder. These in-
cluded making allowance in the moder for possj-ble rack of
consistency in the dimensions of behaviour principars use

across the discrete areas in which they function; buirdíng
in contingency factors; further examining the effectiveness
of both directive and participative decision-making modes in
implementation settings; and development of a continuum with
various checkpoints to arlow for several levels of rating
for each dimension"
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CHAPTER Ï

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The past decade has seen a growing emphasis on the role
of the principar in implementing and maintaining all types

of innovative practices in school-s. schools are under pres-

sure to change: any observer of the North American scene

will note the increasing number of educational innovations

that have been developed, Because of this trendr principars
are expected to change their rol-e and become leaders for
educational change in the school, but as yet there is rittle
crarity about what principals can and shoul-d do to meet this
demand. There appears to be a need to study the principarts
role in change efforts and to develop model-s that describe

the specific components of effective leadership that are

critical- to the process of implementing innovations.

A particular area of innovation that warrants consider-

able attention is curriculum change. rn canada, provincial
curriculum development cycles are ongoing, so that schoors

are continually beíng faced with new or revised curricula
which they are expected to implement, rn the province of
Manitoba, the Department of Education has set curricul-um

impJ-ementation as a priority direction for the province¡s
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schools in light. of the many neh/ curricula that have been

developed over the past decade. The probJ.em many such

bodies face is a common one in that curriculum that is
developed but does not reach a significant revel- of use in
the cl-assroom is of little val_ue.

All major research on innovation and schoor effective-
ness coalesces in support of the elementary school principal
as a crítica1 element which strongry influences the likeli-
hood of change ( futlam, L9B2r page 713¡ Leithwood and

Montgomery, 1982 r page 309 ) . Howeverr what principals
should do specifically to manage curricuLum change at the

schooL level is a complex area for which research has to
date provided littl-e direction. Erickson (rg7gr page 10)

suggested that study of principal behaviours as one of the

variables potentially accounting for differences in student

achievement is the most promising and relevant direction for
research on educational- administration because:

( a) it draws fertil-e insights from research in
classrooms; (b) it seems far more seminal, cata-
Iyz ing ínqui ry that constantly breaks out in ne\.¡
directions; (c) it departs f rom the ,'bl_ackbox,'
tradition that has moved us substantialry nowhere;(d) ít features provocative practicar imþrications
?nd explanatory appeal; and (e) Íts conceptuaJ.-
ízations, rather than being so abstract as to defy
empirical challenge, are weLl grounded in the
observable worl_d "

while research on educatíonar imprementation is barely
fifteen years old, Fullan (IgB2) notes that ,'systematic re-
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search on what t.he principar actuarry does and its relation_
ship to stability and change is (remarkably) only two or
three years oJ-d, and much of that research is stirr. in pro-
gress"n rn spite of the rer-ative newness of the area, it
$¡as determined that this inquiry shour_d use as its base
findings drawn from this research, with the intention of
extending it by suggesting and testing a criticar moder_ of
the principaJ_'s role.

A major synthesis of research on the rore of the
erementary principar in schoor improvement *": conducted by
Leithwood and Montgomery in rg}2, They derineated a moder.

identifying "principar effectiveness" categories in pranned
educational- change efforts based on past research. A major
implication of their review is the need for research to
ascertain the accuracy of t.he descriptive moder they have
developed, and to deverop dynamic moder-s identifying criti-
car dimensions of behaviour and their rerationship to the
degree to which program improvement occurs" Because this
research uses their model as a preliminary perspective on

the area of inquiry, a brief outl-ine of the categories and

dimensions of behaviour centrar to their moder is provided
at this point"

Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) assessed and synthe-
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sized the research findings to date regarding effective and

ineffective principal behaviours related to program improve-
ment at the eJ.ementary school level. "Effective" principars
vüere defined as "those who facil_itated necessary teacher
growth and thereby indirectly influenced student rearning or
impinged on other factors known to affect such learning,,
(page 310), as compared to "typical" principals who did not
faciLitate such growth. Three categories were derived from
the studies by means of content analysis. These categories
were used as organizers for sub-sets of data on dimensions
of principar behaviour derived from the research.

For each category and dimension, findings related to
the orientation of'effective" principars Loward that dimen-
sion vi¡ere described and compared with those of ,,typical,,
principars' Because the originar- studies on which the syn-
thesis was based did not arways or necessarily address the
dimension being examined, resuLts were uneven in both
quantity and quality. The mode.r- does, however, provide what
Leithwood and Montgomery term ',a structure of plausible
hypotheses in need of further testing" (page 336), and was

used as an initiai- template for the research into principal
behaviour set out in this study.

Purpose of the Studv

The purpose of this study was to use a modified version
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of the Leithwood and Montgomery (rgB2) moder to investigate
the principal¡s dimensions of behaviour for a particular
curriculum ímplementationo Lhat of the comput.er Awareness

curriculum, to analyze the rel-ationshíp between the
principal I s dimensions of behaviour and the Level- of
implementation of the computer program in the schooL, and to
further develop the revised moder to represent the

dimensions of behaviour of the principal that $rere criLical
to that implementation.

A corolJ-ary objective was to determine whether there
hrere additional dimensions of behaviour of the principar
that shouLd be included in the revised model, and if any of
the dimensions sLudied needed to be refocused and/or

extended,

Research Questions

The major research question guiding this study wasg

How can the modified Leithwood and Montgomery moder befurther developed to better describe the critical
dimensions of principai- behaviour relevant to theprocess of curriculum impJ.ementation?

Specific questions included:

1. To what extent did the principal demonstrate the selec-
ted dimensions of behaviour of "effective " principars
in the areas of goals, factors, and strategies?

2 " ülhat was t.he lever of imprementat ion of the computer
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Awareness curriculum in the schooL r âr-ld what rerat ion-
ship can be posited between that l-ever and the dimen-

sions of behaviour of the principal that vrere studied?

Significance of the Study

Thís study is significant in tight of the need to
provide definition to the principal's role in curricurum
implementationo A growing body of research has identified
the principar as one of the critical factors that infLuence

school change, simpre identification of such a factor is
not particularry useful-, however; it is only through in-
creased specificity that theory and action can go beyond the
generalities of leadership qualities found in the litera-
ture. There must be identification of principal behaviours,

actions, and interventions effective in schoor change with
enough specificity to provide some measure of direction for
school Ieadership"

To date, three types of studies have moved some way

toward meetíng this need. severaL studies have reported
general attributes of principals that have had a positÍve
effect on school improvement ( Edmondsr 1981; Wellisch,
McQueen, carriere, and Duck, r97Bi Blumberg and GreenfieJ.d,

1980)" styres of principar interventions have been identi-
fied (Hal1, Rutherford, and Griffin, IgB2; Hord and HaII,
1982). A major research review identified principal behav-
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iour as either "effective" or "typicaL" based on studies
ranging across three areas of research: the principalrs role
in generar ¡ êffective schools research, and innovation
(Leithwood and Montgomery, IgB2). fn spite of the vaLuable
contributíons made by work in this vein, understanding of
principal behaviours specific to and required for the imple-
mentation process in erementary schoors is r.acking. This
research attempts to move toward filling this void through
an empirically based research modeL focussing upon specific
principal behaviours for achieving the implementation of
curricul-um" Hence, by undertaking this study, a contri-
bution can be made to an area researched onJ_y to a timited
extent.

This study is also significant in light of the proble-
matic nature of efforts at curricurum impJ_emenLatíon.

schoors can littre afford failures in the present context of
limited resources" Thus curricul_um implementation has
emerged as a prime f ierd f or research invest igat ion, a.r_-

though the field is stitl in the formative stages. There is
a need for greater precision in educatorsr knowredge regard-
ing the many aspects of the implementation process. This
research attempts to contribute to a more precise under-
standing of impJ-ementation at' the erementary school level
through its study of the process, factors, and relationships
involved 

"
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A further point of significance comes from the fact
that the majority of studies of curricurum implementation
have been conducted in American schools, consequently it
woul-d appear that, since this research focuses on curricurum
change in a canadian elementary school, its significance is
increased 

"

Yet another point of significance is that the imple-
mentation under study is that of the Manitoba curricuLum on

computer awareness " This is a curriculum f or a ne\4¡ area,

one that has not previously had a place in the elementary

school program, rts use represents a starting point for the

application of information technorogy in the elementary
school. l"lany educators see the use of this technorogy as a

promising way to improve school- productivity in the basic
skills and thinking processes" Thus, thís curriculum repre-
sents a prime area for research regarding the roLe princi-
pals might play in its implementation"

Aåsumptions

This study was predicated upon four assumptions drawn

from the literature on school change.

1" the assumption vùas made that curriculum implementation

is a complex, dynamic, and mur-t i-lever.red process. rt
was assumed that there are different stages of the

imprementation process, commonly known as initiation,
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3.

o

implementation, and incorporationi and that the
implementation process is criticar. and worth expl0ring
in depth (Fu11an, IgB2; Berman and McLaughJ_in, l97B¡
Rosenblum and Louis, IgTg),
rt was further assumed that situationar- purur.t"r= such
as the scope of the change, the past history of change
efforts, and the stability of the environment pro-
foundry influence the nature and the impact of the
Ímplementation effort (Fu1lan, IgB2¡ page I00).
rt was assumed that the individuar- schoor_ is the key
unit in which curriculum implementation takes pJ_ace
(Goodlad, 1975)" This is the case because' the coordin-
ation, discussion, and concomitant learning of new
values and practices impried by imprementation is most
thoroughly achieved when administrators and teachers
pJ'an, design, and evar.uate the change as a working
group, that is , at the school_ level ( FuJ_lan , IgB2¡ page
73) ' Therefore it is the appropriate unit for the
purpose of this study"

rt lvas al-so assumed that at the erementary schoor leve]
the most important individual affecting imprementation
is the principal (Leithwood and Þl0ntgomery, rg'2i D"
commonr 1gB1; Halr, Rutherford and Griffinu 1gg2) 

"
Deliberate administrative action is required to promote

4"
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r0 "

t.he necessary teacher growth and competence for optimal
implementation"

5. rt was assumed as werl that whire no two schooL adminis-

trators face exactly the same conditions in dealing with
curriculum implementation, the task and its attendant
issues have sufficient universality that other schools

may profit from this study.

Limitations of the Study

rn this study the forlowing limitations were recognized¡

The study $¡as limited to the time period from september,

1983 to May, 1985. This period represented the tíme

from which curriculum implementation began until the

completion of data corlection, a period consisting of
one fuLl school year and a nine-month portion of the

second year" This period was chosen because research

has indicated that implementation is rarery achieved in
one year, and that the second year is the period in
which most teachers can be expected to reach the Level

of routine use if the innovation is going to be imple-
mented (Hord and Goldsteint I}BZ)"

A portion of the study involved ¡ ex post factor coL-

lect ion of data. Hence data virere colrected during the

period of February, 1985 to May, 1985, and patterns of

2"
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implementation occuring prior to that
subsequent 1y,

Four teachers out of the staff of Z0

fused to participate in the study.
might have affected the 1evel_s of use

11"

time were inferred

in the school re-
Their incl_usion

con f ig urat ion 
"

Delimitation of the Studv

For the purpose of this investigation the folrowing
del-imitation is made, The school chosen, whiJ.e meeting the
cr:iteria set for the study, was not a standard school in
several \^/ays " rt vras a new schoor, in operation for one

year prior to the initiation of the new curriculum in the
fall of 1983" The twenty classroom teachers had been hand-
picked by the principal and vice-principal from among sixty
applications from teachers in the schoor division. The

school ! s amenities viere above average and included unal-
Located time of forty minutes a day for three teachers,
seminar rooms in addition to regular classrooms, and assist-
ance to teachers provided by teacher aides and parent
vol-unteers 

"

Definition of Terms

The definitions given here are intended
more critical and frequently used terms in th

I'Innovation" is defined as a significant

to clarify the

is study"

departure from
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" Innovation may

three dimensions

a) the use of new materiars ( direct instructionaL
resources such as curriculum materiars and/or
technologies ) .

b) the use of new teaching approaches.

c) Lhe alteration of bel-iefs ( such as pedagogical

assumptions or theories underl-ying new policies or
programs ) .

"rnitiation" refers to the stage of the innovatory pro-
ject in which the principar conceives and formuLates plans,
makes a decision to support the project, searches out
resources, and begins the work of implementation with the
staff of the school 

"

practices that !ùere standard in the school_

represent a dynamic interaction among

(Fu]Ian, 1982):

" fmplementat ion " is de fined as the

into practice a program or set of act
people attempting or expected to change

s4).

The following

Montgomeryt s model

de

(r

process of putting

ivities new to the

(f'ul1an, 19B2r page

finitions were drawn from Leithwood and

982) z

"Dimensions of behaviour" are defined as characteris-
tics or qualities of actions or attitudes of the principal.
These dimensions refer not only to overt actions but, in the

case of goals and factors, to inner states as wel_L.
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"Principar behaviours " are defined as increasingry
effective to the extent that they facil_itate necessary

teacher growth and thereby indirectry infl_uence student
learning or impinge on other elements known to effect such

learning.

The three categories

are def ined as fol_lows:

of principaJ. behav i our studied

"goaIs" are the end point or broad objective to
which the principal directs his efforts.
I'factors" are phenomena potentialJ_y affecting the

experiences of studentsr either those operatíng on

the classroom experiences of studentsr or those

operating on the school-wide experiences of
students 

"

"strategies " are actions in which the principaÌ
engages to infruence factors associated with the

in-cl-ass and wider school_ experience of students "

Organization of the Studv

The investigation and the reported findings are presen-

ted in the folrowing order in this thesis. The body of this
report includes the preceding introduction (Chapter I) and a

review of the l-iterature (Chapter II)"
Presentation of bhe methodology and procedures emproyed

in this study is given in Chapter III"

1"

2"

3.



Chapter IV presents the findings
implementation achieved of the

Curr i cuÌ um ,

Finally, Chapter VII contains the

tíons, recommendations, and concl-usions of

14"

regarding the l-evel of

Computer Awareness

summary, implica-

this study"

rnvestigation into the dimensions of behaviour of the
principal is reported in Chapter V.

rn chapter vr, anaJ.ysis of the rel_ationships discovered
between dimensions of principal behaviour and program area
is set out, folLowed by suggestions for modification of the
version of the Leithwood and Montgomery model used in the
study.
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CHAPTER ]I

REVJ_EW og T]1E LTIERATURE

Researchers have for years grappred with the phenomenon

of organizaLíonar change in an attempt to deveJ_op insights
that wirl help explain why change works when it does and

what has to be done to improve the rate of success. This

review looks first at the broad fierd of research on inno-
vation, then moves to the literature specific to the field
of pranned educational change, and finally focuses on the

research to date on the principarts role in bringing about

change at the l-evel- of the erementary school. The f olJ_owing

outLine provides an overview of the organization of the

chapter:

Epgcèr_r ory-àL r [[gv u roN_

A.I Iheo{s!ic_ Mod_e_I_s_gå the C[gnSe pro_cegs_

4.1"1 Havelock's Compendium

A. 1. 1" 1 The Research, DeveJ_opment, and Di f f usion

A.

A.

A"

ModeÌ

A. l-. l-.2 The Problem-Solving

A,1.1 " 3 The Social Interacti

4.1.1"4 The Linkage Model_

I "2 The El-aborated Leadershi

1.3 The Concerns-Based Adopt

Model-

on Model

p Course Model-

ion Model-



A"2

A"3

Thg Di-gelsi_gn: of rnllovarion

S t r a t e g i e-s_ f o_r ll p l e me n t i_n g I nn oy:Lt :Lo!_

4.3"1 Full-anrs Framework of Factors

16.

Affect ing

B"

fmplementat ion

A" 3 " 2 " Leithwoodts strategy for Managing curricuLum

f mplement at i on

4,3"3 The Concerns-Based Adoption ModeL

lHE PRTNCIPALIS ROLE IN IMPLEMENTING INNOVATORY SCHOOL

PROGRAMS

A. Educ_at i_oJal_Jnngat ign_

rn theory, the purpose of innovation is to help schoo]s
accomplish their goals more effectively by improving prog-
rams or practices 

" Behind these innovations rests an

assumption: That "many pressing social_ problems courd be

much more effectively addressed than they are at present by

existing, underutilized knowredge systematically applied,'
(Leithwood, IgB2r page 343)"

substantial evidence has demonstrated that the exten-
síve reform efforts of the past twenty-five years have had

l-ittl-e direct impact on cl-assroom practice (Leithwood and

Montgomery' L9B2). Berman and McLaughlin (rg76t page 348)l
reporting on projects receiving rarge-sca1e federal_ support,
pointed out that the innovations "resuLted in littl-e consis-
tent or stabLe improvement in student outcomes" and that



even successful projects l-acked stability or trans
to other schooLs. Herriott and Gross (Ig7gr page

that "nearly every systematic study of the fate
cific educationar innovation in pubric schoors has

that its anticipated outcomes were not achieved,
educational benefits were limited, or that it was

i mpJ-emented, "

77"

ferability

11 ) stated

of a spe-

conc I uded

that its
not fully

Because lasting and significant change has proven to be

difficult to achieve, innovation has been the subject of
many research efforts, Even with this considerable focus on

innovation, however, the existing l_iterature on innovation
has been criticized as being inadequate from a theoretical_
poínt of view. cíacquinta (Ig73r paÇe 178) characterized
the bulk of research as "show and tel1" riterature with
little theoreticar or methodol_ogicaJ_ sophistication"
Herriott and Gross (797g ) viewed organ izaLionar- change
efforts in school-s as lacking in theoretical orientation.
Berman and McLaughlin (Igj6¡ page 347 ) noted that few
studies have attempted to,,test theories of change of ident-
ify components of success or fail_ure.,, Fullan (1978 and

I9B2) and Leithwood and Montgomery (IgBZ) were al_so critical_
of the l-iterature, but expressed optimism that much of the
foregoíng work was prerequisite to the formuLation of
adequate theory to guide research and practice.

one result of these two er.ements, that is the disap-



pointing resurts of past change efforts and the rack of
adequate theory, has been the devetopment of systematic
inquiry aimed at the identification and conceptualization of
the processes invorved in innovation. The four sub-sections
which folrow describe the progress of that inquiry to date.

r8.

the study of

of theoretical

Attempts have

A. t Theoretical_ Models of the Change process

As noted earlier, a critical need in
innovation is the development and testing
frameworks of the educational change process.

been made to develop such a framework.

A. 1" I Havelock's Compendium

Havelock (L979) pubrished a compendium of literature on

the innovation, dissemination, and utilization of knowredge

which has served as a sourcebook for many other researchers.
He categorized previous studies into three models and

proposed a fourth model, the linkage model, combining

elements of the first three models and the processes of
producing, disseminating, and utir izing knowJ_edge. Brief J-y,

the four models he described were:

A.I.1.l The Research, Development, and Diffusion
ModeI

This model emphasizes the perspective of the deveroper
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of an innovation. rt involves four stepss research, deve-

lopment, diffusion, and adoption. The user is seen in a

largely passive role, adopting an innovation developed

outside the user system to meet a need which has been iden-
tified by developers who are also outside the user system.

The major criticísm of this moder- is, of course, exactly
that lack of attention to the user, Havelock described the
modeL as over-raLionaLized and excessivery research-
oriented "

A. 1 " 1.2 The Problem-solving Model-

This model represents a user-centred approach to
change. The user identi fies needs, determines problem

areasr and searches for an appropriate innovatory approach

to meet the needs identified. when a resource or innovation
is identified as providing a potential solution, the user

adopts the innovation, applies it, and evaluates its
success. This modeL assumes that the change originates with
the user.

The core assumption of the probrem-sorving model_ is
that se]f-initiated change has the soundest motivationat
basís and the best prospects for rong-term continuance"

Havelock noted three probrems with the model: it does not

provide for large-scare or top-down innovatory thrustsr or
for change arising from outside pressurest it places exces-
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sive strain on t.he user; and it minimizes the role of the

outside consultant invoLved with a change effort. Another

problem is that, al-though six stages are identified in the

model, five of these are adoption activities and onry one is
concerned with implementation" The model fail-s to ade-

quateJ-y develop this crucial stage.

4.1.1,3 The Social Interaction Model

This model describes the change process as diffusion of
innovation bhrough informaÌ personal contacts and the

infl-uence of decision leaders. Derived from agricul-tura]
diffusion l-iterature, it assumes the exisLence of the inno-
vation which is eventually adopted" The four stages of the

modeL (knowledge, persuasion, decision and confirmation) are

all- adoption activities" Thus one shortcoming ís the lack
of specification of implementation elements by the model-.

other shortcomings incrude the lack of attention to the

origín of the innovation; no attention to the process of
adaptation of the innovation as it is used by the system;

littl-e coverage given to the processes of maladaption or

rejection of the innovatíon; and a l_ack of attention to the

application of the model to organizaLions such as school-s"

4.1"1.4 The Linkage i"lodel-

Havelock developed a fourth model synthesizing eLements
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of the L,hree earrier models. He attempted to provide in t.he

model- a unifying relationship between the outside resource

system (trre developers of innovation) and users through the

element of "rinkage". Again, of six phases specified in the

modelr onry the finar phase is concerned with implement-

ation, and this phase is not clearly deLineated.

The four models described above have offered some basic

ways of conceptuali zing the change process in general.

However¡ they are based on a view of human behaviour which

assumes that those involved in the innovatory process have

clear goals, possess technical sophisticatíon sufficient to
identify and utilize superior products and processes, and

are able and willing to adopt and implement the innovations

they select.

assumptions"

There is little evidence to support these

More recent model-s have attempted to come to grips with
problem areas specific to education" Two of these are worth

examining here" The first focuses on the readership for
change, and bhe second on user concerns"

4.1.2 The Elaborated Leadership course obstacle Moder

Herriott and Gross (r979) conducted an extensive study

and analysis of innovation based upon five in-depth case

studies of ruraL schools in the united states that were
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involved in federall-y-funded change programs" Alr five
change programs were judged to be unsuccessful-" The re-
searchers concruded t.hat the failures vJere due to in-
adequacies in the way that administrators conceptuaLized the

change process, in particular the obstacles facing

innovation"

Herriott and Gross began their anarysis with the use of
the overcoming Resistance to change (oRc) model which

posited that the success or fai.l-ure of planned organiz-
ational change efforts was basically a function of the

abiJ-ity of management to overcome staff resistance that
existed just prior to or at the tíme of introduction of the

change. The chief limitation of this model was that it
overlooked organizational conditions that could have an

impacL on the innovation after it had been íntroduced.

The Leadership Obstacl_e Course ( LOC ) model vras then

posited to overcome this limitation. The Loc adds to the

initial- modeL the requirement that, for successfuL imple-

mentation, five necessary conditions be estabrished by the

administration: clarification of the proposed innovation for
all those involvedi provisíon of skill-s and capabilities for
staff who are to carry out the innovation; provision of
necessary materials and equipment; establishment of organi-
zational arrangements congruent with the innovation; and the

motivation of staff to spend the time and effort necessary
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to implement the innovation.

Further refinement based upon research resulted in the

Elaborated Leadership obstacle course (ELoc) model. This
model outrines five stages of innovatory efforts (expror-
ation, p1anni.g, initiation, implementation, and incorpor-
ation) and the specific leadership tasks to be performed by

the adminístrator at each stage"

The perspective of the Herriott and Gross ELoc model is
clearry a manageriar oneo rt assumes that retraining of
users is essentiar, and that users wiIl provide feedback

about problems encountered that witl- faciLitate training.
users are seen basicarry as information processing units on

the assumption that, if the innovatÍon is made clear and

understandable, users will- respond appropriatery" rt fails
to consider the user other than as a source of obstacLes to
be overcome. rt ignores the question of what other needs

users may have, and the possibility of adaptation of the

innovation depending upon the situation. Users have a

limited rore in planning, and onry an advisory role during
ímpJ-ementation" This is in contrast to the user perspective

which assumes that users should decide or participate in
deciding what innovations to implement and how to implement

them"

Herríott and Gross's conceptuarízation of resistance
potentiaJ- users requires further study" Giacquinta (Ig7

by

3)
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made the point that. resistance needs to be treated as more

than simpry a practical difficurty to be overcome, but must

be studied as a sociaL phenomenon in need of systematic
inquiry. To a large extent, this is the approach which

underlies the concerns Based Adoption Model_, which f oIl_ows "

4.1.3 The Concerns Based Adoption Model_ (CBAM)

one of the most serious shortcomings of research into
educational- innovation has been the lack of reliabl_e
measurement of the extent of implementation of an inno-
vation. Estimates of change have frequently been based upon

"reported use", that is, personal and subjective accounts
given by change agents, principaJ-s, and teachers (see, for
example, Fu1lan and pomf ret , 19B2i Leithwood, 1gBl, Hal_l_ and

Loucks, 7976, 1977r ciacquinta, 1973). positive reporting
may not indicate usage, but only an attitude of acceptance.

rt may not represent the knowledge or skill necessary to
implement the innovation, or the use of key el_ements in the
innovation in a comprehensive manner" The absence of reLi-
able measures of use runs the risk of evaluating what

amounts to "non-events" (Halr and Loucks, rg76t page 264)"

Hal-l and Loucks (I976, 1977 ) through the Concerns Based

Adoption l4ode] developed an approach which attempted to
provide reliable evidence of the degree of individual_ and

organizational use of an innovation. Their work in devetop-
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ing measures of use based upon the expression of user con-

cerns and use of key categories of the innovation resul-ted

in a distinct emphasis upon the roLe of the user,

The CBAM is eclectic" Tt integrates elements of all
four of Haverockts models as welr as elements from FulLerrs

work (1969). As distinct from Havelock, its focus is on the

implementation of the innovation in an educational setting.
rt describes the change process as the interaction between

the user system, the resource system, and the adoptive

process resurting from the joint activity of the resource

and user system. Thus it is a more comprehensive moder than

those reviewed earlier.

The CBAM is empirically grounded. Based upon eleven

years of research in school_s and colLeges, it posits a

developmental process that individual-s experience as they

attempt to implement an innovation"

Five key dimensions constitute the model to date:

a" Stages of Concern about the innovation, an assess-

ment based upon a "concerns profile": the feel-
ings, perceptions, motivationsr ând attitudes of

teachers as they approach and use the innovation.

Seven levels have been defined in the model.

Level-s of Use of the innovation, which describes

seven leveIs of behaviours of the individual be-

sides non-use as he/she approaches or uses the

b.
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innovation ( orientation, preparation, mechanical

use, routine use, refinement, integrationr ând

renewal ) .

The Innovation Configuration, describing and evalu-

ating the different patterns or forms that an

innovation may take as it is adopted and made oper-

ational by different individuals in different
sites. Essential features or components of each

innovation are identified and use/non-use is asses-

sed on the basis of inclusion of these elements.

A change faci.Iitator (an outside consultant or on-

site administrator) who works with both individuaLs

and groups. It is postulated that the general pro-
gression of concerns in a group or organizaLional

unit can be predicted to some degree through the

use of concerns profiles, Levels of Use, and Inno-

vation Configurations. The facilitator can then

design and implement interventions that facilitate
the progress of the change effort for both groups

and individuals (HalI, I979).

An intervention taxonomy (Hal1, Zigarmir âDd Hord,

I979) is under development" The intention is to

operationally describe and classify the various

actions that a change facilitator and others

undertake that influence the use of the innovation.

d)

e)
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rt is proposed that direct rinkages can be made

between the dÍagnostic components of the model and

the interventions that are required.
The implications for implementation claimed on the

basis of findings uncovered during the development of the
CBAM include:

1"

2"

3.

that change is a process that reguires continuity
of support.

that the model represents generic frameworks that
can be used for across-innovation comparisons,

that the model allows for data collection regarding
discrepancies in the way innovation is proceeding

at the practitioner lever which may not be consis-
tent with the way policy makers and macro-l_evel

model-s describe them, thus arlowing for corrective
interventions at both levels.

that the unit-1eve1 manager plays a key role in
faciritating the arousar and resorution of practi-
tioner concerns.

that in order that summative evaluation of an inno-
vatíon be reliable, it is important to have the
users at the l_evel of "routine use " . Users at
other Ievels of use are at non-use or beginning
use, or are mutating the innovation, and therefore
replicabitity and reliability of results is not
possible 

"

4.

5.
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The model has been criticized regarding its assumption

that all innovators go through the fixed stages in exactly
Lhe same order, and/or do not regress to earrier stages. A

universal set of stages may not be sensitive to differences
among innovations and individuars. Leithwood (r98r) sug-
gests further refinements, one being to replace the singre,
fixed conception of stages intended to apply to arr new

programs with a set of proced.ures for defining stages spec-
ific to each innovation, and specifi-c to the adaptations of
the innovation that occur in each site of implementation.

such a refinement wourd overcome the probrem of rack of
sensitivity to differences in innovations, but it would

complicate cross-innovation or cross-site comparison.

There is as yet no educational change moder that has

received generar acceptance. Barrows, Klenke, and Heffernan
(r979) i.n their research on innovation in thirteen school

sites concluded that none of the six change models above

adequatery described the adoption experience in arr the
sites studied" some of the models explained part of the
adoption process in various sitesr or severar moders com-

bined to explain adoption behaviour in one particurar
school. They criti-cized alr six models on the folrowing
points:
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depiction of the change process as invorving a

linear sequence of events. Their data suggested

three components which interacted dynamically but
non-linearally over time: adoption contextr prepar-
ation, and legitimization aspects such as admi-nis-

trative support.

lack of allowance for an external impetus or stimu-
Ius to change. The moders assume pranned incremen-
ta1 response to a problem. The research did not
support thís. Instead, external events such as a

desegregation order and a schoor fire initiated
some adoption decisions. such events are not Laken

into consideration in the model.

of the si-x models outrined, the two most recently
deveroped (ttre Eraborated Leadership course obstacle Moder

and the concerns Based Adoption Model) prace major emphasis

upon the rore of the principal in planned change. Herriott
and Gross (L979) focused on functions essential for the
manager to carry out if the innovation is to be successfulry
integrated. HalI, Loucks, and their colleagues at the
university of Texas Research and Development cenLer found

that their initial focus on the user of the innovation
evorved into a focus on prj-ncipar interventions as a key to
effective innovations. obviously, much stilr needs to be

discovered about the infruence of the principal in regard to
change.

1.

2"
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A"2 The Dimensions of Innovation

Educational change is multi-dimensional Given the

number of variables which interact and potentialry affect

innovati-on, research efforts which attempt to sperl out and

relate a1l of the factors and contingencies would end. in a

hoperess quagmire (tr'ullan, L9B2; Leithwood and Montgomêr!r

r9B2; Berman and Mclaughlin, Lg75¡ sarason, r97r)" rn order
to conceptualize the change process, many researchers have

identified what they have seen as significant phases, com-

ponentsr or promising approaches to the change process.

Most researchers now identify three broad phases of the

change process (rullan, L9B2; Leithwood and Montgomely,

L9B2i Rosenblum and Louis, 1979¡ Berman and Mclaughrin,

L979; Harl and Loucks , L976, r977; Giacquinta, r 973¡

sarason, L97L) " phase r, initiation, consists of the

process which l-eads up to and includes the decision to adopt

or proceed with an innovation, phase rr consists of initiar

use and j-mplementation. phase rrr is the continuation,

incorporatíonr or routinization, and refers to the stage at

which the innovation is built into the ongoing system.

currently considerabre effort has been directed toward study

of the imprementation .ohase (rullan and pomfret, 1,g77¡ Hall-

and Loucks, L976, L977; Berman and Mclaughlin, Lg76).
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looked at dimensions within the
in implementing new curricular
Ilan (L9e2r page 3O) idenrifiedFuprograms and practices.

three such dimensions:

a. the possibre use of new or revised materiars
(direct instructionar resources such as curricur_um
materials or technologies) ;

b. the possibre use of nehr teaching approaches (that
is, new teaching straLegies or activities);

c" the possible alteration of bel_iefs ( for exampJ-e,

pedagogicat assumptions and theories undertying
particular nev¿ programs or policies ) .

Fullan theorized that individuar_ innovations may vary
in their demands for change in these dimensions, with the
majority of innovations invorving substantial change in arl
three. He postulated that change consists of a dynamic
interrelationship of the dimens j_ons. The changes people
experience in regard to their berief structure are a key to
their developing a "sense of meaning" (page 62) in regard to
the innovation. The deveropment of this sense of meaning is
critical to the change process if the people invorved are to
confront the behavioural and conceptuar imprications of the
innovation. Furran's work is one of the first to address
specifically and comprehensively the issue of deveropment of
berief or a sense of meaning in the user as a condition for
successful implementation.
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Much of the data and a substantial amount of opinion

based upon research Ïras suggested that the totar schoor

its people, structures, curricula, and rerationship to the

larger community -- must be the focus of improvement efforts
(Tye, 198l; Leithwood and Montgomery, LgB2; Fullan, I9B2¡

HaIl and Loucks, L976, L977, lgBI; and Sarason, 197I). D.

common (198r) reiterated this viewpoint in the comments she

made abouL her search of the literature on innovation. she

reported that the erements appropriate for study in imple-

menting innovation incrude: r ) teachers ,t 2) administrators i

3 ) the school as an organization; and 4) the curriculum.

she identified the following components of successful

change:

the prime unit for i-nnovation is the individual

school, and particularly individual classrooms in

which the teacher understands the nature of the

curriculum and its conLent.

a clear decísion to adopt the innovation at the

school level is important prior to beginnj_ng imple-

mentation.

the school administrator is the most important indiv-

idual affecting the degree of implementation.

imprementation planninE is essentiar to provide a set

of conditions within the school structure so that the
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instructiona.l- practices prescribed by the curriculum

can occur.

of the many factors that affect school-based change,

researchers have consistently highlighted the importance of
principal behavíours as one of the factors that is a key to
effective innovation (Herriott and Gross, r97gi Leithwood

and Montgomery, I9B2i Fullan, I9B2; Berman and Mcl-aughlin,

1978; Rosenblum and Jaztrub, 19Bl; Hatr and Loucks, r97B¡

Barrows, Klenke, and Heffernan, Ig79; Blumberg and

Greenfield, 1980; Edmonds, L9B2¡ Emrick and petersont rg7B,

Hord and Goldstein, 19B2; Venezky and Winfiel_d, L979).

systematic research on this important factor and its
relationship to change has been conducted onJ-y over the past

five years (FuIlan, I9B2; Leithwood and lvlontgomery, I9B2i

Rosenblum and Jaztrub, 1981; Hord and Goldstein, lgBZ) .

Much of this research is sti1l in progress, Further in-
depth knowledge of the principal as an important dimension

of school innovation is needed,

A"3 S t La Le g i e_g f o L t h_e _I m p_l e me n t a LigLo f Jllgo v a r i g!_

Fullan's definition of implementation (IgB2r Þage 54)

that it "consists of the process of putting into practice
idea or program nevr Lo the people attempting or expected

change, " ft is distinct from the decision to use, which

LS

an

to
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is defined as adoption, and from planned use, since the

innovation in use may be quj-te different from intended use.

Researchers have come to the rearization that it is

essential to study the imprementation process so as to

understand the reasons why so many educational_ innovations

have faired to become established, rn many cases the lack

of success Ïras been attributed to the fact that the inno-

vations have not been impremented, or have been only

partially implemented (Hatt and Loucks, L976¡ Winklevoss,

reTs ) .

rmplementation research has a relatively short history.
studies focusing specifically on implementation have been

prominent onry over the last decade and a half (Berman and

Mclaughlin, I97B; HaIl and Loucks , L976, 1977 ) . It is
necessary to consj-der attempts at change in practice as

still in the formative stages as far as knowledge gained

from research is concerned"

At the same time, current imprementation studies have

mad.e significant contributions to our knowredge. Research

has taken a promising direction in this regard. Examination

of the imprementation process in detail has been undertaken.

Three different research perspectives are examined in this

section of the review"
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Ã'.3 " I Fu1lan's Framework of
Implementation

Factors Affecting

Furran (r9e2r pages 55 to 75) identified fifteen
factors subsumed under four headings to which his extensive
review of the literature pointed as significantly affecting
imprementation. Furlan emphasized that he did not view
these factors as separate units, but as a system of inter-
acting varíabres that causalry affect implementation. The

four main groupings and associated factors were:

a. attributes of the change itself need, clarity,
compÌexity, and quality. (See also Hughes and

Keith, 1980; Gaynor, Barrows, and Klenke, IgBO;

Barrows, Klenke, and Heffernan, IgTg; Emrich and

Peterson, L97B¡ Downey, I975¡ Berman and

Mclaugh1in, I977; and Rosenblum and Louis, LgTg).

b, characteristics at the school district leveI
history of innovative attempts, adoption process,
central administrative support, staff development,

time-line and information system, and board and

community characteristics. (See also Berman and

Mclaughlin, 1979; Rosenblum and Louis, 1979¡

Downey, I975; Sarason, I97l ).
cu characteristics at the schoor revel- the role of

the principal, peer relations, and teacher orient-
ations. (See also Lej-thwood and Montgomery, L9B2¡

Berman and Mcl,aughlin, L97B; Emrick and peterson,
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I97B; t/tilson, 1981; and Sarason, 197I) "

d" characteristics externaL to the l-ocal- system the

role of government and external_ assistance" (See

al-so Rosenblum and Louis, 197g; Berman and

!lcLaughIin, 1978; and Herriott and Gross, IgTg) .

Fullan pointed out that the grouping of factors repre-
sents an organizationar framework for thinking about change,

not a model or bJ.ueprint.

Fullan made several-

implementation:

cogent points regarding

âo the crux of implementation involves the development

of a I'sense of meaning" in those who are to be the

implementers.

b.

d"

ô

successful implementation demands the

of the principal"
i nvolvement

under-

adapt-

i nno-

C. the factors of implementation reinforce or

mine each other as an interrelated system"

implementation involves a process of mutual_

ation in which both the implementers and the

vation change in particular situations.
Lhe implementation process cannot at this point in
time (and perhaps never will_) be completely planned

or rationally managed. "ft is patently impossible

to manage sociaL action by analyzing all possible

aLternatives and their consequences " ( page B5 ) "
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The need is to be abl_e to understand what causes

effective implementation, and how to infl_uence

those causes,

Fullan has attempted to provide a comprehensive over-
view of implementation. Because it is an overview, it Lacks

specificity ín deaJ.ing with the factors identified,

A" 3.2 Leithwoodts strategy for I"ranaging curricul-um
Implementat i on

Leithwood (1981) developed a strategy for managing the

curriculum imprementation process consistent with his
assessment of research findings. He evaluated this strategy
in six ontario school systems with a variety of curriculum
innovations. The strategy consists of three phases:

âo diagnosis, which requires "identification of the

b"

goals for curriculum implementation, the discrep-
ancies between existing and innovative curricula
reLevant to goal achievement, and,the obstacles to

overcome in order to reduce discrepancies and

achieve the goals established for implementation"
(page 344) "

appfication, which cal_l_s for the design and carry-
ing out of procedures for overcoming the ]ack of
knowledge and skills, rest.ruct.uring incentives and
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rewards, and providing necessary material_ resources

and organízaLionaL arrangements"

evafuation, both formative and summative, the

latter requiring possible return to the diagnostic
phase 

"

Leithwood placed major responsibii.íty for the imple-
mentation process with the manager of the implementation,

who in most cases woul-d be the principal. He stated that
the curriculum development tasks demanded by his model ,'do

not represent a common view of this aspect of a managerrs

responsibiliLies, and may account for an additional portion
of the failure of many implementation strategies " ( page

349) 
"

4.3.3 The Concerns-Based Adoption lulodel

The concerns Based Adopt ion Model- ( Hal-r and Loucks,

7976 | r977 , r97B ) described earlier represented the study of
impJ.ementation from a fresh perspective. The research

invoLved in developing the model resulted in several signif-
icant findings regarding implementation which have received

support from other research studies (Berman and lvtclaughlin,

1976¡ I97Bi Ful1an, I9B2; Leithwood and Montgomery, 1982):

âo Any one innovation is usually operationalized in
many different forms, that is, there wil_I be an

innovation continuum depending upon user adaptation

c"
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of innovation components" There may be differences
of opinion among users¡ or between users and dever-
opersr âs to what use represents an acceptable
operationaL form of the innovation.
Mutual adaptation, that is some user change and

some innovation change¡ has been postulated as the
most successful- innovation strategy depending on

the nature of the components of the innovation.
The more complex the innovation, the more change

required from current practice, or the greater the

fidelity desired with the original moder, the
greater the need for impJ-ementation facilitation
activities and an extended time-Iine.
The concept of innovation configurations suggests

that eval-uators need to determine whích criticat
and related components are being used prior to
attempting to determine implementation effects.
They need to determine which components or combin-

ations of components create the most effective
configurations for meeting the objectives of the
innovat i on "

Effective imprementation depends upon a complex combin-
ation of factors. rncreased understanding of these factors
and how they interact in the schoor situation is essentiaL
to improve the effectiveness of schooL-based change efforts.

b,

c.

d"
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one key factor that has been identified in major

studies is the school- principat. The foltowing section
examines findings regarding the administratorrs rol_e,

BO The Pri nc i pal- t s Rol-e Iementin ï nnovator School
ProgrÊgg

Research studies seem to present opposing views in
regard to the school principails infruence in improving the
quality of instruction in the classroom. However, under

closer scrutiny the literature may not be contradictory, but

rather offer differing Lines of research that could werr be

used to explain each other"

one line of research has indicated that most principals
pray a rerativery minor rol-e in the tearning outcomes of
their schools ( Shoemaker and Fraser; 198 1; Cross, l9B 1 ;

Gersten, Carmine, and Green, lgBZ). For example, Deal and

celotti ( 1980 ) have suggested that cl_assroom instruction
seems to be virtually unaffected by administrative and

organizaLional- factors. According to their study, there is
littre evidence of the principal's influence upon cÌassroom

learning.

The majority of principals, it seems, do not operate as

instructional- leaders or coordinators in their schools.
Numerous researchers (Furlan, rgï2; Martin, 1gB0; worcott,
1973; sarasonr l972) have found that instructional- l-eader-

1n
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ship is not a central focus for most principals" Leithwood,
Ross, Montgomeryn and !taynes (1978) carried out a study to
find out how principars spend their time and pursue their
tasks" They observed and interviewed twenty-seven princi-
pals from three school districts in ontario" They classi-
fied the principals according to four categories: adminis-
trative (508)r facilÍtative (3lt)r directive (r2z)i and

interpersonally oriented (BB) 
" The administrative leader

they defined as "essentiarly a passive observer of the
curricul-um process in his school, He keeps track of what

is going on and makes suggestions on an infrequent basis; he

becomes directly involved onry if there is a probrem" (page

66)" rn terms of curricuLum and curricular change, then,
one-half of the sampre provided little, if anyr leadership
to school programs.

Thomas (1978) in her study of principars involved in
alternative school programs in three locations in the united
states identified simiLar principal roles to those of
Leithwood, Ross, Montgomery, and Maynes, of the principaJ.s
studied, 49t r¡Jere described as administrators, 26t as direc-
tors, and 25?. as facilitators. Administrators h/ere not
perceived as effectiveJ.y imprementing innovative programs

while the directive and facilitative principaJ_s were seen to
be significantry more effective in imprementing changes in
school programs"
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rt woul-d seemr then, that many principals do not focus
on instructional leadership in the schooL" rf this is the
case, then it is understandable that many researchers have
posited that the principal has littLe effect on classroom
i nstruct i on 

"

Another group of researchers has contended that the
principal is the key to innovative change ( Berman and
McLaughlin, 1978; Tyer 1gB1; Austin, rgTB; Deal and ceJ.otti,
I97B; De Bevoise, IgB2; FulIan, IgB2; HaII, Rutherford, and

Griffinr 19B2; Rosenblum and Jastrub, 1980). rn ar_r the
sbudies cited, there was evidence to suggest that principals
could be extremery influentiar in the process of
implementing change in instruction when they focussed upon
instructionaL leadership.

several- examples can be drawn from these studies that
i1l-ustrate this finding" The Rand study of Federal programs

Supporting Educational Change (Berman and Mclaughlin, Ig76,
r977 ' r97B) studied the resul-ts of severaL types of feder-
alJ-y sponsored educational change programs in 293 schooÌs,
each in its last or next-to-r.ast year of funding. The

studyts focus was to discover what factors influenced the
outcomes of the imprementation projects. The investigators
reported that "projects having the active support of the
principal were most likely to fare we1I" (1g77, page I24)"
They cLaimed that it was the principaJ.'s acb.ions, and not
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whether implementation v¡as

served to support teachers

programs.
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to teachers the message as to
to be taken seriously, and that

in their efforts to implement new

The Teacher Corps projects ( neinhart, Arends, Kutz,
Lovel1, and lrüyant, 1980 ) contributed similar f indings in
regard to the principal based on their fietd-based research
in fourteen schools in rurar, urban, and suburban settings.
They found that principar involvement was criticar at the
initiar stage of implementation. At later stages t Þrinci-
pals of small- schools where projects were developing
success fully cont inued their involvement. In larger
schools, the principal did not stay invorved to the same

degree, but "a pattern observed in successful projects h,as

for the principal to remain interested and ready to problem-

solve around obstacres the program might encounterr' (page

g).

Hall, Hord, and Griffin (1980) monitored implementation
of a revised science program in eighty erementary schools in
Jefferson county, colorado, over a three-year period" They

assessed the l-evel- of implementation in each cLassroom.

They found that the lever of implementation by teachers in a

school \¡¿as â direct f unction of the principal r s actions. rn
schools in which principals did not become directry invol_ved
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with teachers and their use of the science innovation,
implementation was not judged to be successfur. rn other
schoors in which better levels of implementation were

observed, pyincipals "were concerned about supporting
teachers in theír use of the innovation, so on a daily or

weekly basis they were monitoring what teachers were doing

wittr science" They set policy within the school that
clearly índicated that science would be taught" They worked

on teacher-specific imptementation problems. They also
worked on the district-wide principals' committee for
science" (page 24) " The authors concluded that "the single
most important. hypothesis emanating from these data is that
the degree of implementation of the innovation is different
in different schoors because of the actions and concerns of
principals" (page 26).

The finding that the principar exerted so strong an

influence on the degree of imprenentation red Hall and his
associates to examine the "change facilitator style', of
principars (gatt, Rutherford and Griffin, rgB2r page 94).

They conducted a series of nine case studies of principals

as they facilitated the imprementation of an innovation in
their schools" The researchers concluded that princípa1

emerged as a key factor in educational change and school

improvenent" (page I00) although those they studied used

varying styres which the researchers grouped into three
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categories: the Responder, the Manager, and the rnitiator.
All three styles proved effective f.or implementing the

targetted change. The researchers noted that "the
principars functioned differently in different types of
schools " (page l-0r ) and concluded that " the pr incipar ' s

change faciritator style shourd be pÌaced within the broader

framework of context" (page r07)" They specurated that the
concept of contingency leadership may be useful in examining

how the principal and context interact, since "the same

context is interpreted differently and used differentry by

principals with different styles" (page lI6).
A contingency approach to leadership is, of course, not

new. rn trying to exprain or recommend readership be-

haviour, such an approach attempts to take into consider-
ation both the personal characteristics of the leader and

the situationar characteristics. Tannenbaum and schnidt
( 1958 ) set out a comprehensive framework emphas ízing
"forces" the l-eader must take into account to be effective,
including the roles played by the leader, the subordinate,
and situationar variables. Because the concept of principal
leadership has proven to be so comprex and erusive, the

contingency approach has recentry received renewed focus,

arising interestingly enough from case study investigations.
one example is the work of Harr and his associates cited
above " Another is the work of Blumberg and Greenfield
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(1980)' who through in-depth case studies of eight effective
principals came to the conclusion that:

any attempt to exprain and analyze the behaviourof an individuar must conceive ãr that behaviouras a function of that person r s perceiving andinteracting with a pariicul_ar situation -{pug"
237) "

There is some evidence, then, that leadership effect-
iveness depends in part on the configurations of particuLar
situations. sínce the findings of the two highly-credible
groups of researchers cited above converge on this point,
further investigation into the rel_ationship of principal
behaviour and the contingency approach is warranted"

To return to the main focus of this review: if, as the
evidence suggests, principals play a key ror-e in impJ.e-

menting change at the school level-s, there is a need to
determine what the principar should do specificarly to
manage change" The most significant research to address
this area has been that of Leithv¡ood and Montgomery,s (1982)

research review of the rol-e of the principar aimed at devel-
oping insights into bhat roLe in schoor improvement, The

researchers synthesized findings from studies in three
areas: the school in generar, school effectiveness, and the
implementation of innovation to develop a description of a

set of behaviours (goals, factorsr and strategies) which
appear to differentiate "effective" principals (that iso
those who have had a significant effect upon school improve-
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ment) from "typicaL" principars" According to their moder,

schoor improvement is perceived as an incremental process of
growth from less desirable to more desirabre states,
Effective principals are viewed as the most important ele-
ment in this process of growth, their influence appJ.ying not

only to student improvement (the "targets"), but to those

responsible for

teachers ) "

faciJ-itating such improvement ( the

The authors concluded that effective principals were

able to define priorities among schoor goal-s and to gain

support for these priorities from both staff and community,

The principalrs selection of priorities was postulated to
provide the basis for herping the principaJ- determine which

factors to attempt to influence. Having decided which

factors to influence and the conditions desired within these

factors, the principal engaged in an array of strategies
(interventions) to exercise such infl_uence.

The del-ineation of the dimensions of behaviour provided

by LeiLhwood and Montgomery represents an important forward

step in attempting to understand the impact of the principal
upon schoo.l- change " Although consistent with earrier f ind-
ings, the dimensions of behaviour they provided are consid-
erabJ-y more comprehensive and precise" Leithwood and

Montgomery (1983) built upon their work in the I9B2 study by

attempting to provide a theoreticar base for the discrimi-
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nation of principal effectiveness. Their method invol_ved

establishing two groups (one erementary and one secondary)

which used information from three sources ( their own

professional judgement, opinion data gathered from "conve-
nience" samples of principals and teachers, and reviews of
research) to develop a hypotheticaL profile of principal
effectiveness" The researchers have since been invol_ved in
validating this profile and obtaining questionnaire respon-
ses on the profile from groups of central- board administra-
torsr Þrincipars ¡ yice-principals, department heads and

teachers, and by interviewing principals on the nature of
their work. The structure of the 1983 profile differs
substantially from the model derived from the LgB2 research

synthesís in two major respects. An el-ement called "deci-
sion making" drav¡n from decision theory was added as a

"superordinate problem- sorving strategy" (page 45) posited

as affecting the three categories of goals, factors and

strategies. The most sígnificant departure from Lhe LgB2

moder vras the addition of an over- riding el_ement caLled

"information processing" (page 15) "This erement, derived
from psychological theory¡ wâs "explicitry developed to
explain problem-solving behaviour" (page 15)" The research-

ers point out that the addition of the information-
processing element "was an outcome of our research, not a

starting point" (page 15). fn other words, it was part of
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the hypothesis-building invorved in deveroping and extending
t.he profile of principal effectiveness, and was not based

upon the kind of extensive field data which r¡ras the source
of the categories and dimensions in t.he rgBz model_. rts
prominent prace in the l9B3 model can be perceived in the
following statement c

variations in principaJ. effectiveness
can be explained as differences in theway ínformation is processed andproblems are solved (page 1B).

Leithwood and Montgomery are currently ínvolved in the vari-
dation and extension of the 1gB3 model to incLude elements

having to do with principar assessment, training, and sel_ec-

tion (Leithwood and Montgomery, 1983, Leithwood and FuIlan,
1984).

rt is crear that the thrust of Leithwood and

Montgomery t s more recent research has to a considerabre
extent moved away from the ,'grounded" dimensions that
characterized the 1982 research. The purpose of their more

recent moder has al-so shifted. rt was not the aim of the
1983 model to provide "highry-detaired prescriptions " of
príncipal behaviourr âs in the rgBz review, but to deveJ_op

"sets of midd]e-level procedures " f or use by principal_s in
problem-solving (1983, page 47). Thus the two models differ
in structure, source and purpose.

There is, however, strong reason to research the vaLi-
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dity of the dimensions of principar behaviour set forth in
Leithwood and Montgomery's r9B2 study. That work offers a

model- based upon grounded data drawn from a significant
serection of methodologicarly-varied studies, a number of
hypotheses that are eminently researchable, and detailed
descriptions of "effective" and "typical,, dimensions of
behaviour that may prove of considerable varue to both prac-
titioners and researchers. Yet, to Lhis investigator,s
knowledge, no research validation of the dimensions indenti-
fied in the L9B2 moder have been undertaken, nor has further
significant new work in this particurar area been carried
out since then other than that descríbed above.

rn the research surveyed in this literature review,
three broad perspectives that have dominated the study of
the principalship can de discerned. The first perspective
focused upon readership theory based upon a priori genera-

l-izations which was applied to the principarship, and which

research then attempted to verify through empiricar
evidence. The second perspective examined the principalshíp
as a process and attempted to specify conditions under which

certain traits blere ef f ective. Þlore recently, a third pers-
pective studied behaviourar dimensions associated with prin-
cipal effectiveness in bringing about school improvement, a

prime exampre being Leithwood and lvlontgomery,s LgBz study
which built upon the work of many researchers. hrhi le
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the current literature continues to speak to the importance

of the principar in schoor improvement, research has tended

to move in the direction of the first perspective, that is,
developing theory as a base forrowed by empiricar vari-
dation. The identification of specific factors that
influence or determine principal effectiveness has not been

continued as a direction in the research" The identifica-
tion of such factors is
should be continued"

a sígnificant undertaking that

A profitable direction would be to refine the LgBz

Leithwood and Montgomery moder by researching the dimensions

of behaviour that have to do specificarty with each of the

areas their original synthesis encompassed, that is, the

principar rore in general; the principar ror-e in deveroping

a schoor that is effective in increasing academic arowth
across socio-economic revers i and the principar rore in
program implementation" rt is to this final task that this
research study is applied.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

rn this chapter the design and methodology used in this
study are discussed under the following headings:

A.

B.

c.

D.

Ea

the research design;

the research rationale;

the sample;

data collection methods and instruments

data analysis

A. The -.Besearch Design

The design was a case study which explored the issue of
one principa| s dimensions of behaviour as they affected the

implementation of the computer a\¡¡areness curriculum in an

urban elementary school

The conceptual framework suggested that two areas

needed to be studied if the broad questions addressed by the

research were Lo be examined systematically. fhat is, the
study must investigate the principar's dimensions of be-

havíour and rerate them to the implementation process

influenced by those dimensions.

The case study was carried out by the researcher inter-
viewing the school staff members, observing the curricurum
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in use in the crassrooms, and carrying out general

observation in the school setting. From these data,
inferences v¿ere made about the principal's dimensions of
behavíour that $/ere related to the extent of implementation.

Achievement of the purpose of the study required the

use of a three-stage design. The first stage involved data

corlection and preliminary analysis on Lwo erements:

1. the degree to which teachers had implemented the

curriculum in the classrooms.

2. the dimensions of behaviour evinced by the

principal.

The second stage synthesized and analyzed the data,

comparing the dimensions of the principal's behaviour to
those set out as characteristic of "effective" and "typical',
principals in the modified Leithwood and Montgomery moder"

The third stage involved apprying the findi-ngs to the

version of the Leithwood and Montgomery moder used for the

purpose of generating modifications and extensions to repre-
sent the dimensions of behaviour that are cri-tical to the
process of curricurum imprementation, based on the thesj-s

that curricul-um implementation is a distinct process requir-
ing specífj-c behavioural dimensions on the part of the

principal,

A preliminary pilot study was conducted by the re-
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searcher in the farr of r9B3 to examine the principal's
actions in initiating the computer awareness curriculum in
the school. That study highlighted the potential importance

of the principal in setting new direction and generating
policy for the school program. rt pointed out the need to
further investigate the effects of the principal,s initi-
ation and his efforts to imprement the curriculum, in
particular in relatíon to the dimensions of behaviour he

employed.

B. Rese-arch Rational-e

The key to quarity research is a werr-conceived design

that appropriately links the research problem, relevant
theory, and methodorogical approach (Dobbert, LgB2r pages

zg-e). This section first describes the theoretical
framework used along with modifications made to the
framework for the purposes of thís study, and then discusses

the methodorogical paradigm chosen to study the research

problem.

The Leithwood and Montgomery model (1982) was used as a
template for the theoretical framework wíthin which the
study examined the principar's role in curricurum implement-

ation. rn developing their model, Leithwood and Montgomery

(L982) attempted to define specific dimensions of principar
behaviour" Their initial step was to develop a set of three
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categories (goals, factors and strategies ) under which
specific dimensions h/ere subsumed (rabte r)" The categories
and dimensions were then used for organi zing the data in the
studies they reviewed. The researchers attempted to define
each dimension in terms of "typical', and ,'effective,'

dimensÍons of principat behaviour through data and

descriptions drawn from the existing research.

The study reported here is, to the researcher's
knowledge, the first to attempt to appry the dimensions
hypothesized by Leithwood and Montgomery to the rearities of
the principarship as carried out by one principal. The

researcher found that it was necessary to deverop a modified
version of the framework appropriate for the purposes of the
study. Each of the three major categories was investigated.
However, it was decided that it was neither feasible nor
appropriate to study every dimension nor to use the
categories and dimensions exactly as they were originally
set out. Three considerations guided the development of the
modified framework:

the avairabirity of a crear definition of the
dimension in Leithwood and Montgomery's moder, The

quality and quantity of data avairable from exist-
ing studies eras uneven and for some dimensions did
not provide a sufficient data base upon which to

I.
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CATEC.ORTES DI}4EI,IS]STS OF BEIIAVIOUR

1. C-oals
2. Factors

I. Factors affecting student classroom experiences
1.1 Ttre teacher
L"2 Program objectives and engfrasis
1"3 Instructional behaviors of the teacher
L"4 }4aterials and resources
1.5 Assessment, recording, and reportirg procedures
1.6 Tinre/classroom nanagement
I"7 Content
1.8 Phrysical envirorurent
1.9 Interpersonal relationships in tl.e cl_assroom
1.10 Integration

2. Factors affecting student school-+¡ide experiences
2"L Hunnn resources
2"2 lt4aterial and ¡*rysical_ resources
2.3 Relationships with comrm:nity
2.4 Extracurricular and intrarm:ral activities
2.5 Relationships anxrng staff
2.6 Relationships with cxrt-of-school staff
2.7 Student betravior while at school

3. Strategies 1" Building/naintaining interpersonal relationships and
notivating staff
1.1 Involving staff
L.2 Doing things wíth staff
1.3 Being positive, dreerful, and encouraging
L.4 Being with/avaitable or accessible to staff
I.5 Being honest, direct, and sincere
1.6 Getting staff to erqgress/set their æm goals

2. Providing staff with kno¡Iedge and skills
3. Collecting infornntion
4" Using vested authority
5. Providing direct service to students
6. .Assisting with and sup¡:orting teachers' regular tasks
7 " Facilitating within-school comnn:nication
B" Providing inforrnation to staff
9. Focusing attenticn ør the special needs of students

I0" Facilitating crcmmunication between the sctrool and
the comrn:nity

II. Using goal and priority-setting and plaming
L2. Finding nonteactrirg tire for staff
13. Establishing procedures to hnndle routine natters

TABLE 1: DIMNS]ONS OF PRTNCIPAL BEHAVIOUR

Source: l,eithwood and lr4ontgomery, L982, ¡nge 3I2"
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formulate a definition of the dimension. These

dimensions were omitted from the study. Those

affected by this consideration were Factors L.7 u

1.8, 2"3,2"5, and 2"7 and Strategies 1"3, L.4,

1.5, 5 and 9"

2" relevance to curriculum

dimensions were clearly

omitted from the study.

Factors 1.5, I.6, L"9 and

6"

implementation. Some

irrelevant and were thus

This group included

2"4 and Strategies 4 and

3. the feasibility of collecting data for the categor-

ies identified. Some categories were extremely

broad, and researching an area of such breadth

would not be likely to provide a cl_ear rating of

the dimension. An example is the Goals category.

Leithwood and Montgomery's description of this

category provided a set of dimensions which were

then used for the research, consistj_ng of four

dimensions of the goal orientation of the princi-

pal: the clarity of the principal's personal goal

orientation, and his goal orientation toward stu-

dents, teachers, and the community.

Certain dimensions contained a mixture of
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areas, some of which had been clearly defined and

others having no definition, such as the first
dimens j-on in Strategies. The investigator

attempted to develop concise and researchable defi-
nitions of the dimension, which i_n some cases meant

breaking a broad dimension down into manageable

categories appropriate to the area under study.
Thus Strategy 1"1 was examined under two headings,

"decision making approach" (3.1) and "involving
staff in the ínnovation" (3"2), both of which were

clearly defined in Leithwood and Montgomery,s

research. "Doing things with staff" became

"Principal's involvement in the innovation" ( 3.3 )

to more accurately reflect the emphasis in this

study.

Some categories were combined because of re-
dundancy in the placement or definition, For ex-

ampre, materials and resources appears twice in the

Leithwood and Montgomery framework, and is discus-

sed again under "strategies,' (page 327). In this
study, it was decided that this item could most

appropriately be researched under',Strategies,'.

The modifications made to the Leithwood and Montgomery

(f982) model are shown in Table II.

of the original model, then, the following dimensions
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1" coals
2" Fachors

3. Sbrategfes

Used

Used
Used
Used
Used
Irreler¡a¡t
Irrelevant
tlo base
Ito base
Irreler¡ant
Used

Used
Incl. fn "etrategLes"
No base
Irrelevant
ìtro base
Used
tlo base

Used
Used
l.lo base
No base
No baee
Used
Used
Used
Irreleyant
llc base
Irrelevant
Used
Used
llc base

Used
Used
Used
Used

(4 areas)

l. Factora affect.lng student classræm experlenceet.l The teacher
I.2 Program cbjectlves ard enpTrasls
1.3 Instruetlonal behavlors of the t.eacher1.4 l'4aterials ard resources
1.5 Assessn¡enb., recording, a¡d reportlng procdures1.6 Tlrre/elaesræm nanagenent
I.7 Coritent
1.8 Physical envlrcnnent
1.9 Interpersonal relatlcnshlps ln the classroqnl.lO Integratlcrr

2" Factors affecbirrg etudent scñæI-fllde experlences2.1 lfuman rescurces
2.2 l4aterlal arxt physlcal rescurces
2.3 Relatlcnshlps wlth ænrrunlty
2.4 Extraorrrlcr:lar arxl intranural activltles
2.5 Relatlcnships ancrrg staff
2.6 Relatlonshlps with outrf-choot staff2,7 Student behavlor whlle at echool

I. Bulldlng/malntaintng lnterpereønl relatlcr¡shtps arxt
roblvating staff
l.l Involvfng staff
I.2 Dotng things wlth sraff
1.1 Being posltlve, dreerful, and encrxrraglng
1.4 Belrg with,/avallable or accesslble to etáff1.5 Belng trørest, direct, arxl slncere

^ 1.6 .Getttrrg staff to express/set thelr c*rn goale
2, Provldlng etaff wlth krrc*rledge ard skills
3. Collectlng lnfornratløl
4. Uelng vested authorlty
5. Provldlng direct servlce to students
9. Asslstlng wlth and eupportlng teachers' regnrlar tasks7, Facllltatlng wlthln-schæI crcmnunlcatlon
8. Provlding lnformatlcn to etaff
9. Focuslng attentlcrr cn the speclal needs of students10. Facllltating conuunicatlcn between the sctræl ard

the oomrrunlty

ll. Uelng goal and prlorlty-settlng and plannlng
12" Flndlng nonteachlrg tlne for etaff
13. Establlshlng procedures to ha¡rdle rcutlne natters

üã-ed = researched
t'tro base = Lelthwood 9$ u:ntgomery were unable to deflne this dircnslcrr thro:gh exlsttng researchIrreleva¡¡t = t{ot a¡pllcable to t}re study of o¡rriculum inplenentatlcrr

TABLE II: l',lodifications to tr" hi
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were researched, some using modified headings3

Goals - 4 dimensions

Factors I.I, L.2, I.3, L.4, 1.f0, 2"L, 2.2 and 2"6"

Strategies I.l, L.2, L"6, 2, 3, 7, B, 10, II, L2 & 13.

The modified framework upon which this study was based

is shown in Tabte rrr. The furl definition for each

dimension as derived from the Leithwood and Montgomery study
(L982) is provided in Appendix A.

The validity of the modified model used in the study

was an issue that had to be given consideration. varidity

in this instance had to do with the revised version of the

model used as compared to the L9B2 Leíthwood and Montgomery

model "

A model is not valid per sei it. is valid for a

particular purpose and for a particular setting or group

(eay, IgBIr page 1r0") As welI, validity is never perfect,
but instead is a matter of degree, Keeping in mind these

statements, validity bras attended to in this study in three
ways 3

3. careful structuring and serection of elements drawn from

the Leithwood and Montgomery (1982) model. It should be

noted that the Leithwood and Montgomery (L982) model is
itself not a tightly-integrated unit, but a "set of
hypotheses in need of further testing" (l,eithwood and
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Tlf-pr inc i l- ' s pr ior i ty f or student
I.2 claritv of

tj! orientation to teachers

L.4 communication brith parents
2. FACTORS

Z.T-tãacher selection
2"2 c.l-arity of obiectives
2.3 instructional stratesies

ntegration of program
obiectives

2.5 fundinq sources

2.6 division vs. school_ qoals
. STRATEGIES

3.T-eclsion-makinq approach
.2 involving-stãTT

in the innovation
prrncipal's involvement
in innovation
encouraging staff
i-mprovement

3.5 provid@
knowl-edge and skills

3.6 information gatherin

3.7 provision of resources

þ-school communicat ion

1r9 planninq strateqies

3.I0 routine task handli
TABLE I]I: DIMENSIONS OF PRINCIPÄI BEHAVIOUR: IVIODIFIED

FRAMEWORK
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Montgomery, L9B2r page 335") Their model is basically a

set of categories with definitions where available drawn

from existing research. Rerationships that could be

posited between categories were limited. WhiIe the

"goals" category hras hypothesized to have some

relationship to certain "factors" (in particurar,
factors f .1, L"2, f .3, I.4, 1"IO and 2.L, al_l of which

were included in the revised model used in this study),
the researchers stated that "the present state of
research evidence does not permit the estabrishment of
relationshíps between 'f actors ' and. 'strategies , ,' (page

325). Thus the issue of rel-ationships between erements

of the model was aLtended to in structuring the revised
model where such relationships were indicated in the
I9B2 model.

careful attention was also given to the sel-ection

of categories. All of the "goals" dimensions were

incruded in the moder. since the "goals" category was,

in Leithwood and Montgomery's view (LgBz) ttre prime area

of difference between "typica1" and "effective" princi-
pals, retention of this entire category was judged

essential to the varidity of the revised model. The

next most important category was that of " factors " .

Here a1l the rerevant elements having a data base were

used' The issue of relevance was determined in relation
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to applicability to the purpose of the study, that is,
the examination of principal dimensions of behaviour in
implementing an innovation, and each item was screened.

according to this purpose. since the categories studied
\¡/ere discrete elements in the Leithwood and Montgomery

(1982) model, to omit those which were crearry irrere-
vant was not deemed to be damaging to the structure of
the model. A similar process of category selection was

used in regard to "strategies. " As examination of
Table rr wilr indicate, the erements not incruded in Lhe

revised model $¡ere those of tittle importance to the

study of principal dimensions of behaviour rerated to
implementing an innovation. The categories which were

studied consisted of a focussed group of elements essen-

tial to the purpose of the study.

2" use of a phenomenorogicar approach. The model used in
the study \¡¡as a set of categories which were not end

points in themselves, but middle points based upon re-
lated previous knowledge and reading toward new inter-
pretations" The fíeld-based approach tested and fleshed
out the categories studied by means of the data collect-
êd, making al-lowance for additionat aspects or confrict-

ing evidence. This approach alrowed for the emergence

of elements that might not have been present in the

original model as well- as the extension of those that
were included"
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the research results. The most important criterion in
determining the degree of varidity of the modified model

is whether or not it was a good enough fit to rearity to
serve as a trustworthy guide to the conduct of the

investigation, that is, whether it. reflected a clear,
representative picture of the given situation (Dobbert,

r98rr page 259). The resul-ts of the research supported

the validity of the model in two ways:

a) through the internar consistency of the findings and

the abirity of the model used to account for and

explain the furl range of data corrected. The model

proved to have suffi-cient categorical breadth to
account for the data with the exception of the

bi-modal nature of principal dimensions of behav-

iour, whi-ch arose from the data in this particular

instance and was not incruded in the L9B2 Lei-thwood

and Montgomery mode1.

b) through member checks. This methodological step

provided verificaLion that a complete and accurate

account of the dimensions of principar behaviour

related to the imprementation emerged through the

use of the revised model.

The nature of the research probrem in combination with
the theoretical framework determined the research approach

utilized,
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Two primary considerations influenced the design of the

research approach: the interest in determining the dimen-

sions of principar behaviour and their influence upon the

implementation effort, and the state of present knowledge

about curriculum implementation.

since the íntention of this study was to explore and

generate conceptualizations of the principar's role in

regard to curricul-um implementation, the interest was in

deveroping and analyzing schoor-generated data on the

principal's dimensions of behaviour and their rerationship

to the implementation.

rn regard to curriculum implementation, most studies

have tended to look at student outcomes. There has been a

reratively limited examination of the process itsel_f or the

specific influences at work within the institutional setting
outside of the identification of inftuential factors.
consequently such studies do not furnj-sh clear empiricar

evidence about the process of imprementation in the schoor,

or in-depth evidence about the components that contribute to
its success or fairure. rt r^/as the intentíon of this study

to develop empirical evidence about both process and

influential factors.

Research theory recognizes tv¡o basic paradigms of

inquiry: the rationaristic or normative and the natural--
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istic or interpretive (cohen and Manion, l98o,. Guba and.

Lincoln o L9B2; Smith, l-gTg) . The rational-istic paradigm

operates under the assumption that reality is single, tang-
ibre, convergent, and. fragmentabre. rts perspective is that
there are general and universar r-aws determining sociar
behaviour, and data is used to deverop generarities about

objective reality or absorute truth with the aim of pre-
diction and control" The naturalistic parad j-gmr ort the
other hand, assumes that knowredge needed to understand

human behaviour can be acquired only through inquiry ínto
the dynamic nature of social interaction. There are

multiple, intangible realities, and these can be studied
onry in a holistic manner, for to fragment the whole is to
cause significant alteration of the realities. The aim is
to search out modes of explanation based on data found in
the situation itself.

The naturalistic paradigm was judged most appropriate
for this study, since the purpose was investigation into the

social and behavioural- interaction involved in a human

phenomenon, with the data being used to develop description,
anarysis, and conceptualization of that phenomenon. Thus

the study v/as not constructed with experimentar or quasi-
experimental standards as criteria.

The case study has been championed as a suitabre
approach to the study of both principal behaviours and inno-
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vation, in particurar curricurum imprementation (Blumberg

and Greenfield, I9B2; Leithwood, IgBl; Herriott and Gross,

1979; Greenwood, l"lann, and Mclaughlin, rgTs) " The approach

was appropriate to this study for the forlowing reasonss

t. The case study is able to provide the kind of data

needed to analyze the dynamics of change efforts,
incl-uding holistic perspectives, Iongitudinal data,
unexpected occurrences, and reciprocal interplay
among factors.

The case study has the capacity to provide insight
into the principal's rore in implementation and the

influence of his actions and strategies on those

who implement the change.

The case study can provide information that can

help determine the impact of decisions made at
different stages of the process on the outcomes of
inplementation. The approach can enable the re-
searcher to see rerationships between events that
otherwise might be overlooked or not included in
the research boundaries, and that might prove use-

fu1 in generating concepts for further study.

The case study is a study of process as well as

outcome " A complex outcome such as curriculum
implenentation tends to be worked out over time in
a series of partial reformulations. The stages of

2.

3.

4"
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deliberation and negotiation can be examined by the

observer. As well-, âhy examination of such complex

conducts needs to take into consideration mental

operations: be1Íefs, perceptions, preferences,

feelings, and judgements. The case study allows

for this.

5. The case study is a problem-centred approach. Data

is collected with expectations and directed vision,

but with a readiness to reconceptualize as the data

accumulate to take account of the empirical rearity

of the situation" Thus the case study offers the

opportunity for the researcher to examine alternate

models, concepts, and strategies in light of the

data.

The decision to use the naturaristic paradigm and the

case study approach raises critical methodo.l-ogicar issues

that must be addressed in terms of the present study. The

discussion which follows identifies two basic issues and the

measures taken to resolve them.

One basic issue is that of observer bias. The re-
searcher must guard against his/her o\¿vn perceptuar bj_ases.

Guba and Lincoln (L982) suggest that, in fierd studies, the
practice of "refrexivity" r êrrr open-minded respect for arl
kinds of data that come into the researcher's purview, is
essential' Reflexivity involves awareness of and efforts to
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take into consideration one's underlying assumptions,

reasons for formurating the study in a particurar wâfr and

impricit biases and prejudices about the contextr probrem,

or subjects.

The researcher attempted to maintain a reflexive
attitude, what LeCompte and Goetz (LgB2) term,'disciplined
subjectivity" toward all aspects of the study. Elements of
the nethodology used in the study were arso chosen to herp
minimize this source of bias. Triangulation, the use of a

variety of data sources and perspectives that are pitted
against each other to permit cross-checking of data and

interpretation, as well as participant reaction and

confirmation, were utilized at all revels of the study as a

means of guarding against researcher-induced distortions.
Another critical issue is that of externar val_idity t ot

what Guba and Lincoln have termed "transferabi1ity', or
"generalizability". A case study of one school, indeed the
naturaristic paradigm itserf, discounts general_izability,
although it is Guba and Lincorn's craim that "some degree of
transferability is possible under certain circumstances "

(page 247 ) " Those circumstances exist if enough "thick
description" is availabre about the schoor under study and

the school considering change to make a reasoned judgement

about the degree of transferability. Herriott and Gross

(L979) have mad.e a broader craim about transferability,
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viewing case studies as a form of "vicarious experience"
varuable to those individuars preparing to manage implement-

ation. "Even though school systems and their communities

vary in many respects, and such variation needs to be taken

into account in designing change strategies, an anarysis of
the elements common to most change processes and the essent-
ially similar kinds of decisions that must be made can

provide vicarj-ous learning experiences of considerabre

value" (page 22).

since "thick description" \¡/as implicit in the design

for this study, it is expected that some degree of transfer-
ability of the findings witl prove usefur to other educators

involved in curriculum implementation.

C" The.Samp1e

The schoor which was the sample for this study was

selected from among the school representatives attending the

meeting of the computer Awareness pitot project Grad.es Four

to six group in october, 1983" rt should be noted that the
pilot schools and teachers invor-ved in this project were

self-serecting, that is, volunteers. of the twenty-five
attendees, four !ì¡ere schoor principars. one principal along

with the school he represented, not previously known to the

researcher, v¡as serected that meL the five criteria
determined prior to the meeting and listed below:
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the principal as chief j_nitiator of the project;

the principal and the pilot teacher both in attend-
ance at the meetirgt

consent on the part of the principal for the study

to be conducted in the school;

no experience prior to initiating the curriculum
with the use of computers j_n the classroom on the
part of school staff;

intention on the part of the principal to provide

leadership to the end that a1r the teachers in the

schoor participate in usi-ng the computer awareness

curriculum in their classrooms.

The criteria for schoor serection were chosen because

it was expected that a school meeting those criteria wourd

provide rich data concerning project implementation and

principal influence. Because the researcher was interested
in a project that would be likery to show some success in
implementation and thus provide usefur insights about the
change process, three of the criter j-a ( ttre principar as

initiator, the principar and the pirot teacher both in
attendance, and intention on the part of the principal to
imprement the curriculum through the entire schoor) had to
do with erements in the principar's approach to the

currículum that are associ-ated in the literature with

3.

4"

5"

successful school implementation. These arei principal



support for the change, the active involvement of the prin-

cipal in activities to expand his knowledge of the curricu-

Ium area to be implemented, and principal leadership provid-

ed to the change process. !,fhiIe previous research indicates

that there are few exemplary projects, and that there are

frequent discrepancies between data reported and the real-ity

of project operation, it was hoped that this method of

selection would improve the chances of examining a signifi-

cant project involved with curriculum implementation.

The school selected was an urban elementary K-6 school

with a population of the principal, vice-principal, twenty

classroom teachers, two specialist teachers, three itinerant

teachers, and five hundred twenty students, along with five

maintenance and two clerical staff. Subjects for the study

were the principal, the vice-principal, and sixteen of the

classroom teachers who agreed to participate in the study.

Data Collection Methods and Instruments

Four methods of data collection were used:

i. interview;

ii. observation;

iíi, documentary analysis;

iv. member checks

These methods were chosen since

opinion they were the most appropriate

72.

in the researcherrs

for the data needed'

D.
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methods follows.

73.

for each the fourof

i. The Interview

The interview was an appropriate technique for the
research for two reasons l

a. data were required about past events, most of which

were noL documented.

b. data were required about individuals' perceptions,

feelings, beliefs, and reasons for action.
rnterviews can provide these kinds of information.

The strengths of the interview as a data correction
method are significant (eay, IgBI; Cohen and Manion, l9B0).
rt is flexibre, both in terms of time constraints and the
ability it al-lows the interviewer to adapt the sj_tuation to
each subject. rt provides a high response rate. rt offers
the possibility of ericiting in-depth data from the subject
undergoing interviewing" By establishing rapport, the
interviewer can often obtain data that a subject wourd not
give on a questionnaire. people are more apt to discrose
themselves, their thoughts, feelings, and values than they
would in a less human situation, The interview may also
result in more accurate and straj-ghtforward responses than

other methods since the interviewer can exprain and crarify
both the research purpose and the questions being asked.
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Ïncomplete, divergent, or unclear responses can often be

followed up by additional questions or a request for crarif-
ication. The interview can serve as a varidity check

against observation as

information,
well- as providing dj_rect

The interview method has obvious weaknesses which must

be taken into account. rnferences about varidity may be

made on the basis of face validity, that is, on the basis of
questionable measurements that may or may not be measuring

what they claim to measure. rnvalidity may al-so resurt from

bias, a tendency to make errors in a particular direction,
that is, the consistent understatement or overstatement of
the true varue of an attribute. sources of such bias might
be the characteristics of the interviewer, those of the
respondent, and/or the content and wordj_ng of the questions.

However, the researcher can take steps to reduce the
elements of error due to incorrect inferenees or bias and

hence improve validity and reliability. rn this research,
the following steps vùere taken. There was carefur formu-
lation of questions so that the meaning v¡as as clear as

possible. Validity of the interview data \,vas checked

through pre-testing of the teacher interview schedure,
providing assurance of confidentiality, furly recording the
interviews, and re-checking and cross-checking divergent
data. Reliability was increased by interviewing alt of the
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consenting classroom teachers who were present during the
period included in the study, and by cross-checking data
derived from different people and colrected by other data
coll-ection methods (observation and d.ocumentary anarysis) .

certain features were conmon to a1l of the interviews
used in the study. The type of interview used was a semi-
structured one to allow for fulr correction of data. A

f rexible time schedule \¡/as used., the average interview
length being one hour. rnterviews with teachers were sched-
uled where possible duri-ng preparation times or at times
when another staff member or a student teacher courd be

schedured to take their cl-asses. Teachers \¡/ere informed a

few days in ad.vance by memorandum of the interview
appointment.

The purpose of the interview was explained during the
introduction" steps were taken to reduce possi_ble bias.
rnterviewees were asked not to discuss the interviews with
colreagues untir all the interviews were completed. The

researcher gave assurance that the information given in the
j-nterview would be treated confidentiarry. Arrangements

were made for the researcher to Lake unresorved probrems

back to the participants for further comment.

Questions \,vere open-ended, They focussed. on the dimen-
sions of behaviour of the principal, and the actions,
responses, and perceptions of the teachers as they undertook
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responsibility for the J_mplementation.

focus was used j-n a portion of the study.

A retrospective

rnterviews were tape-recorded and later transcribed"

The interview schedule appried to crassroom teachers v/as

pre-tested with two teachers who were not regurar classroom

teachers, one being the physicar education and the other the

special Education teacher, both of whom had been staff
members for the two years prior to the study. These teach-
ers \¡/ere then excluded f rom the remainder of the study.

ii. observation

The second method used in this study was direct non-

participant observaLion. This method was chosen to provide

information on classroom implementatíon of the new curric-

ulum and on patterns of princípar behaviour and principal-

teacher, teacher-student, and principar-teacher interaction.

several advantages are obvious in the non-participant

observation approach (Cohen and Manion, I9B0):

a. the observer is able to view ongoing behaviour

firsthand in its natural setting at the time it

occurs, and to note salient features.

b. data on non-verbal aspects or behaviour patterns

such as those involved in communication can be

collected through observation.

c, the natural- environment can aLlow the researcher to
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develop an informal relationship with those being

observed, and can thus facilitate collection of an

array of data appropriate to the particular study,
d. observations may be less reactive than other types

of data-gathering methods. Verbal responses to

structured guestions, for example, flây introduce

bias in the data being gathered sj_mply through the

area on which the questions focus or the wording of

the question. Observation, taking place as it does

in the natural setting and without the direct

intervention of the observer in the activities

taking placer may result in more accurate data on

aspects that can be studied in that manner.

disadvantages of non-participant observation also

be considered;

atypical behaviour of the observed due to the

presence of the observer.

The

have to

a.

The

following

b. perceptual bias on the part of the observer.

límitations to the number and variety of stimuli to

which the observer can pay attention.

disadvantages were countered in this study in the

\¡/ays:

a, prolonged engagement at the site" Repetition of

observations \,vas used to give a high degree of

acquaintance with the salient activities and to
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e.

c"

d.

74"

provide an opportunity for those being observed to
become accustomed enough to the presence of the
observer that they could use normal behaviour.

an unobtrusive role being taken by the researcher

during observations.

assuring subjects of anonymity and confidentiality.

triangulation, whereby observational data was

checked against interview and documentary data.

member checks, whereby data and interpretations
v/ere checked throughout the study with various mem-

bers of the group from which the data was drawn.

iii. Documentary Analysis

The third data collection technique used was docu-

mentary anarysis. Records arready in existence were used

for anarysis; hence they rvere used mainry in reference to
past events pertinent to the study.

Two possible categories of material for documentary

analysis are ( ¡'ox, 1969 ) :

a. deliberate sources, those in which a conscious

effort has been made to record or preserve infor-
mation, such as curriculum comrnittee minutes.

b" inadvertent sources, those which provide infor-
mation about the subject under study even though

that was not the oriqinal intent of the source.
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Examples are proposals written to support a partic-

ular line of action, memoranda, or reports.

Each of these sources has its advantages and disadvant-
ages for the researcher. The deliberate source presents a

subjective view of events, recording an individual impres-

sion or report. This may make it difficult Lo obtain
furry developed view of the event under study. rnadvertent
sources requíre inference on the part of the researcher.
since the source is being used for something other than what

was intended, however, the inadvertent source tends to be a

relatively objective piece of data.

one advantage of documentary analysis is the rack of
distortion of the information due to the passage of timer ês

happens with reliance on memory. A disadvantage is that the

researcher is limited to examining what exists, which may

have significant gaps or may not exist at all for crucial
areas under study"

The reriability of data gathered through documentary

anarysis can be assessed by examining the data for internal

and external consistenClr that is, establishing the extent
to which the information is consistent within and across

documents and across data collected from other sources about

the same event. As part of the trianguration method, this

study conducted checks on data collected through documentary

analysis by comparíng that data with that colrected by means
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of intervíews and observation.

i-v. Member Checks

AL the final stage of model formulation, feedback data

was collected from personnel at the schoor site by inviting

them to correct errors of fact and supply arternative ex-
pranations or modifications to the model developed by the

researcher. This process herps to assure validation of the

findings and of the subsequent moder (¡lites , rg7g, page

128).

Data Collection

Data were collected applying to two time periods: the

past period of imprementation (september, r9B3 to Februaryr

r9B5); and the period concurrent with data col-lection
(l,tarch, 1985 Lo May, 1985).

Past Period of Study (September 1983 to February, l9B5)

Two methods v¡ere used to collect data pertaining to

this period:

i. interview.

ii. documentary analysis

The interview method was used to corlect data about the

past from:

j-. the principal 
"
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ii. the vice-principal"

iii. the r5 regurar crassroom teachers who consented

to participate in the interviews.

Interview data included;

i. perceptions on the part of the principal and

teaching staff of the principal's behaviour in
regard to the three categories under study

(goal-s , factors , and strategies ) .

ii. the pattern of the implementation process.

iii ' obstacres and concerns that surfaced during the

implementation process, and their relationship to

the principal's dimensions of behaviour.

Documentary sources included:

i. within-school memoranda"

ii. one school-to-superintendent memorandum.

iii. meeting agendar

- one staff meeting agendum.

- one computer committee meeting agendum.

iv. one notice to parents.

v. two computer schedules for in-school use.

vi, four lists of computer equipment and computer

software available in the school covering the

period between September 1, I9B3 to October 30,

L984.
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Current Period of Stud March to lvla re8s)
For thÍs period,

used were:

i. observation.

i i . interview.

the two data collection techniques

Observation

In collecting data by observation, both
unstructured non-participant observation
Structured observations of the following were

vii. two agenda and two

Computer Awareness 4_6

meet ings .

The above documents were the

the data-collection period.

42"

sets of minutes for the

Pilot Teachers Curriculum

structured and

was employed.

conducted:

by each of the

to observation,

the teacher's

of the curric-
proportion of

a. Ievel of use of the computer program

15 classroom teachers who consented

includi ng :

1. teaching personnel present, and

role in teaching the curriculum.

which of the five key components

ul-um were being usedr l and the

time devoted to each.

l-eveI of use of the curriculum

11.

1II, by the teacher
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(non-use, orientationr preparation, mechanj_cal

use, routine use, refinement, integration, or
renewal ) "

resources available for teaching the new curriculum

in each classroom.

classroom observations of teacher utirization of the

computer awareness curricurum were scheduled prior to the

interviews to that the observation served as a check on the

varidity of the interview accounts of the categories and

degree of use of the curriculum. Teachers were given the

opportunity to explain or justify their actions to the

observer during the interview"

Instrument

The instrument used to collect data through observation

in the crassroom was the classroom observation schedure.

The purpose of the schedule v¡as to provide a structure
for the observer to use during observation of each teacher

during a crassroom instructj-onar period when the computer

awareness curriculum was scheduled to be taught in the

crassroom. observation was for the purpose of assessing the

teacher's level of use of the curriculum and as a means of
varidating the data elicited during the revel of use inter-
view with each teacher" The instrument used is specified in
Appendix "D" o

b.
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unstructured observations throughout the school were

conducted to examine:

i. patterns and directions of communications between

principal-staff and principal-community.

ii. the revel of resources avai-labre in the schoor

for teaching the computer awareness curriculum.

iii. communications among teachers and between

teachers and students pertinent to the study.

A guide was not deveroped for these observations. The

inquirer's intent was to observe these events as they

occurred normarly in the life of the schoor. observations

were conducted on ereven occasions, and consisted of 5

general observations in various locations in the school, 3

staff-room observations, 2 staff meetinqs, and r observation
period in the Learning Centre.

Interview

To determine current conditions, interviews were

conducted with:

i. the princi-pal.

ii. the vice-principat

iii. the fifteen regular classroom teachers who con-

sented to participate'in the interviews.

Interview data were coll_ected on the following

elements:
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i. perceptions of the principal,s dimensions

behavj-our for the twenty dimensions studied.

ii. the process used to implement the curriculum

the school.

l_ l_ .r- "

of

tn

the current state of the implementation effort,

both in terms of the use of the five key

curriculum categories, and the 1eveI of use of

the curriculum by each teacher.

rnterview guides mapping out the areas of inquiry were

developed. The interviews, arthough focussed, were un-

structured in that, while the guides served as a reminder to
the interviewer of the areas that needed to be covered, the

ínterviewer \^/as not restricted to the guide questions and

was free to ask addj-tionar questions, to repeat questions,

to request crarification, and to move off on tangents that
showed promise of providing information useful to the

purpose of the research" A separate guide was used for

interviews with the principal and vice-principal from that
used with teachers.

The interview guide for the principal (Appendix ,'B " )

encompassed:

questions structured to elicit the data needed to
determine rvhich of the two categories of dimensions

of behaviour ("typical" or "effective") he utilized

I,
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for each of the twenty dimensions studied.

2" his perceptions of the degree of implementation of
the computer a\¡/areness curriculum in each class-

room.

3 ' his percepti-ons of the process of imprementation of
the new curriculum in the school.

4. his perceptions of obstacles to implementation.

The ínterview guide for the vice-principar (Appendix
I'Crr ) encompassed:

1. her perceptions of the principar's dimensi-ons of
behaviour in regard to the twenty dimensions under

study.

2. her perceptions of the process of implementation of
the new curriculum in the school

3. her perceptions of obstacles to the implemenLati-on.

4. her role in the school in regard to administrative

and instructional functions.

The interview guide deveroped for the teacher inter-
views (Appendix "8") encompassed three elements:

1. the teacher's perceptions of the dimensions of
principal behaviour in regard to the twenty

dimensions under study.

2" the teachers' perceptions of the overall process

and degree of implementation in the school.

3. the level- of use of the computer by the individual

teacher.
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A modified version of the Levers of use (r.ou) interview
developed by Halr, Loucks, Rutherford, and Newlove (Lg75)

vi¡as used as an instrument for interviewing teachers to
determine what rever of use they were actualry making of the
computer Awareness curriculum in the cl-assroom. The only
change that was made in the interview format was the inclus-
ion of the five criteria of use specific to the computer

Awareness curriculumr which allowed the interviewer to
ident.ify the respondent as a user when three or more of the
five criterÍa had been used by the teacher.

The Levels of Use scale (Appendix F) and interview
process were developed at the university of rexas Research

and Deveropment center for Teacher Education. The

developers describe the Levels of use structure as follows:
(Hatt, Loucks, 'Rutherford, and Newlove , Lg75, page E4) :

Levels of use are distinct states that representobservably different types of behaviour andpatterns of innovation use as exhibited by indiv-iduals and groups. These levels charactetize auser's development in acquiring new skirls andvarying use of the innovation. -gach rever encom-passes a range of behaviours, but it is limited bya set of ídentifiabre Decision points. For des-criptive purposes, each rever is defined by r"r",categories.

The three essentÍal ingredients of the LoU, that is,
the levers, decision points, and categories, were integral
parts of the Lou interview as used in ihis study.
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The purpose of the Lou interview is to gather suffic-
ient data from individual-s using the innovation to allow the
researcher to assign a level of use to each user. The

interview begins with questions focused on user behaviours
rerevant to the decision points. The questioning forrows a

branching format. Decision and behaviour questions support
each other and contribute to the assígnment of an Lou rat-
ing" The use of the Lou measure demands establishment of
specific criteria prior to the interviews in order for
use/non-use decisions to be made quickry and consistently
during the series of interviews. Five use criteria hrere

identified, I based upon the five topics which make up IOO8

of the time allocation in the K-6 computer Awareness curric-
urum" A user r¡/as defined as an individual using at least
three of the five essentiar erements of the computer Aware-

ness curricul-um. Those using fewer than three were defined
as non-users"

For teachers designated as users, the Lou rating form
(Appendix "G" ) was used to code the data from the interview
in each of the seven categories, using the Lou scale as a

guide sheet for determination of the overall Lou. The

rating procedure for determining the overarl Lou rever was

based on a "gestaltrt -- a combination of marks on the rating
sheet and the impressions of the rater about the user's
apprication of the innovation. rn spj-te of the subjective
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nature of some erements in the rating procedure, inter-rater
agreement in assigning Levers of use in other research
studies has proved to be high, ranging from .85 to .95
(natt , L979, page Il ) .

The limitati-on of the Lou that may have affected this
study are:

a. Lou is based on the assumption that a higher Lou

rating indicates a higher quarity of innovation
use" This could be questioned, since "routine,, use

may be of a high quality not surpassed by the qual-
ity of use represented by, f.or example, that of the
"renewar" stage. This rimitation did not have a

significant effect in this study, however, since
most teachers were not expected to and had not
achieved more than "routine use" in the time since
the project had been mounted, and none were working
at the level of ,,renewal".

A further assumption underrying Lou is that indiv-
idual teachers progress through an identical
sequence in their use of an innovation. rt is
possible that stages in the progression might. be

skippedr or that regression to lower stages occurs.
The data from research to date, however, supports
the assumption of progression,

The tendency for a majority

b.

of LoU ratings to
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cluster at the IV-A (Routine Use) level has been
noted (Klenke and Barrows, lgBO). However, this
issue was judged unli-kely to affect the research
adversely, since imprementation at the routine
lever of use wourd be viewed as positive consider-
ing the time r-ine and comprexity of the innovation.

E. Data Analysis

Data analysis had as Íts focus
which was to relate the dimensions

the

of

research problem,

behaviour of the
princípaI to curricurum implementation. The purpose of this
section is to discuss the procedures used to permit the
researcher to draw valid inferences from the data.

Guba (Lg7B) tras depicted the practice of quaritative
inquiry as a hrave on which the investigator moves from
varying degrees of a "discovery mode" to varying emphasis on
a "verifícation mod.e". The investigator studies what has
emerged from the daLa and, as inquiry reveals patterns,
begins to focus on verifying and crarifying what seems to be

emerging. At this point, data correction and anarysis
becomes deductive. The approach taken in this part of the
study was to move back and forth between separate erements
and the complex of eremenLs, between parts and the whole, in
what Kuhn (I9B2r p. f 3 ) termed a ',sorting_out, putting
together process,',
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The desígn began with specific observations and built
toward general patterns. The researcher attempted to under_
stand the murtipre inter-relationships among dimensions that
emerged from the data without making prior assumptions about
linear or correlative relationships. The inductive approach
meant attempting to reach an understanding of princi-pa] and
program activities and outcomes from experi-ence within the
setting.

The first stage invorved tracing what Berman and
Mclaughli-n ( 1978 ) carr an "implementation path,, for the
imprementation process" Data from interviews and docu-
mentary anarysis \Â/ere reviewed and references to stages and
events occuring during the imprementation process v/ere used
to construct a deveropmentar outrine of the course of
Ímplementation. Particular attention was paid to the
dimensions of principar behaviour as they impacted on
various stages.

The second stage \,vas the derivation of an assessment of
the level of use by each classroom teacher of the computer
curriculum based on a modification of the Levers of use
scale (Hatt and Loucks, Lg76). This step combined infor_
mation from observation, interview, and documentary
analysis, which h¡as then charted to give an overview of the
implementation pattern Ín the schoor as a whole. This
provided a baserine indicating the degree of implementation
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that had taken place to this poi-nt in time by teacher, grad.e

level¡ schoor section (primary or er-ementa ry) , and the
school as a whole.

Third, the principa| s dimensions of behaviour
(Appendix "4" ) were analyzed and assessed as characteristic
of either "effective,' or "typical" principals. The

responses of the principal and each teacher to the interview
questi-ons \À/ere anaryzed" Responses were taltied and a tabre
of ratings developed. The procedure used for determining
the ratings was as follows:

2. comparison of the content indicative of the princi-
pal's dimensions of behaviour with those specified
as characteristic of "ef f ective" and ,'typicar "

príncipals in Lej-thwood and Montgomery's (I982)
formulation.

l. assessment of each

Lhe overt meaning

analysis.

determination of a

person's responses

"typical" behaviour

for each ítem of the

response through examj-nation of
and, when necessary, content

3. judgement as to whether each

indicated "effective" or
on the part of this principal
dimensions of behaviour being

considered,

determination of an overall rating for each item
based on the "gestalt" of responses provided.

4.
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The above procedure provided a numerical assessment of
the principal's dimensions of behavj-our on the twenty
dímensions under consideration. More importantfy, it
provided an emerging matrix of the principal,s dimensions of
behaviour both in regard to the schoor in general and in
regard to the implementation effort.

Refinement of the profile of the principal's behaviour

was carried out through comparative analysis of the assess-

ments making up the evolving profile with other data col-
lected to determine congruency across observationar data

and documentary analysis of pertinent material, cross-
checking and rechecking of disparities, incongruities,
uncrear responses or assessments, and possibre biases were

also carried out at this point.

where high congruency among alt sources was noted, some

confidence in the accuracy of the profite and a measure of
internar consistency could be inferred. Data from one

source that was at odds with or did not support that from

another source entaíled the collection of further data

and/or reconcepLualizaiton of the phenomena,

The purpose of the fourth step in the analysis \¡¡as to
begin the sorting-out, putting-together process. Descrip-
tion and analysis of the relationshj-ps between the different

categories of information generated in the earrier steps was

undertaken' The emerging profire of the principar's dimen-
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sions of behaviour and the degree of implementation was

analyzed with the purpose of determining whích dimensions of
the princípar's behaviour \dere characteristic of the princi-
pal, and which were critical in their impact on the impre-
mentation process. comparison of the empirical and theoret-
ical evidence followed in order to highlight areas of the
original model that needed to be refined, refocussed, dis-
carded¡ or extended

The finar step involved deveroping modifications and

refinements to the initiar moder of the principal,s behav-

iour specifying dimensions criticar to the process of curri-
culum imprementation in this schoor. rnductive and deduc-

tive techniques described in conjunction with the preceding

steps were used. to make higher order abstractions about the

relationships among the various elements. These abstrac-
tions underwent a process of verification through taking
them back to the respondents for their examination and

reaction about the extent to which the emergent erements and

the relationships postulated were appropriate for the phen-

omena under study, and the extent to which they worked to
explain what had occurred.

Notes
lfhe five key components of the

Curriculum as identified in the Grades
Curriculum Awareness
I-3 and 4-6 Computer
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Awareness rnterim Guide (uanitoba Department of Education:
) were as follows:

1" Hands-on use of the computer in the classroom.
2. crassroom instruction on the component parts of a

computer and how a computer works.
3. classroom instruction on how computers have devel-

oped in a historical ser¡se (not necessarily a
formal_ historj-cal approach) .

4. classroom instruction on using a computer to
develop academic and thínkinq skiIIs: problem-
solving, logical thinking, discovery-based Iearn-
irg, and drill-and-practice.

5. classroom insLruction on the role of computers in
our lives, that is, technology in the home, school,
and community.
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CHAPTER IV

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

The approach to the probrem of this study entaired
generating, analyzing, and relating data regarding the
rerationship of two elements: the degree of imprementation

of the computer program up to the tíme of the study, and the
dimensions of behaviour of the school principal. The pur-
pose of this chapter is to present an overview of the
pattern of the implementation effort and an analytic des-
cription of the level of j-mplementation that had been

achieved at the time of the study.

The presentation i-s organized into three parts. rn the
first part is a brief historical account of the estabrish-
ment of the subject school. In the next part, the imple-
mentation path is described, rn the third part, the data on

the levels of use of the innovation are presented and

analyzed to provide a description of the imprementation

progression and a decision as to its level of success "

A. A Brief History of the Subject School

rt is customary that a case study present a brief
historical outline of the research situation. smith (Lg7g)

carled this form of descriptive narrative ,,a f irst-l_evel
interpretation" which herps underst.anding by outì-ining the
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change processes the group has experienced over a period of
time" Guba and Lincoln (r9Bl-z 325-6) further asserted that
"knowledge of the originating context" invorving ,,literar

description of the entity being stud.ied" is essentiar for
understanding, and al-so expands the usefulness of the case

study, since "provisíon of this information makes it pos-

sibre for persons in other settings interested in the pos-

sibre worth of the entity being studied in their contents to
make a rapid determination about fittingness."

A further reason for beginning this study with a brief
history is derived from its fundamental aim of further
developing the rnodified Leithwood and Montgomery model of,

the dimensions of principal behaviour Lo better describe
dimensions critical- to the process of imprementing curricul-a
in the elementary schoors. This kind of conceptuarization
is facilitated by a knowledge of the historical events

encountered throughout the process used in the subject
school to implement the program under review.

The Subject Schoot

Ardo School (a pseudonym)I first opened in September

of L982. Built in a new multi-culturar- middre-class resi-
dentiar suburb, the schoor is modern and werr-designed.

rnitiarly, there was no schoor in the plans for the
community. The parents in the area, according to the
principal:
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"fought for the schoor to be buirt. The school
really didn't get off the ground until the parents
lobbied very strongly for it. r think the initiar
expectation of the parents was that the parents
\¡/ere so happy to have the school that they wouldhave accepted anything, There is a rot of parent
involvement and the invorvement is r..ily asupport for the school. ',

The schoor is an attractive one-story brick structure
built around a hexagonar core. rt contains twenty-one
crassrooms, a materials resource centre located at the hub

of the school, two gymnasia, a multi-purpose room, a staff-
room, a materiars preparation room, and an office unit. The

two kindergartens are located in a unit near the gymnasia.

The regular classrooms are rocated in four ',pod" units, each

housing two grade levers. Each pod has an open-area space

contaÍning wet sinks and cupboards, smarl seminar rooms for
resource teaching, smarr group or remediar work, and a door

opening directly onLo the playground.

Planning for the operation and staffing of the school
began a year in advance of its opening. The initiar task
was the sel-ection of the principar, The division chose

Mr. Allan, a man who had been a teacher in the division and

for the previous four years had served as principar in one

of the division schools. As was the custom in the division,
he was granted paid leave for the eight months prior to the
opening of the school in order to plan and prepare for
school opening. selection of the staff began with the vice*
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principal. The principal was involved with the Superin-

tendent's Department in selecting Mrs. Evans for the

position, and then the two of them interviewed the teachers

who had applied to come to Ardo School. Since the school

division was experiencing a downturn in enrollments at some

of its schools, and wanted to utilize teachers already under

contract to the division, applicants v/ere restricted to

teachers already working in the division. Of the sixty

candidates who applied, the principal and vice-principal

selected twenty.

Because of the restrictions placed on the selection

process, the teaching staff were all people with a minimum

of five years of teaching experience. This factor had

significant implications for the manner in which the princi-

pal worked with the staff. Reference is made to this factor

laLer in the study.

Placement of teachers was a process of attempting to

coordinate their requests with school needs. The prin-

cipal explained:

The initial selection of staff as far as grade
level was concerned \,r/as in a general area. We
knew what the teachers requested, and we basically
tried to fit that in. Barbara (tfre vice-
principal) and I having been in the divj-sion
basically knew most of the teachers h¡e interviewed
from having taught with them, worked with them,
whatever. We had a pretty good idea of where
people fit, along with their request for a grade
level . There \.vere changes made, where $¡e f elt
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that this was a teacher we wanted but we didn,t
have a grade lever position that was the exact one
they asked for. We discussed possibly not only
with that teacher but with several, so basicarly
the grade levers were the resurt of the teacher'ã
request for teaching that grade level.
The principar and vice-principar set ouL some general

principles as to how they wourd work together as the admin-

istrative team:

I work closeJ_y wíth Barbara. Together we desig-
nated areas. For examprer particularry resource
and EngIi-sh-as-a-second-Language are Ïrers, very
often the Child Guidance liaison is hers, and
certain kinds of curricurum things are more hers
than mine. One of the things I,m saying is that
this school had certain need.s becausè it had an
experienced staff. r felt my job description was
different from what it might have been prèviously.
And we have tried to fit that between Barbara and
me.

The principal also set out how he saw Ìris rore in the
school:

r'm not a strong person for going into classrooms
and getting them to change particular things. Ithink my role is more of a support and an encour-
ager rather than a strict changer of curriculum
and philosophy" It depends on the teachers you,re
working with, of course, and this is a very
strong, experienced staff, and they have a lot of
strengths that r don't have i-n curricurum areas.
So I saw my role as being a supplier and provider,
someone they could come to and talk to, and help_
ing out in any way I coul_d.

The principal considered the building of a good rela-
tionship wj-th the community as an i-mportant priority during
the time of planning and getting ready for the schoot

to openl
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Parents have been involved in the planning of the
school. We had parent meetings even before the
whole staff v/as assembled, and we've had a strong
functioning parent committee.

One of the requests parents made before the school

opened !ì/as that a basal reading series be used in the

primary grades. The school adhered to this request when

classes began.

Year I

The school opened according to plan in September of

L982. 582 students began classes. The teaching staff

consisted of two kindergarten teachers, 18 teachers for

grades one to six, a resource teacher, and a physical

education teacher" In addition there were the principal and

vice-principal, three part-time itinerant teachers for

music, E.S.L., and French, five teacher aides, two secre-

taries, and five custodial staff" The Arno teaching staff,

as is typical of elementary schools, r¡/as a predominately

female staff, having 19 female and six male teachers.

The administrators and teaching staff held a session

the fall the school opened to sort out how they would oper-

ate as a school team" The vice-principal recalled:

We did have an inservice after the school opened.
I had hoped we'd do it before the school opened.

No clear-cut program goals toward which the school

would work were set out, but general directions and intents

were developed. The principal stated that "an initial



goal--remember wetre dealing with a new school--so an

initial goal lvas just that kids would get together and would
react well together. " The vice-principal recalled that
"developing a community cohesiveness and

with the community was important" "

principal addressed at the sess j-on \,vas

making in the school:

Years II to IV at

relative stability, A

the school each year. A

v/ere added in the third

took leaves, three on

Ieave. One of those on

school v/as able to hire

103 "

a good relationship
Another topic the

that of decision-

Ardo School v/ere characterized by

similar number of students attended

Special Education teacher and class
year of operation. Four teachers

maternity leave and one on study
Ieave decided not to returnr so the
a teacher from outside the division

rt's the same as the first time r met with staffand tarked about group decision-making, whateveryou want to calI it, collegial decislon_making,decision-making as a whore. My position was thatI'm aIl in favour of group Aecision_matcing, tutthere are certai-n things that r reserve for my owndecision. I will give you my reasons for them andyou are wercome to try to change my thinking, butin the end I am the one who is rèsponsiblã, andthe decision has to be one that is accepted by me. as long as I can justify or accept thereasoning, then the decision is fine.
The first year, then, sa\,v several broad parameters for

the schoor estabrished: the generar goars, the direction of
community rerationships, and the decision-making process.

Years II-IV
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for the first time, and a teacher who had recently graduated

from the Faculty of Education was hired" Leaves alrowed the
remaining staff to request changing their grade level- teach-
ing assignment if they wanted to fifl the vacancy.

schoor-community relations continued. to deverop. The

school hosted several school functions a year to which the
community \^/as invited. There were concerts, musicar perfor-
mances, picnics, sock-hops, parent days, and science fairs
that brought parents into the schoor to see some of its
accomplishments. A team of 26 to 30 parent volunteers gave

of their time to come to the school and assist with chirdren
in the classroom or in deveroping learning materiars.

B. The Implementation path for the Computer program

This portion of the study sets out a chronology of the

critical events in the implementation effort that had taken

place up to the time of the study in the spring of 1985.

The need to study the implementation process has been

strongly suggested in the literature review presented

earlier in this study. In discussing the unrealistic
truncated view of the change process that most educationar

administrators have, Gross (fgZgl. 25) states:

These approaches to educational change completely
ignore the fact that the most difficult pioblems
of obtaining change in schools generally arose
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after innovations are introduced. Introducing
innovations is not the basic problem--it is seeing
that they get implemented. It also deserves note
that, if an innovation d.oes not get implemented,
it is useless to evaluate it, a fact that is
ignored completely in nearly aII evaluation
studies.

The impremenLation time-tine is shown in sctrematic in
Tab1e IV, The process r âs descri-bed in the interviews
conducted with the administrators and subject teachers and

refined by the interactive process of data collection, can

be set out as follows:

The principar identified awareness as the first step he

took in the process. He described his awareness as deverop-

ing "over the two years" before he initiated the computer

program, mainly in the year previous to imprementing (ttrat
is, the I9B1-82 school year) " When asked why he decided

that the computer program was a need in his school, he

explained:

I started to get interested, and through that
interest and seeing what's being done, I real_ized
the direction that things were heading in, I
realized for my own three children where I want
them to be, and I guess I had the same desires for
the ones at school. I feel it's a need that
students have. I also feel it's a tremendous
motivating thing . It's something I want in my
school, because if I'm in a school, I want my
school to be a leader, not a follower.
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1982-83

1983-84

1984-Bs

Growth
for a

Sept

Oct "

Dec

106.

of principalrs perception of the need
computer program,

I9B2 School- opened,

I9B2 Principal began sharing his
perceptions of need with the
staff"

I9B2 Princi
comput
famili

paf acquired the first
er and began the process
arizing the staff.

of

Sept. 1983 -fnvolvement in the Computer
Awareness Pilot project.

-Involvement of two additional
teachers to form a computer
leadership team"

Dec. 1983 School-wide inservice on
computers "

Jan, 1984 Formation of the school computer
committee.

- Ongoing professional_ development
for teachers"
Beginning of computer use in
classrooms.

Acquisition of additional
computers 

"

Sept. 19 -Full complement of computers
place, assigned to specific
grades, and time-tabl-ed for

-Cataloguing and descriplions
software partially completed
ongolng.

Data col-l-ection on the
implementation ef fort"

Apr"-
June 1984

March-
May 1985

1n

use.
of
and

Ti me-l- i ne Show i
ImpJ-ement at ion

ng Critical
Ef fort

Table IV: Events in the
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The principal gave several motives, then, for his early
interest in imprernenting the computer programs: chirdren's
need to be informed about computers, his belief that com-

puters can motivate students, and the desire that his schoor

be a leader among schools.

An early step the principat took was that of aligning
himself with other principals:

Two other principals and myself went visiting a
whole host of schools looking at computers, who
was using what, and the advantages and disad-' vantages "

He also discussed the issue with the superintendent:

Just in conversation wíth Mr " l4arland, I 'm very
aware that he's supportive of computers and
computer awareness.

STEP 2 - Sharing the perception of need with the staff

September to December I9B2

The first step the principaJ- took with staff was to

attempt to convey to them the awareness of the need he had

perceived and to have them share that sense of need:

Staff - everyone - has to be aware that h"y, there
is this thing out there that can do these terrific
things, and that we should want one of them, or
ten of them, and rile should want to get involved
.. "So part of the leadup was Barbara and me
getting involved. And we came back to staff
meetings and reported that she and I had visited
this school and they had this kind of program and
it looked great. I guess the initial step was an
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abrareness kind of thing, followed by a "propaganda
bLitz" that this was the sort of thing we should
be moving towards.

Step 3: Acquirinq the first compuLer--December I9B2

The principal proceeded to develop a proposal request-

ing speciar funding from the school division to purchase a

computer for the school" when he received the funding, he

took it as a further sign that the school division was in
favour of the direction he was taking:

other schools had requested funds before a certain
deadline, buL we hadn't" So ours was a sort of
"over and above" that they could really have saidrrNorr to because we were late. So that was a
pretty clear indication of support.

rn December of L982, the principal purchased the com-

puter" He described the direct action he took:

I'm not one who thínks the school can,t function
without rTrê¡ and so if there's something I want to
see elsewhere, I go and see it, or Íf there,s
something I want, I'II go and get it . For
example, when I wanted the computer, I didn't send
the thing to the school board office and then let
them send the order and so on. I wrote it up,
took it to the Board, I got the approval, took it.
to the company, and picked up the computer" I
brought it back to the school and within an hour
and a half it was set up in the school.

Step 4: åLe= prqcess ?f familiarizing teachers - December,
1982 and ongoing

rnitially the computer bras set up in the staffroom.
The principal described the approached he used:
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The first while ít was availabte for staff to fool
around with. We didn't try to introduce the
classes--bre didn't have anything to do with child-
ren. It was for staff to look at. We held a few
demonstrations. We allowed teachers--never mind,
we encouraged teachers to take it home on weekends

. So after awareness comes overcoming the fear
factor . You l_ook at this new thing and sâlr
'lHow am I going to implement it?" wef lr part ãf
it is realízíng that it's not a brand-new sïniecti
it's a certain change in methodology. That,s what
we did at the end of that year and also the begin-
ning of the next year.

Step 5: Inyol.r¡em_ent il_!þe computer awareness pilot pro ject
- September, I9B3

In the fall of 1983, the },tanitoba Department of Educa-

tion began working with a group of schools who were inter-
ested in piloting the K-6 computer Awareness curricurum
which had just been developed" The principar seized on the
project as another way of forwarding his goar of imprement-

ing the computer program by giving it validity in the eyes

of teachers as werr as developing another source of leader-
ship in the school:

We involved Bob (a classroom teacher) in this pro-
gram because I felt the pitot program would be a
good push, and if other people see that someone's
involved in the program it encourages them, plus
you've got another leader, a staf f leader, rrot anadninistrative leader, which is important too.

Both the principal and the pilot teacher, Bob

IViltonl, attended the meetings of the pirot project groupr

and the curriculum was piroted in [4r. wilton's crassroom.
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Ste Involvement of two additional teachers to form a
Ieadership team

Two other male teachers had indicated an interest in
the computer, and by the farr of l9B3 the principal devised

a v{ay to manage schoor arrangements so that they could work

as resource people with other teachers in the schoor. The

two teachers along with the pilot teacher were released from

their regurar teaching duties for a forty-minute period each

day during the time that the French itinerant teacher took

over their classes. During this time they were timetabled
into other teachers' classrooms to teach the computer aware-

ness program, in this way teaching not onry the students in
the classroom but modeling the program for the
teacher as well. They trained students from theír own

classes as well as from other classes to serve as computer

"proctors", able to set up computers and run programs. They

also trained parent volunteers to work through computer

packages with students individualty or in smalr groups. As

a further responsibirity, they, along with the principal,
worked through computer diskettes to select materiars for
acquisition and to recommend appropriate programs to use at
the various levels in the school.

The principar worked closely with the three resource

people throughout the imprementation. The four became an

in-house leadership team.

6z
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The next step was providing an all-day inservice f.or

the entire school staff.
rt Ís noteable that at no point in the implementation

process up to this point had the principar discussed the
decision to implement computers with the school staff.
whether or not to proceed with computers was not in fact a

decision staff was asked to make. one teacher commented:

There bras no "decision', to implement the program.
We were going to implement the program.

consistent with this approach, the inservice was

mandated by the principal" He explained that he fert there
r"ras a need for inservicingr so3

. at the staff meeting I really didn,t give
them much of a chance. r said r saw two iealneeds: one bJas language arts and the other wascomputers and since r thought it wourd be verygood if we introduced computers in the new yearthat we should use this time on December 2 Lo ão .workshop on computers, and r took the responsi-bility for planning that. I see that as a majorstep toward implementíng. And I'Il be 1eadingpart of the workshop.

The inservice consisted of two parts. rn the morning

teachers were given an introduction to the computer Aware-

ness curricurum. rn the afternoon there bJas a hands-on

session. Everyone was abre to have access to a computer

because the principat had borrowed a number of computers

from other schools for the day.
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step B: Eg¡J{ration of the computer committee J_anua¡Jr_
t

one teacher exprained how the schoor computer committee

came into being:

An overall plan was developed by the principal andthe three resource people for hõw the whore schoorwourd be invorved. That was discussed at a staffmeeting, and we got arr those who'd rike f"-i"x"part in a computer committee to come forward. wehad a committee from then on to do most of theplanning. The committee would report back to therest of the staff"

The committee structure was not without its probrens.
An early problem was outlined by a teacher:

One area that came up was that a lot of peoplewanted to be on the committee, and the co*-*itieeitself became too rarge. you'd have more than oneperson from a grade reverr of you just had a rotof people, and you,d start seeiãg wto was going tobecome too vocal.

The number problem was deart with by having one person

represent each'two grades" The principal and resource
people made up the remainder of the committee.

A second probrem was the rore the principar took in the
decisions for which the committee !{as to be responsibre:

Some of us came to think that the principal wastaking on too large a role . He had somethings already in his mind, like what kind ofequipment we should buy and how many, and a 1ot ofus felt he made those decisions, not the com-mittee I think at times it wasn't really a
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consensus or a working
bringing a lot of ideas
ing, well, that wilI be
struggle through some of
group 

"

committee. It was him
and expertise and us say-
fine. We didn't have to
the decision-making as a

A third probrem area was the substance of what u¡as

dealt with at the committee meetings. Three teachers

expressed concern that the meetings tended to dear,,more
with the technology kind of thing and not the curriculum at
all. "

Step 9: Acquirinq additional computer equipment

concurrent with step r0, which details the process of
providing professionar deveropment in regard to the computer

program for teachers, the principar mounted a major thrust
to acquire additional equipment,

Two sources of funding were tapped to provide hardware

one beíng the regular schoor budget and the second money

raised by the school's parent committee.

By september of r983, the school had purchased one

Atari 400 through speciar funding from the school division,
and twb Apple rrE computers by utilizing schoor funds.

within a year, that is by september of LTB , the schoor had

added the following equipment:

4 Atari 400's
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2 Apple II C's

3 Atari 600 XL's

I Atari printer

2 Image Writer printers

A comparison of !h" computer holdings of the six ele-
mentary schools in Lhe division shows that, of alr the

schools, Ardo had the most equipment. Ardo had acquired

two-and-a-half times as much equipment in dolrar val_ue as

the next-highest school on the rist, and had six tj-mes as

much equipment as the school at the bottom.

The bulk of the funds for this additional equipment had

been raj-sed by the parent committee. That initj-ative had

come about by means of the principal approaching the commit-

tee, outrining what he wanted to be able to do with comput-

ers over the next year, and asking that the parents raise

funds to suppry the equipment necessary to move in the

direction he had laid out.

The principal informed the computer committee of this

appeal, and through it the staff as a whore, and asked for
their support. Agreement was reached that whatever monies

were raised by the parent committee would be spent on

computers.

The parent committee took on the funding task with

enthusiasm and ingenuity. They raised enough money to
purchase the equipment outlined previously, complete with
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monitors and several disk drives.

some confrict arose among staff about the uses of the
money the parents raised and the decision-making connected.

with it. One teacher explained:

The decision was made as a staff that we'd rike to
reach a stage where we have one computer per grade
level" And when severar purchases had been made,
the question was--wouldn't it be more of an ad-
vantage to spend it on ribrary books rather than
computers? But a reminder was all that was neces-
sary, to remind people that we had decided that.
Two months, three months laterr people were saying
we could use it for something else. But he went
with the posítion we had estabrished first, There
will always be hurdl_es.

The decision-making connected with spending the money

also caused some confrict. one teacher said that the
principal:

just bought and bought and bought" I don,t think
he even asked our opinion eventually. He just
kept buying. And I think a lot of people were
upset by that. I \""y. that people were upset
about that

The principal's actions resulted in the consternation
of some staff who felt that the agreement on which the
computer committee was based and under whj-ch it. reported to
staff was that the commj-ttee shourd be sharing in the
decision-making in regard to which computers to purchase.

step l0: Providing for the professional development needs
êor statt tor the cOmputer program

The December, 1983 inservice on computers spearheaded
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what was to be the principal's main professionar-deveropment

thrust for teachers over the next eighteen months. one of
his goars was that he wanted to see every teacher using the
computer both as an object of teaching (computer riteracy)
and as a tool for the learning process.

rn undertaking the activities provided to increase
teacher knowredge of compuLers, the principal clearly showed

his determination to pustr for a complete-schoor approach.

He did this in two ways:

l. He developed personal expertise in the computer area

even though initialry he said that he "knew nothing,'
about it"

2. He undertook an ambitious effort directed at developing
teachers' knowledge and use of computers at al_l revers
of the school 

"

The principal used a wide-ranging approach to deverop

his own expertise. During the year prior to the initiation
phase, he arigned himself with two other principars and to-
gether they visited fifteen schoors which had programs using
computers. He took a Radio shack course on simple program-

ming. He attended two pirot project meetings, read widely,
attended inservices and conferences on computers in ed.uca-

tion, familiarized himserf with the two levels of the
computer Awareness curriculum that were appricable to his
schoor, and researched the various types of computers in
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order to choose the kinds that would best suit the school's
program. He served on the divisional computer comrnittee,

and led inservices at the divisional level and in other
schools. He purchased a computer for use in his own home,

and worked with it during summer vacation. His ongoíng work

with the three resource people in the school also furthered
his expertise. The four of them spent extensive periods of
time during and after school hours and on weekends testing
different kinds of computers, viewing and discussing soft-
\¡¡are, setting out a plan for the development of the program

in the school, and working out their individuar roles and

timetables. The principar became the top expert in the

school, a fact which he acknowledged:

I know that I'm the most informed on this staff,
and I'm likely the most informed principal
in the division in this area as well

The principar empJ-oyed a simil-ar wide-ranging approach

to encourage and assist teachers to deverop expertise in the

computer area. Tables 39 , 40, and 4I in Appendix ,,H,, set
out staff responses illustrating the range of approaches

used, who were involved, and their roles. The principal

explained what he sav/ as the goals of the processes used to
help teachers develop their knowledge and skills:

One was to famil_iarize people with the machines so
they'd know it wouldn't bite them. The second
area was to provide them, with knowledge of some
programs that they could use easily in the cl_ass:
room. And the third area was to provide them with
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an awareness of the curriculum.

The single most significant activity \¡/as the provision

of the three resource people for classroom instruction and

modelling on an ongoing basis. since the initiar stage of
utilizing a new approach creates anxiety and uncertainty,

this source of ongoing technical assistance and psycholog-

ical support was a crucial element. One kindergarten
teacher explained how thj-s system herped Ìrer cope with the
new program:

Because I teach two classes, a morning and an
afternoon, (ttre resource person) came in the morn-
ing and wasn't able to come in the afternoon, so I
would try to do and model what he did in the morn-
ing. That helped me and yet it kept me on my toes
because he would explain how to run some of the
programs and I'd be taking notes so I'd be able to
do it on my ov/n in the afternoon. It was good"

Because the implementation was taking pÌace in a school

in which teachers had virtuarly no background in computers,

the learning of the new skilrs involved was a developmental

process which was considerabry enhanced by the avairabirity

of resource people to work individually and regularly with

teachers, providing apprication and materiars suited to the

grade level.

Inservices provided another approach. The first
school-wide inservice, which was rargely the work of the

principar, has been described earrier. The staff did not

support devotíng another entire inservice day to computers.
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The process used for determining topics for inservice days

was to survey staff and deverop a program for the year based

on the results of the survey. other topics took precedence

duri-ng the second and third year of the school's existence.

The principal, being a good strategist, found ways

around. this probrem. He worked with the resource people to
implement mini-inservices of one to two hours in rength at
noon hour or after school" These sessions focussed mainly
on the second goal area the principal had cited, that is,
helping teachers become famiriar with programs that could be

used in the classroom, or assisting them with simpre pro-
gramming so that they could create customized spelling
drilIs for use with their students.

The principal had hoped initiarry that arr staff would

attend these sessions, but staff pressure resurted in them

being offered on an optionar basis. someLimes attendance

v¡as disappointing. One teacher said:

I'd like to see more follow-up. At times we,d say
lüe wanted more and there'd be noon workshops that
lt/ere optional. Some attended and some didn,t.
There could have been a little closer monitoring
and pressure to attend. And yet I,d probably hear
from my colJ_eagues: v/hy is this being done here
and not for Language Arts? So that becomes a
difficult area for an administrator,

rt was indeed a difficull area for the principar. He very

much wanted all teachers to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to develop expertise. At the same time, some teach-
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ers were accusing him of "pushing" the area too much. A

careful balance had to be maintained between recognition of
and regard for jealously-guarded teacher autonomy and the
kind of ongoíng pressure that wourd bring about the impte-
mentation desired.

other approaches used to provide teachers with know-

ledge and skilrs were of a more incidentar nature than the
two set up above. They included:

support for individual activities. eppåvars for peopre

to attend conferences, other schoor inservj-ces, and

divísional inservices and mini-sessions \Â/ere readiry
granted. on occasion the principar drew peopre's atten-
tion to opportunities and encouraged them to attend.

attention to the resource base. one of the resource

people undertook to organize and annotate the software

that had been acquired to make it more readily useabre

for staff.

avaílabilíty of the principal to discuss computer use or
materiars and to help out in the classroom if a teacher

ran into problems" one teacher said that "90a of the

time he wilt come to your aid" in such a situation.
Another stated that "He wourd have things set up in his
oÍfice and carl peopre in during prep time making you

aware of what was there and what could be done. "
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certainly the imprementation effort did not proceed

without hitches and confl-icts. The problem of the principal
who might be faced with a considerable investment in unused

equipment if teachers decide not to use it, the need to
continue to develop strategies, and the unevenness of
teacher utilization are nicery summed up in the words of
Gren Hayes, one of the resource peopre who had worked to
help the school implement the program:

The biggest hurdre nobr for the administrator, whathe never wants to see, is thousands of dorrarsworth of equipment standing idre" And that's why,if you have teachers who become reructant or notinterested or choose not to Ïrave any timer }¡ouhave to deverop strategies to overcome that. you
can restructure to create more interest. There nodoubt has been and wirl be some teachers that have
been more reluctant than others. But on the otherhand thererve been teachers that are more excitedthan others, and I think things balance out.

Up to this point in Chapter IV, the school,s develop_
ment along with the imprernentation path of the computer

program have been set out, The next task was to anaryze the
data generated to provide a baseline thaL wourd indicate the
degree of imprementation that had taken place to this point
across the school.

rn many innovation studies, the presence of imprement-

ation is taken for granted rather than being systematically
documented' use of the innovation in the cl_assroom is not

Levels of Use of the Computer prosram
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examined at first hand (Hatt and Loucks, L977, page 264) "

In this study it was considered critical to develop accurate

information as to whether implementation had actually

occurred and to identify the j-ndividual teacher's level of

use in order to conceptualize the effects of the dimensions

of principal behaviour and to posit which (if any) had been

critical in affecting implementation levels.

The Leve1s of Use model developed by HaÌI and Loucks

(I975) v/as utilized to determine these levels. The model,

described more fully in Chapter III, ca1ls for two types of

data collection for each teacher: classroom observation and

a Levels of Use interview, with the two sets of data

converging to provide a "gestalt" rating of the teacher's

levels of use of the innovation.

In planning for the two types of data collection,

decision was made as to the method of defining what consti-

tuted "use" of the computer program consistent with the

method established by Loucks, Newlove, and HaIl (1975, page

31). The user was defined as a teacher who had regularly-

scheduled Computer Awareness class periods and who was using

or had used at least three of the following five critical-

categories as defined in the Computer Awareness
)uurrrcul-um: o

1. hands-on use of the computer in the cl-assroom setting.

2" classroom instruction on the component parts of a
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4"

5.
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computer and how a computer works.

classroom instruction on how computers have developed in
a historical sense (not necessariry a formal hist.oricar

approach) 
"

crassroom instruction using a computer to develop acade-

mic or thinking skítls: problem-solving, logical think-
irg, discovery-based learningr or drill and practice.

crassroom instruction on the rore of computers in our

Iives, that is, compuLer technology in the home, school,

and community.

Observation

observation was used as an arternate source of infor-

mation to confirm the accuracy of the Levels of use inter-

view ratings, and a means of providing first-hand experience

for the researctrer on the computer program as it \¡/as being

conducted at the classroom level " Observations were carried

out prior to the Level of use interviews in order that data

could be crarified during the interview based upon the

informaLion the researcher had gained through the obser-

vation of the teacher, and probing questions asked where

information given during the interview might seem to be at

variance with what had been observed in the crassroom.

observations lrere considered to be a necessary but not a

sufficient acti-vity, mainry used to support and confirm the
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Levels of Use ratings 
"

A classroom observation schedure (Appendix c) was used

gather and analyze data. The schedul_e included¡
personner present, and the teacher's role in the com-

puter program.

the five criticar categories of the computer program.

a preliminary estimate of the lever of use of the pro-
gram by the teacher (non-use, orientationr preparation,

mechanicar use, routine use, integration, or renewar).

resources on hand for the computer program.

direct or documentary evidence of student work on and

involvement in the computer program to confirm the use

of the critical categories.

The intent was to conduct one observation for each

classroom teacher involved in the study. of the 20 regular
classroom teachers in the school, L6 teachers had agreed to
partì-cipate in the study, but one teacher did not agree to
be observed" Four teachers refused to participate, two

citing hearth problems (one Grade vr teacher and a Grade rrr
teacher newly returned from sick leave) and two giving no

reasons. Thus l5 classroom observations were conducted.

The detailed write-ups and ratings v¡ere supporti-ve in
capturing the ongoing classroom activities and adding to
understanding the status of the implementation.

The ratings were based on the researcher's observation
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and the notes recording activities. rt \das noted that , af
the 15 teachers observed, âfl were using some of the criti-
car categories, but not arr \¡¡ere using the minimum of three
out of five categories that would identify them as "users',.
The number of categories used was derived from a combination

of observing the actual activities going on during the par-
ticul-ar classroom period and noting evidénce of student work

and involvement (for example, student work displayed in the
classroom, the assignments on which students were currently
working, and the past work they had done as evidenced in
notebooks and student records). Ten teachers used three or
more cateogries (g used 3 and I used 4) which marked them as

"users"o Five teachers were observed to be using two cate-
gories, that is, they were not working at Lhe full "user"
Ievel,

observation of personnel present and the teacher,s role
in teaching the computer program was intended to ericit
information as to whether teachers \¡/ere working at Level_ v

of the Levels of use scare. This rever is an advanced one

and Ìras to do with changes in the use of the innovation
based on input of and in coordination with what colreagues

are doing. No evidence of teachers working at this lever
was observed during the classroom observations 

"

observation of the resources present for implementing

the program was included in the schedure to develop a base
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of information about computer resources for the school as a

whore as well- as for the individuar crassroom program" rf
resources lvere in short supply or non-existent for certain
levels of the program, such a situation would probabty have

a negative impact on the program at that level, Resources

were observed to be prentifur for alr level-s of the program

in the subject school. The kindergarten and grade one

teachers were the only ones to mention that they wourd rike
more variety and scope in the computer materiars they used

with their students, but they stated that this was not a

major probrem and in no way curtailed their implementation

efforts.

crassroom observationsr âs mentioned previously, were

intended to provide initiat information for the researcher

and confirmation of the ratings derived from the Levels of
Use interviews. The observations provided preliminary

indications of ratings, but \dere insufficient evidence on

which to assign finar ratings. Those ratings were derived
mainly from the Levels of Use interviews with confirmation
provided through the observational data and ratings.

The Levels of Use Interview

The Level-s of use interview provided an opportunity to
i-nteract with the teacher on a one-to-one basis about his or
her use of the computer program. rt was schedured and
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conducted as one portion of the general teacher interview.
An overview of the purpose of the Levers of use (Lou)

interview has been provided by Loucks, Newlove and HarI
(1975r page 2L) and makes reference to the Levels of use

Scale presented in Appendix E:

The LoU interview has one principal object_ive: to gather enough information from ãn individ-ual about his/her use of an innovation to assign aLevel of Use. To accomplish this, evidence isgathered in two independent ways. One is byquestioning the interviewee aboul overalr use btusing the Decision points. For example, thequestion, "Have you made any changes in your useof the innovation based on coordinatiõn withothers?" reflects Decision point F and helpsdetermine if the individual is an LoU V. Theother way to gather evidence is by probing each ofthe categories. For example, the questión, ',Whatkinds of information about use of ttre innovation
are you seekíng?" helps determine an LoU for theAcquiring rnformation category. rnformation aboutwhere the individual stands in terms of theDecision Points in each of the categories provides
the basis for making an overall LoU rating.
The Level-s of use interview schedule (appendix E: part

c) was based upon the format developed by Loucks, Newrove,

and Halr (r975) wíth one difference; incrusion of the five
critical categories used to define,,use,'of
program. Teachers were asked specifically

the computer

if they were

using each of the five categories. This alrowed the re-
searcher to determine which of the three branches of the
interview (user, non-user, or past user) to conduct with the
teacher.

The Lou interview is structured as a "focused. inter-
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view" (Loucks, Newlove, and Halr, L975, page 23) in that it
has a primary objective which is known to the interviewer.
There is a limited number of questions required since they
have been proven to ericit the necessary information. How-

ever, the order of the questions is flexibre, and probing
questions are intended to be used spontaneously when consid-
ered appropriate"

consistency of the Lou interview ratings has been

established by Klenke and Barrows (l9BOr pages 73-B) through
trained rater agreement ranging from 752 to g2z in three
studies using a total of 2oB interviews. The researcher

selftrained by using the Loucks, NewJ-ove and Hall (r975)

traíning manuar, which incrudes procedures for formulating
the questionnaire and conducting the interviewsi guidelines
and training materiars for coding answers to specific
questions, assigning the Lou ratings for each category, and

rating the individual's overall level of usei and

self-tests "

The intent was to interview arl 20 of the classroom

teachers in the schoor. sixteen agreed to participate in
the study¡ of these, 15 granted interviews.

Each teacher was contacted personalry by the researcher

to establish a convenient time for the interview, rt was

stressed that the interview was to be at the teacher's
convenience any time before, during, or after school,
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Teachers arranged their schedules in a variety of ways

to manage time for the int.erviews" Three teachers having

student teachers working wittr them reft their classrooms in
charge of the student teachers whire they attended the

interview" rn three cases the vice-principar took over the

teacher's class for the period of the interview. The nine

other teachers used their own time at noon hour, during
preparat-ion periods¡ or after schoor. Arr the interviews
were tape-recorded with the permission of the teacher, and

were later transcribed.

A two-lever process was forrowed to derive each teach-

er's level of use:

I. Rating the Categories

rndependent rating was done for each of the seven cate-
gories on the chart (Knowledge, Acquiring rnformation, shar-

ing, Assessing, Planning, Status Reporting, and performing)

since an individuar can have different Lou's for each cate-
gory. The focus was on what the individual was doing with

the innovation at the time of the interview.

Ratíng involved working in depth with the transcribed

interviews. Each response in the interview was rated as to

the category represented and the level of use indicated for

that category. Pieces of information relating to each cate-
gory were sometimes found scattered throughout the interview;
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they \¡/ere considered together

rati-ng.

to arrive at the category

consistent with the theoretical basis of the model, the

Lou levels for each category \¡/ere not arrived at by summing

or mechanical procedures. The researcher considered what

Lou came across most strongry in assignj-ng the rating for
each category. The coded information and the researcher,s
impression of what the teacher was doing with the innovation
with respect to the various categories formed a "gestart,,
(Loucks, Newlove, and Hal1, L975, page 43) which was the

basis for the rating of each category. The rating for each

category was entered on an individual rating sheet for each

teacher.

2. Rating the Overall Level of Use

The overalr level of use rating for each teacher was

derived based on a gestart of the caLegory ratings entered

on the rating sheet combined with the impressions of the

researcher about the teacher's use of the computer program

gained from observation and the interview.

Few problems \^rere encountered in deriving the overal_l

ratings. Although the rever of use categories are independ-

ent, teachers' ratings tended to be consistent across cate-
gories. lrfhere problems arose, reference to the observation
notes and a review of the interview materiar resurted in the
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researcher being able to assign an overalr rating reflecting
the teacher's lever of use. The one significant probrem

that did arise was that of rating the one teacher who did
not grant an interview" This meant that the information
gained in the observation could not be confirmed in the

interview process. However, during the observation the

teacher had conducted the computer class, and had shown that
she had expertise in the use of the computer program. Three

of the five criticar categories of the computer program $Jere

evidenced by the teacher during the class period. There was

further evidence of student involvement through walr graphs

developed by the students indicating their scheduling to

work on the computer and the levels attained in working with

various computer programs. An assumption was made on the

basís of the observation that the teacher was working at at
least a Level rrr (Mechanical use) and she h¡as therefore

rated as functioning at Level_ III.

Reference to Tabl-e v will indicate that the interview
process was weighted more strongry than the observation when

rating revers of use. For exampJ-e, in the case of three

teachers (#e, #L2, and #13), observation indicated the use

of three categories out of the five critical categories of
the program in the crassroom setting. However, information

provided in the interview showed that Lhese teachers were

not personal-ly involved in the computer programs. parent
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observation on1y, These
1evel, but the observation
with students on the com-

TABLE V: SUMMARY OF TEACHERS ¡ LoU RATINGS

Teacher
x
1t

Grade
Level

Observat ion :
# of Compon-
ents used

Interv i ew
# of Com-
ponent s
reported
used

LEVEL ASSIGNED

I
2
3
4
5
6

7
I
9

10
11
I2
13
I4
15
L6

K
1
4
5
2
2

I
5
5
I
K
4
2
4
3
3

3
3
3
4
3

No observa-
tion granted

3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
2
3

4
3
4
4
4
2

4
0
4
4
4
2

0
3
3

no inter-
view
granted

ÏVA
IVA
ITI
rVBtlt

rII
rrr*
IVB
III
IVA
III*
III*
ITI
IVA
III

ÏVB
rVA
IIT
IVB
III
I

IÏI
0
IVB
rTI
IVA
0
0
ÏI
IVB

IVB
IVA
TII
ÏVB
IIT
I

III
0
IVB
ITI
TVA
0
0
III
IVB
III

TOTAL N= 15 N= 15 N=16 RATINcS
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volunteers under the direction of the resource people were

working with the students " The researcher rated the com-

puter program as operating at a "performing" revel in the

classroom setting, but the teachers were rated at a "non-

use" 1evel because they fit the criterion for that leveI,
whi-ch is described in the model as "the state in which the

user has little or no knowledge of the innovation, no in-
vol-vement with the innovation, and is doing nothing toward

becoming involved" (Loucks, Newlove, and HaII, Lg7S, page B).

Presentation and Analysis of the Levels of Use Data

The summary of teachers' Levels of Use ratings is pre-

sented in Table v. The ratings ranged from a row of "o:
Non-use" to a high of "rvB: Refinement". Level rvB indi-
cates that the teacher at that level has worked through the

earrier levels and has become sufficientry knowledgeabre

with the program to refocus attention away from day-to-day

use and bring in changes that are targetted to increase

student outcomes. Four teachers were operating at the rvB

Ievelr: two of the resource people (Teacher #4 and Teacher

#9), a Grade 3 teacher and a Kindergarten teacher,

Table VI aggregates the number and percentage of
teachers operating at the eight levels of the moder.

rndividuals were identified as being at a totar of five
Ievels of use.
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Levels of Use #of
Teachers

ö Grouping

Non-use 0
Orientation f
Preparation II
Mechanical Use III
Routine Use fVA
Refinement fVB
Integration V
Renewal VI

3

1

0
6
2
4
0
0

18"75
6 "25
0

37. s
12,5
25
0
0

Non-users
252

Users
758

N=l-6 100

TABLE VI: DISTRIBUTION OF TEACHERS ACCORDING TO THE
OVERALL LEVEL OF USE

rt wilr be noted that distríbution across the l_evel_s was not
uniform. Four teachersr or 252, were categorized as non-
users, and 72 or 752 as users at Level fII, ,,MechanicaI

Use ttr of above.

Hal1 (r979) reported that he and his corleagues tested
the Levers of use concept through extensive research in
field settings" Extraporating from this researchr the
forlowing patterns of Level-s of use can be expected after
one yearrs use of an innovation:50-708 at a Mechanical- and

Routine Level of Use (Levels fII and fVA); l5_32t non_users,
and 10-158 above Level-s rrr and rvA" Although the period
between the first general inservice until data was corl_ected
was sixteen mont.hs in length, it is reasonabLe to use HaLl_ r s
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figures as a baseline because the majority of teachers did
not begin to implement the program until the March/April
period of 1984, one year before data vras colrected. The

percentage of I'expect.edrr Levels of use are compared with the

"actual-" levels derived in TabIe VIL

Non-use Level s
rII & IVA

Above Level IVA

Expected

Act ual

15-32B

254

50-708

37.59

10-15 r

37.59

Combined Level- III and above
75?^

TABLE VII: A COMPARISON OF EXPECTED AND ACTUAL LEVELS oF
USE

The proportion of 252 at the non-user revel was within
the predicted range" The combined Lever rrr and above users

arso felr within the predicted range. Two anomalies wiLl be

noted, however, The percentage of teachers operating at
LeveLs rrr and rVA was lower by l0g than the rowest percent-
age predicted. The percentage operating above Levels rrr
and rvA was 10-158 higher than predicted" rt woul_d seem

thatr instead of remaining at Levers rrr and rvA as pre-
dicted, a significant proportion of between 10 and r5g of
teachers had attained higher levels of use than that
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predicted by the model.

One further point indicative of the relative success of
the computer program imprementation can be d.rawn from the

fietd-work reported by Hall and Loucks (tgl7(b) r pages 2To-

27L). Among other imprementations, they studied teaming as

an innovation among 37L teachers in elementary schools as

a means of developing a moder to determine whether the
treatment was actually being implemented, rt was found that
t'better than 5og of users were clustered at the rvA revel- of
Routine use" after one year of implementation, and the per-
centage at the rvA Level increased over the four years of
the study to 722 in the fj-nar year. Most of the increase

came from peopre moving up one lever from Lever rrr. onry

l8g of the users were rated higher than Level rvA even by

Year Four of the implementation, simirar clustering after 4

years was reported in Levels of use ratings for individuar-
ized reading (538 at Levels rrr and rvA, with 272 at higher
than rvA) and individuarized mathematics (5Ba at Levels rrr
and rvA, wíth t6B at higher than rvA). comparison of the

above findings with those of this study indicates that the

subject school had attained an unusually high l-ever of
imprementation with at reast the z5z of teachers who were

working at a Level rvB, especially considering the rela-
tively short period of time since the imprementation began.

This finding is particularly striking in that Loucks, Hall
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and Newlove (I975r page 7) hypothesized that people tend to
become stable at a rvA Levet of use, and "if further dynamic

increases in sophistication are desired, special interven-
tions appear to be needed, probabry during the third cycJ_e. "

This school hras able to move a significant percentage of
its users to that level in slightty over one cycre as part
of its regular implenentation process.

To summarize the Leve1s of Use findings:
1. The percentage of teachers rated as non-users was con-

sistent with HaII's (L979) prediction.

The above point shourd be quarified by pointing out
that, although this percenLage was rated at the non-use

level, every classroom observed evidenced the program

operating using a minimum of two critical categories of
the innovation" Thus classroom implementation was

higher than that inplied by the above figures even

though the teachers per se brere not directry invol_ved in
the implementation.

Levels rrr and rva showed a lower percentage than pre-
dicted. However, the 752 of teachers operating at a

combined Level rrr and above conformed to Loucks and

Halrs' prediction of 7o-B5t operating across these

revels. rnstead of remaining at Level rrr or rvA as

2"

predicted, iL would seem that

expected had moved on to work

greater percentage than

Level- IVB.

a

at
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Above Level- rrr use was considerably higher than expect-
€d, 10-r5E higher than the percentage predicted to have

been operating at this level.

Based on the above analysis, it can be stated with a

rerativery high degree of certainty that the configuration
of revels of use findings indicated that the imprementation

was successful. Non-use and user categories \¡/ere consistent
with expected revels, with higher-rever use of the
innovation well above that expected.

Notes

IIn the interest of
places to which this study
names.

anonymi-ty, specif ic names and
refers were assigned fictitious

2Manitoba Department of Education. K-3 CurriculumAwarenessInterimGuideand4_6CurricuIumAwffi
to¡a
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CHAPTER V

T¡IE RELATIONSHIP OF THE DIMENSIONS OF BEHAVIOUR

OF THE PRINCIPAL TO TI^TO PROGRAM AREAS

. In accordance with the purpose of this study,

comparison was made between the dimensions of behaviour of

the subject principal using the revised model and the

descriptions of those dimensions set out as characteristic

of "effective" and "typical" principals drawn from the

Leithwood and Montgomery study (fggZ); This chapter sets out

the findings of this comparative process.

Analysis of intervj-ew protocols and field notes gave

indication that the comparative process wourd have to take a

direction not originally anticipated. The qualitative

process makes allowance for such a shift. Shaw (Lg7B, page

2) points out that case studies are designed to accommodate

new dj-rections indicated by the data:

The contribution of case studies is to concentrate
attention on the way particular groups of people
confront specific problems, taking a holistic view
of the situation. They are problem-centred, small
sca1e, entrepreneurial endeavours; data is coI-
lected on the spot with expectations and directed
vision, but there is a readiness to reconceptu-
alize the problem as data accumulates and to take
account of the broad slice of social reality,
whj-ch contrasts fundamentally with research based
on the posj-tivistic experimental design.

Reconceptual-ization was found to be necessary at this
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stage in anaryzing the principar's dimensions of behaviour,

The initial intent was to compare the dimensions in generar

with the dimensions extrapolated from the Leithwood and

Montgomery moder (rggz). rt was expected that each of the

dimensions of the principa| s behaviour wourd conform to

either the "effective" or "typical" description. As is

demonstrated in the comparati-ve analysis that follows, the

results were considerably more comprex. They indicated that
the principal's dimensions of behaviour were essentiarry

bi-modat, that is, they tended to differ within the same

dimension depending upon whether they related to the regular

school program or to the computer program" Thus

redefinítion of the process of anaryzing the principal's

dimensions of behaviour lvas necessary, a requirement to

which Turner ( IgBl r page 236) made reference in his

description of procedures for analyzing qualitative data:

In such a case, in light of the more detailed
examination which the process of definition
evokes, the two distinct but related phenomena
need to be separated out and dealt with
individually.

The procedure followed at this point in the analysis, then,

\¡/as to separate out the principal's dimensions of behaviour

as they applied first to the regular school program and then

as they applied to the computer program.

As explained in Chapter III, Research Design and

Methodology, the principal's dimensions of behaviour were
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investigated through interviews with the principar, the

vice-principal, and the fifteen teachers who participated j-n

the interviews" The findings from the interviews were

checked against data derived from the observations and

documentary evidence to ensure congruence and to uncover

possibre disparities. They \^rere then compared to each of
the descriptions of "effective" and "typicar" dimensions of
behaviour drawn from Leithwood and Montgomery,s study.

The analysis in this chapter is set out as follows. At

the beginning of the discussion of each of the twenty ele-

ments making up the profile used in this study, the

definition of the erement as it pertains to "effective" and

"typical" dimensions of behaviour is presented for the

read.er. Each element is then examined in two sections. The

first section discusses the dimension of behaviour as it was

appried by the subject principar to the regurar schoor

program, defined here as the standard curricular areas such

as Language Arts, mathematics, and science. The second

section discusses the same dimension of behaviour of the

prj-ncipat as applied to the computer program.

In the final part of the chapter, the findings are

presented in matrix form. The overall pattern of the

principal's dimensions of behaviour is then discussed as it

rerated first to the regurar school program and then to the

computer program, and a conclusion reached as to the overalr
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rating of the principal's dimensions of behaviour in each

program area.

Dimensions of Principa! Behaviour Related to the Regular
School Program and the Computer Program

1. GOALS

I.I EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS PLACED THE ACHIEVEMENT AND

WELL-BEING OF STUDENTS FIRST IN THEIR PRIORITIES. THEY

VIEWED THEMSELVES AS EDUCATIONAL LEADERS WHOSE FUNCTION WAS

TO SEE THAT STUDENTS IN THEIR SCHOOL WERE PROVIDED WITH THE

BEST PROGRAM POSSIBLE"

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS PLACED A SMOOTH-RUNNING ORGANIZATION

FIRST IN PRIORITY, WITH EMPHASIS ON KEEPING ACTIVITIES IN

THE SCHOOL MANAGEABLE.

1.1"a The Regular School Program

Leithwood and Montgomery (LgB2) stated that "effective"
principals perceived and acted upon a close li-nkage between

their concern about the "welr-being" of students and the

school's provision for thej-r academic achievement through

"the best program possible" because they see academic

achj-evement as furnishing essential skilts that provide or

expand socio-economic opportunities for students.

The principal under study exhibited virtually no con-
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cerns about student academic achievement. His lack of con-
cern v/as expressed unambiguously at two points in the inter_
view. His goal for students was "that kids get together and

react welI together . In fact, that,s possibly more

important than the educational goar--the sociarizati-on,,.
ltlhen asked what he considered the most important things for
students to gain out of the time they spend in schoor, he
named "a love of Ìearning, sociarization, and a good serf-
concept", but made no mention of academic achievement.

similarly, the principar indicated that he did not view
himself as an educaLionar leader in the schoor" There \{as

no evidence that he or the vice-principal attempted to
coordinate instructionar approaches across grades or revels
of the schoor. He viewed the teaching approaches used as

"not a concern from the administratj-ve point of vj_ev/,,. He

stated that "r haven't had as much concern about curriculum
as r might have had in a schoor with seven beginning
teachers " .

These responses indicated that the principa| s mode of
behaviour in regard to the regurar schoor program was that
of a "typicar" principal. This categorization \¡¡as further
confirmed by the principar's response to the question, ,,what

are the most important parts of your job?,, (3.13"3), which
he said \n/as "taking care of whatever has to be done to be

sure the schoor is running smoothly". He described his rore
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in "typical" principal terms, even to the point of using the

same wordj-ng that appears in the definition.

1"1.b The Computer Program

The principar tended toward a dimension of behaviour

fitting the "effective" principar- definition in the computer

area in three wayss

i) He placed student achievement in regard to com-

puters in a position of high priority. He had

precision in the goals he set for the program:

I think it's important that children be
aware of computers and have some exper-
ience with them. Not that they become
programmers or anything like that. But
that they are using them and can see
there is some value to them and that
computers can help them.

ii) He viewed himself as an educationar leader whose

goal v/as to provide the best program possible in
the computer arear âs indicated by his statement

that r

Any implementation of computers has to
come from somewhere, and initially there
was no one on staff who had any exper-
ience. And being one week ahead of
them, I was the expert. I knew some
things, and v/e got things going. So I
had an influence there . I conducted
inservices myself" I keep myself well-
read on various aspects of computers. I
know that I'm the most informed on this
staff and probably the most informed
principal in the Divison in this area as
well . It's someLhing I want in my
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school, and I want my school to be a
leader, not a follower.

iii) In the regular program area, the smooth running of

the school was a priority. In the computer area,

the principal risked disruption of the organization

in a number of ways, including the following:

- he challenged the norm of collegial decision-

making by mandating the implementation of the

computer program.

- he challenged the carefully-guarded autonomy of

teachers by Iaying out expectations that each

classroom use computers.

- he channeled significant amounts of teacher

resource time, school resources, his own commit-

ment and energy, and funds raised by parents into

the computer area, often at the risk of consider-

able conflict with certain staff me*bers.

In regard to the computer program, then, the princi-

's dimension of behaviour in the area under discussion

that of the "effective" principat.

T.2 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS WERE EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAR ABOUT

THEIR OWN SHORT. AND LONG TERM GOALS FOR STUDENTS, AND THESE

GOALS USUALLY FOCUSSED ON THE ''BASICS '' . THEY TENDED TO

ENGAGE TEACHERS IN GOAL- OR PRIORITY-SETTING FOR STUDENTS.

par

was
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TYPICAL PRINCIPALS þIERE DISTANT FROM CURRICULUM OR

ÏNSTRUCTIONAL DECISTONS, AND DID NOT ENGAGE STAFF IN GOAL OR

PRIORITY SETTING FOR STUDENTS" WHEN GOALS AND PRIORITIES

WERE ESTABLISHED, THEY WERE NOT CLEARLY AND CONCRETELY

ARTICULATED.

I .2. a The Regul_ar School program

when queried as to whether goals had been set for the
school, the principal said that:

lVe haven't set a whole series of goals. We
came a couple of years too late for that. I'm
saying that facetiously, in that that was one of
the things in the 1970's, late I97O's, with every-
one setting goars. so we haven't set school goals
as such"

obviously the principar did not consider goal deveropment

important for himserf, nor did he view engaging teachers in
goal- or priority-setting for students as important.

The principal did mention one goal that he said was

agreed upon at the time the school opened:

An initial goal was just that kids would get
together and would react well together.

certainly this goal is very generar, and. is neither clearry
nor concretely articulated.

Analysis of administrator and teacher responses to
questions about schoor goals and priorities (see Appendix

"Hr " Tabres r-4) indicated that there was littre congruence

across staff as to the existence and nature of school goals,
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how they were estabrished, or what happens to them, once

set. The goars that were named were generar in the extreme,

an example being the response given by three teachers who

said that the school set "only broad general goals", other
goals enumerated were also uninterpretable without further
def inition, for example, "progrëlm", "quality education", and

"curriculum"; further probing faired to ericit specificity.

The generality of responses supports the principar's sLate-
ment that the school had not been involved in specific goal-

or priority-setting for students.

rn terms of goal-setting in regard to the regular
schoor program, then, the principar was categorized as using

a "typical" dimension of behaviour.

I .2 . b The Computer prograrn

The principar had relatively clear goars for students

across the schoor in regard to the computer program, those

goars being that they develop an awareness of computers and

be able to use them.

with this program, the principal was directty invorved

in curricurum decisions and played a rarge rore in making

instructionar decisions regarding computer use. The evi-
dence for this statement can be found in the description of
the implementation path presented in chapter rv, and in the

analysis of staff responses to a range of questions posed in
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the interviews to provide perspectives on this issue (appen-

dix "H", Tables 27,28,29,30, 32,35 and 36), which gave

indication of hj-s involvement in the fol_Iowing v/ays s

- he mandated the use of the program in the school, in
spite of the fact that it was provided as an optional
program both at the provinciar and division revel of
the educational system;

- he arranged for staff members to serve as resource

people to work in-depth with the rest of the staff,

usi-ng the computer Awareness curricurum as their
guide;

- he provided leadership for the resource peopre on an

ongoing basis;

- he made himserf avairabre to assist teachers directly

in implementing the program.

The one discrepancy between the principa| s dimension

of behaviour and the description of "effective" principars

was that his goals did not focus on the "basics" but on

implementing the computer program. since the definition was

qualified by the word "usualry" ( "these goars usuarry focus

on the 'basics "') it was decided to categorize the principal

as using an "effective" dimension of behaviour in regard to
goal-setting for the computer program"

1.3 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS ' ORIENTATION TOWARDS TEACHERS
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CENTERED ON IMPROVING THE SCHOOL PROGRAM, A ''TASK'' RATHER

THAN A ''HUMAN RELATIONS'' ORIENTATION" THEY ESTABLISHED

NORMS FOR RISK-TAKING AMONG STAFF. HIGH EXPECTATIONS FOR

TEACHERS AS WELL AS STUDENTS AND THEMSELVES WERE

ARTICULATED.

TYPICAL PRINCTPALS STRESSED HARMONIOUS PERSONAI

RELATIONSHIPS WITH TEACHERS, A ''HUMAN RELATIONS '' ORIENT-

ATION. THEY SOMETIMES ENCOURAGED TNITIATIVE AND EXPERIMENT-

ATION AMONG TEACHERS, BUT THEMSELVES INITIATED FE}I CHANGES

IN THE SCHOOL PROGRÀM"

1.3.a The Regular School program

The principal's usual orientation toward teachers was

that he handled administraLive functions and they handled

teaching, a division of labour such that he was not involved

in instructionar matters in the schoor. His orientation,
then, did not centre on improving the schoor program but on

keeping the school running smoothly. There was no indica-

tion of overt expression of "high expectations,,.

The principal viewed his orientation to teachers as

basically a human-relations one:

I see my role as being a supplier and provid.er,
someone they can come to, helping out in any way I
can.

The ma jority of teachers descr j-bed him as more human-

relations than task-oriented, with task orientation being
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evident on some occasions (Appendix ,'H,,, Table lB).
rn regard to the principalos orientation Loward teach-

ers, Leithwood and Montgomery (fggZr page Í.zL) found that
"ef fective principars \,{ere prepared to sacrif ice smooth
interpersonar rerationships, if necessary, for the sake of a
more effective program. " There is evidence that the princi-
par in this case study had taken an opposite approach. He
and the staff had impricitry agreed to carefulry guarded
boundaries around, certain domains with the regurar instruc_
tionar program being identified as a teacher domain. This
boundary agreement came out crearly in two instances:

i) when asked whether the principar tried to infruence
the instructional approach used i-n each cJ-assroom,
14 0ut of 15 teachers interviewed said that he did
not (Appendix "H',0 Table ro) " Two of these teach_
ers were emphatic in stati-ng the negative. one
stated that "he wourd never try to [inf]_uence the
instructional approach],'. The other said, ,,Not

ever" He handres the administrative part and we

handre the teaching part. rt wourd be just astron-
omical for him to interfere in that area,,.

ii) Both schoor administrators tended to use a cautious
approach even when probrems arose with a teacher,s
approach" The principal stated that:

as long as the teacher, s approach is a
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reasonably good approach, I,m prepared
to tive with it"

rf a problem v/ere perceived, such as a teacher

"not using any writing in Language Arts, we'd

mention that". The vice-principar confirmed what

seemed to be the norm for the way in which she and

the principal wourd deal with a probrem in teach-
ing approach, she said that she would invorve the
teacher and the resource teacher in discussing the
teacher's approach "and hopefurry \^¡e decide

through a process of consensus what shourd be

done". she added that "f don'L want to be seen as

a threatening person telring someone they have to
do something".

rt would seem that the principal placed smooth inter-
personar relationships ahead of program concerns in his
usuar orientation toward teachers. Thus the principar can

be categorized as using the dimension of behaviour of a

"typicaI" principal in the area discussed above.

The principar's orientation toward teachers shifted
significantly from his usual mode when it came to imprement-

ing the computer program. This orientation can be examined

under four erements mentioned in the definition for this
dimension of behaviour:
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"Effective principals' orientation toward. teachers

centred on improving the school program". This

description was appropriate to the principal in

one aspect: his desire to improve the school pro-
gram through involving children with computers.

He believed that they need av/areness in this area

because computers play an important role now in
peopJ-e's lives, and will play an j_ncreasingty

larger role as time goes on. However, there was

no indication that his intent was to improve the

school- program in general, other than providing a

"motivating" factor.

ii ) use of a "task " rather than a "human relations,'

orientation. There was evidence that the princi-

pal chose to operate in a task-oriented manner in
regard to the computer program. I¡fhen teachers
r¡¡ere asked what the role of the principal was in

regard to organizing the staff to implement the

computer program (Appendix ,,H", Table 32) , I0

teachers out of 15 said that he provided leader-

ship, and five of these said that he ,'pushed,' too
much or otherwise took what they termed ,'too large

a role" in this curricular area.

i)

The task orientation was evidenced in many
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ways. Two teachers ' comments that were represent-

ative of many similar ones throughout the inter-

views about the role taken by the principal weres

The compuLer program--that was a deci-
sion Mr. Allen made. The computer
curriculun--he expected it. to be taught,
and it was just a mandate. It was not
to be optional.

His role was not a passive one. It was
crucial. That became his passion, the
computer thing. And I think without him
being keenly interested in it, it
wouldn't have gotten off the ground the
way it did"

Another form of evidence was the variety and range
' of activities undertaken by the principal. Table

I0 refers to sixteen areas in which the princípal

involved himself during the implementation period,

indicating a purposeful, task-oriented approach,

iii) Estabrishment of norms of risk-taking among staff.

One way to establish norms is to model them one-

self" The principal exhibited a willingness to

take risks by mandating the curriculum in a school

with a highly-experienced staff which placed high

value on teacher autonomy. Further, he bought

computers without conferring with staff, thus hav-

ing to face resultant conflict.

Teachers were asked a specific question to
elucidate staff attitudes toward risk-taking in
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regard to the computer program: "From your exper-

ience, do you think that the principal_ would give

support to your trying something new in teaching
the new eurriculum, even if it might not rilork? "

All 15 teachers answered in the affirmative.

Appendix "H", TabIe 39, provides the results,
including the reasons teachers gave as to why they

felt that wây, which revolved around adminis-
trative support f.or trying new approaches. Thus

it can be fairly stated that norms of risk-taking

v/ere evident among staff .

High expectations articulated for themselves,

teachers, and students. Little direct evidence of
articulation of high expectations was found" By

implication, however, the fact that the principal

took on learning a new and complex area, that of
computers, as well as the huge task of implement-

ing the program in a school which had no back-
ground in the area is evidence of high expecta-

tions for hj-mself and the staff . Similarly, there

was evidence that the principal trusted teachers,
judgement as experienced people. Students were

used as proctors in the program, indicative of
expectations that students could take on a

problem-solving and peer-teaching role. In
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summary it can be said thaL the entire effort of
J-mplementing computers implied the kind of high
expectations to which reference is made.

Based on the above analysis of the situation, the
principal's dimension of behaviour \^/as categorized as

"effective" in regard to the computer program in the area of
orientation toward teachers.

L.4 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS ACTIVELY SOUGHT PARENTAL SUPPORT

FOR PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT. THEY ORIENTED THE SCHOOL PROGRAM

TO SETS OF GOALS WIDELY ENDORSED BY THE COMMUNITY. THEY

ATTEMPTED TO ESTABLISH CLOSE CONTÀCT V'IITH PARENTS THROUGH

MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, AND BY BUILDING PARENT-TEACHER GROUPS

WITH THE PURPOSE OF GAINING COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR SCHOOL

GOALS AND PRIORITIES.

ÏN THE CASE OF TYPICAL PRINCIPALS, GOALS AND PRIORITIES

WERE Nor UNTFORMLY coMt"tuNrcATED To oR suppoRTED By rHE

COMMUNI'TY. COMMUNICATIONS TENDED TO FOCUS ON SCHOOL ACTIVI-

TIES (FUND-RÀISING EFFORTS AND FIELD TRIPS ARE EXAMPLES).

PRINCIPALS AND STAFFS TENDED TO BE RELATIVELY DISTANT FROM

THE COMMUNITY. THERE WAS AN ATTEMPT TO KEEP THE DECISION-

MAKING POWER OF THE PARENT TO A MINIMUM"

I .4. a The Regul_ar School program

There was no evidence in the regurar school program of
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awareness of goars or sets of goars endorsed by the commun-

ity. The sole indication of responsiveness to the community

was the use of a primary basar reading series because initi-
ally the communi-ty had requested that one be used. The

principat did support schoor-parent meetings, sociar activi-

ties, and open houses, but this seemed to be for the purpose

of informationar and social- interchange with the parents.

seeing that no clear schoor goa]-s and priorities had been

arti-culated, gaining community support in this area would

not be possible. Thus in terms of the principar's dimension

of behaviour in the area of orientation toward the commun-

ity, the principal was categorized as "typical".

1.4.b The Computer program

The principar actively sought parentar support for the

computer program. He estabrished close contacts with one

parent group set up for the purpose of raising funds for
computers. The group responded by raising severar thousands

of dolrars through school and extra-schoor events and thus

provided the schoor with a wide array of computer equi-pment.

Another group of parents came to the schoor on a regular
basis as parent vorunteers. They worked directly with
children on computer programs, some of which h¡ere aimed at
computer literacy and some at drill and practice of basic

skills" rn these waysr pãrent contacts were for the purpose
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of "gaining community support for school goals and prior-

ities": in this case the computer program.

The principal thus rated in the "effective" category in

regard to orientation toward the community in regard to the

computer program"

2. FACTORS

Both effective and typical principals attempted to in-

fruence the same set of schoor factors. These factors are

defined as "phenomena potentially affecting the experiences

of students, both those operating on the students' crassroom

experience and those operating on the school-wide experience

of students" (Leithwood and Montgomery, L9B2r page 322). On

certain factors, effective principals were distinguished

from typicar principals by what it was about each factor

that they believed to be important to influence. The fol-

lowing section continues examination of the prj-ncipal's

dimensions of behaviour by rooking at factors he attempted

to influence in both the regurar program and the computer

program areas.

2"L EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS WERE REPORTED TO BE DIRECTLY

INVOLVED WITH CAREFUL TEACHER SELECTION AND ASSIGNMENT.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS LEFT TO TEACHERS THE DECISION ABOUT

ÍIHICH TEACHERS TEACH IVHICH STUDENTS.
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Ll . a The Regular Sch

The dimension of behaviour here being e:<amined focuses

upon decisions the principal makes about "which teachers

teach which children" (Leithwood and Montgomery, LgB2r page

323). These decisions are taken at three levels: the init-
ial serection and grade placement of teachers; year-to-year
changes in teaching assignment, usuarry changes having to do

wíth teachers' grade-level placement; and the annual assign-
ment of specific students or groups of students to a partic-
ular teacher. Each of these decision revels is discussed

berow in relation to how the principal in the subject schoor

handled them in comparison to Leithwood and Montgomery's

findings.

i) Initial selection of teachers:

The crj-teria used for initially selecting teachers

by the "effective" principals in the Leithwood and

Montgomery study were: district policies, the

needs of the school, the princ j_pa1 , s judgement

about teachers' strengths and weaknesses, teacher

experience, and teacher preference. The pri_ncipal

in this study used similar criteria. The principal
v/as constrained by district policy to utilize
teachers already in the division" Needs of the

school v¡ere considered only in the general sense of
how many teachers were needed for each grade level.
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The "prj-ncipal's judgement about teachers,

strengths and weaknesses" came into play in that

most of the teachers who applied were known profes-

sionally by either the principal or vice-principal.

"Teacher experience" in terms of number of years of

teaching was not a ma jor factor s j_nce aII the

applicants had a minimum of five years, but exper-

ience at a particular level was taken ínto consid-

eration. The principal paid attention to teacher

preference in assigning grade levels. Thus, in

terms of initial selection, the principal used

an "effective" dimension of behaviour.

ii) Changes in grade placement:

Leithwood and Montgomery stated that "effective"

principals were concerned about organizational

arrangements that were best suited to meet student

needs rather than the needs of teachers. This

príncipal seemed to make decisions on changes of

teacher placement mainly on the basis of teacher

preference rather than on student needs. The

process that \á/as followed was that teachers re-

quested that they be placed at another grade level

when the position came open, and given that they

had the prerequisite qualifications (division

policy stated that people moving into positions at
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the Grade 4,5, or 6 level, for example, had. to be

able to teach their own French), they received. the
appointment. There was no indication that the
principal gave consideration to a.l-ternate arrange-
ments that might be more beneficiar to students.
Thus the principar did not resembre "effective"
principals who gave top priority to student needs.

Instead, he gave top priority to teacher
preferences.

iii) Annual assignment of students to teachers:

some discretion about pracing children at each

grade revel with a specific teacher was possibre in
this school, since there were three teachers per

grade. A further consideration might incrude homo-

geneous groupings based on student needsr âs did
some "effective" principals (Leithwood and

Montgomery, L9B2r page 323). The process in this
school did not use either of these considerations.

At the end of each school year, teachers met in
grade-level groups and assigned students to three
l-ists, and the principal put teacher names from the

next l-evel at the top of each tist. When asked if
the children on the l-ist infruenced who he assigned

as their teacher, he stated:

In most cases it shouldn't matter, be-
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cause the classes should be heterogen-
eous, and should have their share of
"problems", wheLher the problem is of
behaviour, or emotional, or language t ot
resource help. There should be a reas-
onably even mixture, and that's the
responsibitity of the present teachers.
Any teacher should be able to take any
one of the classes. Real1y it shouldn't
matter to the teacher which one of the
classes he or she gets.

A clear imprication of the above statements is that the

principa| s assignment of students to teachers was handled

in such a way that teachers woul-d perceive themselves as

being fairry treated as to their student "road". The prin-

cipal appeared to give higher priority to teacher percep-

Lions than student needs, and in this instance behaved as

does a "typical" principal.

The overall ratings for the dimensions of principar

behaviour in regard to teacher selection and placement was

one instance where there were different ratings for separate

aspects of the same dimension. The principal was rated

"effective" in initial teacher selection, and,,typical" in

assignment for grade placement changes and annual student

groupings. Since two out of the three rated as "typical",
and the two areas had to do with ongoing processes in the

school as opposed to a one-time serection, it was decided to

rate the princi-pal as "typical" for the dimension of behav-

iour under review.
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2.I.b The Computer program

The decision about which teacher teaches which student

did not have application to the computer program since the
program was taught as part of the regular crassroom program.

2.2 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPATS ESTABLISHED CLEAR PRIORITIES AND

EMPHASES AMONG THE OB.]ECTIVES TEACHERS WORK TOV{ARDS WITH

STUDENTS TO SERVE AS A FOCUS FOR INSTRUCTION.

TYPICA,L PRINCIPALS DEVOTED LITTLE TIME TO ESTABLISHING

PRTORITIES AND EMPHASES AI4ONG OBJECTIVES, PERMITTED SCHOOL

OBJECTIVES TO BE VAGUE, AND TENDED TO BECOME INVOLVED IN

SCHOOL GOALS ONLY IN RESPONSE TO TEACHERS' CURRICULUM PLANS

IN ORDER TO MODIFY THEM.

2.2.a The Regular School program

The responses to two questions on the interview sche-
dule were examined to provide information on the above

dimension of behaviour.

Question 4"O asked, "What happens to curriculum pro-
grams and guj-delines when they come to your school?,' The

principal commented that ner¡/ curricula had been sent out
from the Department of Education for so many areas in recent
years that "it is impossibre to keep up with arr the areas. "
Such a sítuation would, it woul-d seem, provide a prime

opportunity to estabrish priorities or emphases as a focus
for direction and instruction in the school. However, the
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data indicated that the principal did not approach the issue
of new curricura on the basis of priority-setti_ng for the
school. His approach was to pass on to the staff any basic
information he receÍved on program changes and then r-eave
any further acti-on to the discretion of individual teachers
(Appendix "H", Table t9). Curriculum knowl_edge seemed to be
absorbed haphazardry, appried on an ad hoc basis where it
was appJ-ied at aIr, and not evaruated or folrowed up.

Since this school had no discernible goals, it also
l-acked program objectives to utilize as a sorting mechanism
for determining which new curri-cura should be a serious
focus for the schoor and which courd be considered as of
lesser importance. This arso meant that, since teachers
I¡/ere doing what they considered important in their own situ_
ation \^/ithout reference to what other teachers \,vere doing,
there was a rack of coordi-nation of program objectives
wj-thin and across programs and grades.

when asked how curricur-um goals were i_ntegrated with
the proçiram objectives toward which teachers work in their
classrooms, and who was j_nvolved (euestions 2.4r 2.4.I¡
Appendix "H", Tabres 20 and 2L), u out of 15 teachers said
that it was left up to the individuar teacher. Divisional
inservice along with school inservice and discussion were
mentioned as steps forlowed, but there lvas r¡o indication of
these steps offering direction in terms of overarr prior_
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ities to be integrated into programs at the crassroom

1evel.

The principar's dímension of behaviour in this area

matched those of "typicar" principars in that he permitted

schoor objectives to be vague and showed tittle tendency to
become ínvorved with schoor goars for the regurar program.

2.2.b The Computer program

Because of his direct involvement in the computer

program from its beginning, the principal said that he felt
he was abre to ínfruence it. "in the direction that we want

it to go". He f urther stated that ,'my basic premise has

been that r wish to see the use of computers for learning
irnpremented, and it's never been a f orce issue that the

curriculum has to be". Since the computer curriculum con-

tains four other areas besides the use of computers for
learning (instruction on operating a computer, the parts of
a computer, the deveropment of computers, and the role of
computers ), the principal's statement is sígnificant in
right of the issue under discussion. rt would seem that the
principal had established a clear emphasis among the object-
ives of the computer program for teachers to work toward

with their students" Further, he supported that emphasis

through the direction of on-going work in the schoor- (pro-

viding mini-workshops to teachers on the software availabre
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to use on computerso and organizing and annotating the soft-
ware to make it. easy for teachers to serect and utilize it,
both addressing aspects of the use of computers).

rn terms of establishing crear program priorities for
the computer program, then, the principal used an "effect-
ive" dímension of behaviour.

2"3 INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES RECEIVED CONCERTED ATTENTION

FROM EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS. THEY WERE ACTIVELY CONCERNED

ABOUT TNFLUENCING SEVERAL ASPECTSs ESTABLISHING AND MAIN.

TAINING PRIORITY INSTRUCTIONAL BEHAVIOURS OVER LONG PERIODS

OF TIME' THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGIES AND RESOURCE

MATERIALS; THE AMOUNT oF CLASS TIME DEVOTED To INSTRUCTION;

AND INSTRUCTIONAL ORIENTATION (THET IS, AN ''ELEMENTARY''

ORIENTATION TOWARD INSTRUCTION) .

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS TENDED TO IGNORE THE INSTRUCTIONAT

STRATEGIES OF TEACHERS, AS WELL AS THE LEARNING ACTIVITIES

PROVIDED FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS WERE ''LEFT A-I,ONE TO TEACH''

BECAUSE OF THE PRINCIPALSI FAITH IN THEIR PROFESSIONAL

COMPETENCE. STANDARD TEACHING PRACTICES WERE GENER-A,LLY

ENCOURAGED"

2.3.a The Regular Schoo1 program

The principal stated during the interview that the
instructional- approach teachers used was ,,not a concern from
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the administrative point of view". His lack of involvement

in the four areas rerated to instructional strategies out-
rined above was confirmed by responses he gave during the

Ínterview:

i) Regarding the issue of "establishing and maintain-
ing priority instructional behaviours over long

periods of time", the principal stated that

ar)

we don't have one overall instructional
philosophy . we're more interested
in the person than in their orientation
to instruction. This is a very strong
experienced staff, and they have a lot
of strengths I don't have in the in-
structional area,

Regarding "the relationship between such strategj-es

and resource materials", since no priority

instructional behaviours were established, the

question did not appfy. The principal provided

insight into his approach to resources when he

explained, "I guess basically I put more emphasis

on acquiring materials than on seeing how those

materials are being used".

In regard to "the amount of class time devoted to

instruction", again the prj-ncipal left the area up

to teachers:

iii )

I've gone by the fact that I've had
experienced teachers who presumably
should know and do follow what should be
t^- ^UUllts ¡
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iv) In regard to "instructional orientation,'r prefer-

ably an "elementary" orientation toward instruc-
tion, the principal said:

lrle have teachers here with dif f erent
orientations to teaching . there are
different ways of teaching, and I don,t
have problems with that" So we don,t
force the issue.

Teachers' responses to questions on the school's
instructionar orientation as related to the principar con-

firmed his rack of involvement (Appendix "H", Tabres 9-r3).
The principal's dimension of behaviour in this area

f its the descriptj-on of "typicar " principats, in that he

left teachers arone to teach because of his faith in their
professional competence, and in general encouraged standard

teacTring practices 
"

2.3.b The Computer program

The strategy of using computers as a tool for learning
tras imprications for the instructional approach teachers

employ. rt was observed in the subject school that computer

use involved a high degree of individuarization, sometimes

including peer teaching, in virtuarry every crassroom.

There v/as a relationship between this strategy and resource

materials in that teachers had to seek out or develop

computer materials suited to both their instructional pro-
grams and the abirity l-evels of their students in ord.er to
use an individualized approach.
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However, there was no evidence that the principal's

initiation of the impJ-ementation of the computer program was

linked to any intent to infruence the instructional- behav-

iour of teachers. Thus he was rated as "typicar" in regard

to this dimension of behaviour in reratj-on to the computer

program.

2"4 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPAIS USED A RELATIVELY PRECISE FOCUS ON

CURRICULUM GOALS AS A CRITERION IN MAKING TIME ALLOCATION

DECISIONS. THEY ATTEMPTED TO INFLUENCE COORDINATION A}ÍONG

TEACHERS OF CHOICES OF GOALS AND METHODS SO THAT THERE WOULD

BE AN ACCUMULATION OF EFFECTS UPON STUDENTS THROUGH THE

GRADES.

TYPICAL PRINCIPAJ.S, POSSIBLY BECAUSE OF THEIR AIiIBIGUOUS

AND DIFFUSE APPROACH TO GOALS' MAY ATTEMPT TO INFLUENCE

COORDINATION OF EFFORTS AMONG STAFF GROUPS PLANNING CURRIC-

ULUM BUT LACK THE PRECISE FOCUS FOR INTEGRATION ACROSS

OBJECTIVES, PROGRAMS, GRÀDES, AND METHODS.

2.4.a The Regular School program

The principal had "an ambiguous and di-ffuse approach to
goars" and did not attempt to influence coordination among

staff groups. Thus he was rated as using a "typical" dimen-

sion of behaviour in this area,
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The principal's main goar in regard to the computer
program v¡as relatively precise; it was that aÌl_ teachers use
the computer for rearning purposes with their studentsr âs
set out in item 2"2"b above. He used this goal in mak'ng
time allocation decisions in four \^/ays s

i) The time avairabre for the resource peopre on staff
v/as allocated to support the computer i_mple_

mentation.

ií) Allocation of significant amounts of his o$/n time
to the computer program.

iii) Encouragement directed at teachers to arrocate
classroom time to computer use.

iv) Arrocation of inservice time to the computer
curriculum.

The principal also attempted to influence coordination
among teachers as to the main goal 0f the program and the
methods used in the program. rt was his intent that¡ âs
students moved through the computer program year by year,
they wourd become increasi-ngly knowJ-edgeable and require a
more extensive program than that set out i-n the curricurum
guide' He was working toward a coordinated school_-wide
effort that wourd provide "an accumuration of effects upon
students through the grades,,.

kindergarten level and two at

Three teachers, one at the
the intermediate level who
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vÍere also resource people for the computer program, comment-

ed that they could arready see indications of this ',accumu-

lation". For example, chirdren moving to Grade I after
having experienced the kindergarten computer program wourd

need activities considerably more advanced than the current
Grade I class because they had experienced and in many cases

mastered similar areas of learning. over, a period of
severar years, students would have gained considerable
expertise and experience in the use of computers.

Thus in the computer program the principar's dimension

of behaviour in regard to the area under discussion lvas

rated as consistent with that of "effective" principars.

2.5 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS LOOKED TO SOURCES OUTSIDE THETR

Oü]N ESTABLISHED BUDGETS AND PROCEDURES FOR SUPPORT FOR THEIR

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS. THESE SOURCES INCLUDED GOVERN.

MENT AGENCIES, EXTERNAL PROJECT FUNDS, OR SPECIAL FINANCIAL

ARRANGEMENTS WITH THEIR OWN SCHOOL BOARDS.

THE TYPICAL PRINCIPAL LOOKED TO ESTABLISHED BUDGETS AND

PROCEDURES AS A SOURCE OF MONEY TO SUPPORT NEW PROGRAMS"

2.5.a The Regular School program

There h/as evidence that the principal rooked to one

source beyond his own established budget to support the

regurar program f.or the school. This evidence was the prin-
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cipal's statement that "we overspent by $Booo or so 1ast.
year". Part of the money was for computers, and ,'part of it
was that \¡/e needed arl kinds of other things. r wasn,t
afraid to overspend, rt's a new school: we had to.',

There was no evidence that thi-s money went specific-
ally toward program improvement efforts. The indication is
that it went for supplies and materiars to furnish the
ordinary needs of the school. rt was not a special arrange-
ment made ahead of time wíth the schoor board. No other
potential sources lvere approached for funding the regurar
program or any initiatives connected with it"

The action described, then, does not fit
tion of the "effective" dimension of behaviour

The principal v¡as therefore categorJ-zed as

regard to this dimension.

Equipment and materiars for the computer program were

not provided for in the estabrished budget for the schoor.
The principal outlined the three approaches he used to ob-
tain funding: the use of discretionary funds from and the
overspending of the schoor budget, speciar requests to the
division based on a proposar, and an appeal to the parent
committee" The principar obviously used the dimension of
behavi-our of an "effective" principal in looking to sources

the descrip-

stated above.

"typical" in
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outsj-de estabrished budget and procedures Lo support the
computer program.

2"6 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS TENDED TO PLACE SCHOOL GOALS AHEAD

OF DISTRICT PRIORITIES.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS PLACED EXPRESSED DISTRICT PRIORITIES

AHEAD OF SCHOOL GOALS.

2"6.a The Regul_ar School program

The principar indicated at several points in the inter-
view his ah¡areness of expressed divisional priorities. He

enumerated severar priorities and provided examples of how

the school was working toward them. rn this way he demon-

strated hj-s concern that the schoor pay attention to divis-
ional priorities. when asked how he handred the situation
when there is a confrict between divisionar and school
priorities, his reply was:

There may be a divisional priority that,s going
this wây, but at the same time we have to foõt atthe needs of our students, and the division hasalways been quite adaptable to our not necessarily
toeing the line on something If we havecertain specific requirements we may have morestudents who are in need of some nngrish as a
second Language then we'rr ask for some assist-ance in that area" They may need that before v/e
can work wittr them toward division priorities suchas Language Arts. so if there is a certain way wewant to 90, we make a case for it.

rt seems fair to sây, then, that the principal placed
school goals ahead of district priorities at least in some
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situations" He did not appear to brindry forrow divisionar_
priorities, but examined them in the light of school need.s,

and sought compromise where this was deemed necessary. This
finding was confirmed by the perceptions of staff about this
dimension of the principails behaviour (Appendix H, Tabre

24) " For this dimension in regard to the regular school
program, then, the researcher rated him as ,'effective,,o

2.6.b The Computer program

The principal's actions in regard to the computer pro-
gram ilrustrate the kind of impact principals can have when

they mobilize their efforts, not only in their own school_s

but at the school division level as well. The computer pro-
gram was not an expressed divisional priority at the time
the subject schoor began imprementing the computer program.

rn the case of this program, the principar placed it ahead

of district priorities in terms of attention, time, and

funds to support the program. However, this principar and

the three other principats with whom he had joined forces
recommended action on the computer program at the divisional
lever. As a resurt of their proposar, a divisional_ commit-
tee was formed, funds were alrocated to elementary schools
for the purchase of computers and software, and divisionar
policy dectaring that computers \^¡ere a priority was

formulated.
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Not only did the principar prace the school computer

program goal ahead of divisional priorities, but Ïre worked

to shape divisionar priorities to conform to an emerging

goar that he believed \,i/as important to his schoor and the
wider community of schools in the division.

The dimension of behaviour he exhibited in regard to
the computer program was rated as being that of an

"effective" principaJ-.

3. STRATEGIES

strategies are defined as the actions a principaJ_

engaged in to influence factors associated with the exper-
iences of students both in class and out of class.

3"I EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS DISPERSED DECISION-MAKING POWER

AND DELEGATED AUTHORITY, BUT WITHIN A CENTRAL FRAMEWORK THEY

HAD DEVELOPED, OR IVITH WHICH THEY WERE IN AGREEMENT. THEY

VALUED STAFF INVOLVEMENT IN DECISION MAKING, SEARCHED OUT

STAFF ADVICE ON IMPORTANT AREAS, AND CONTINUOUSLY REFERRED

TO STAFF IN AREAS IVHERE STAFF HAD EXPERTISE. THEY TREATED

THE TEACHER AS AN EQUAL TN THE PROCESS OF DECISION MAKING.

FREQUENT AND REGULAR STAFF MEETINGS WERE THE RULE.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS, IF AND WHEN THEY DID REQUEST TEACH-

ER PARTICIPATION, FREQUENTLY DID SO TOO LATE FOR IT TO BE

USEFUL, AND TENDED NOT TO TREAT THE TEACHER AS AN EQUAL
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PARTNER" STAFF MEETINGS WERE HELD INFREQUENTLY.

3.1"a The Regular Schoo1 program

The area of decision-making in regard to the regurar
schoor program was examined in depth, summaries of re-
sponses to questions put to administrators and staff in
regard to this issue can be found in Appendix "H',, Tabres 5,
6, 7o 48, and 49"

The principal described how he viewed his rol_e in
school-wide decision-making duri-ng the interview:

I have two_ .roles, depending on whether I can agreewith the direction the deãision is going or áot.
when it comes down to the whore schóol, it,s ar_l
my responsibirity. so it's the old administrative
thing of, . if things are going your way or a wayyou can live wíth, then you go with the flow andyou become a facititator. rf it looks like it'sgoing the other wây, you have to give some ration_alization of why it shourdn'tn -na hope that youcan change peopre's direction. r rike to th-inkthat r'm reasonabry good at that sort of thing,and that I can make things work My position
is that r'm arl in favour of group - dãcision-making, but there are certain things r reserve formy own decision. r wir-l give you my reasons forthêm and you are welcome to try to change mythinking, but in the end, I am the one wto i;responsible, and the decision . has to beaccepted by me. r can say that r've been abre toaccept staff decisions without any problem. Iguess r'm flexible enough that r doñ't feeÌ it hasto be my way or no way very often.

vthen asked if he wourd like staff to be more invol-ved in
decisions, he stated:

I'm not sure that staff really can be more in_volved . Anyone who has wanteFthe opportunity
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to involve themserves and to make their views
known Ìras been given the opportunity, whether it,sour initiar staff getting together when the schoolh¡as being developed, or at staff meetings orsessions or whatever, it,s been very open give_and-take" I'Il say that to staff members.- Ifpeople feel their voice hasn,t been heard, thenthey haven't spoken up. Now that doesn,t meanthat everybody has agreed with them, but thatthey've had an opportunity to put across theirpoi-nt.

rt wourd seem that this principal used a "democraLic-
centralist procedure" (xnoop and o'Reirty, rg77, page 3)

which is defined as follows:

The group participates in discussion and providesinformation, but the pri-ncipal makes the dècision.
rn using this procedure, the principal under study

valued and sought out staff advice" He established a frame-
work such that he retained for himself the prerogative to
make the final decision based on the responsibitity level of
the principal's role as he perceived it, although he indi-
cated that he had not used that prerogative.

The principar used schoor committees as one means of
providing dispersed decision-making and delegated authority
in serected areas. one example was the professional Dever-
opment committee. rts functions v/ere to survey staff on

topics for which they wanted schoor-lever inservices, to set
up an inservice schedure for the year, and to make the
arrangements for and run the inservices. The principar
served as a member of this committee and provided general
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direction as to areas of inservice of which he approved.

Frequent and regular staff meetings were the rure in
this schoor" staff met once a week. Any staff member courd
prace items on the agenda and lead the discussion on that
i tem.

The principal under study was rated as "effective', in
that he utilized a centrar framework within which decision-
makíng was dispersed. He varued staff involvement in decis-
ions, sought out staff advice in important areas, and held
frequent and regurar staff meetings. while the prerogative
to overrure staff decisions was retaÍned, in practice the
staff took an active role in decision-making.

3"1.b The Computer program

Decision-making in regard to
initialty handled totally by the

decision to initiate the progran

staff.

the computer program was

principal. He made the

without reference to the

At a rater point, three months after the inítiation of
the innovation, a schoor-wide computer committee was estab-
rished" rt was chaired by the principal. The committee

structure was intended to provide staff input into decisions
regardíng the conputer program. rts functions were to plan
and organize the continuing irnplementation process, incrud-
i.tg the acquisition of hardware and software and the provi-
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sion of professional deveropment activities, and to report
back to staff" rn actuar fact, the principal continued to
make many of the decisions rerevant to the computer

innovation on his own. He purchased computers without
reference to the committee. rn regard to softwarer orrê

teacher commented that

He didn't always go to the computer committee andsalr 'Let 's purchase this, this, and this. , Hewent out and purchased without the staff's approv-al, which he would get any!^Jay, but he didn,f.-want
to have staff meetings and talk about it.
Thus, in terms of decision-making in relation to the

computer program, in the main the principal used a ,,typÍcal"

principal's dimension of behaviour.

3,2 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS TENDED TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR

AN INNOVATIVE THRUST IN THE EARLY STAGES, CHOSE INFLUENTIAL

STAFF TO PARTICIPATE IN INNOVATIVE PRO.]ECTS, AND TURNED IT
OVER TO SELECTED STAFF ONLY WHEN THE PROJECT WAS RUNNING

SMOOTHLY. THUS, WHILE ENSURING THAT THE PRINCIPALIS PRIOR-

ITTES WERE CARRIED OUT, SOME STAFF PARTICIPATION TOOK PLACE.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS TENDED TO LEAVE INNOVATIVE PROJECTS

TO TEACHER INITIATIVE" THEY TENDED TO CHOOSE UN]NFLUENTIAL

STAFF TO PARTICIPATE IN INNOVATIVE PRO.]ECTS.

3"2"a The Regular School proqram

Littte data were forthcoming on innovative thrusts at
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the school lever in the regurar schoor program. The singre
innovative element observed by the researcher was a ',pub-
lishing centre" for children's writing. The pubrishing
centre was a seminar room fitted out with a typewriter and
binding materials so thaL children who had wri_tten a ,,book,,

(usuarly a story ranging from 3 to ro pages in J-ength) courd
have it typed and bound by a parent volunteer. Several
teachers who had attended an inservice where the idea of
such a centre had been presented took the initiative and
suggested that the school deverop such a centre. They asked
for and received the necessary equipment, and supervised the
vorunteers. The principar seemed to have been invor-ved onry
mj-nimaIIy.

In terms of innovative thrusts in the
the principal made a statement indicating
projects to teacher initiative:

Ispeaking 
"{]_Language Arts as a major divisj_onalpriority - r don't know whether r've had that muchinfluence in that area. Teachers know there,s anew curriculum. They were aware of it and they\á/ere going to do somelhirrg about it.

The principar obviousJ-y did not take responsibirity for the
new Language Arts curricurum, and there v/as no evidence of
him taking responsibility in any other regurar curricurum
areas.

rn this area, then, his dimension of behaviour was

rated as that of a ,'typical,, principa.I.

regular program,

that he left such
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3.2.b The Computer program

The principal provided the initial thrust for the
computer program and continued to provide readership for it
up to and including the time of the study

The three teachers who became the schoor,s resource
team for computers were asked to take on this responsibirity
by the principar. rt did not appear that the principat
deriberately chose infruential people to participate in the
project, since the basis for selection \¡¡as that they had one

unassj-gned period per day whire the French itinerant teacher
took charge of their classrooms. However, the principal did
state that he invited their participation expecting that
they would be able to carry out the pilot teacher/resource
team rore" A combination of elements, such as a close work-
ing relationship with Lhe principar, the deveJ_opment of con-
siderable expertise with computers, their readership rore in
providing i-nservices and demonstrations for other teachers,
and their speciar prace as resource people on the computer

committee, conferred on them a position of considerable
infruence. The rest of the staff certainly viewed them as

influential at the time of the study.

The principal turned over specific erements of the
computer program to members of the resource team as the
innovation proceeded smoothly, for example, the management

of computer alrocations, the annotation of computer soft-
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ware, and the provision of short workshop sessions at noon
hour and after school. However, he continued to manage the
overall project himself.

The principal, then, was rated as using an ,,effective,,

dimension of behaviour in this area in that he took respons_
ibirity for the computer program from the beginning, serect-
ed staff who \^/ere abre to deverop influence to participate,
and turned elements of the program over to selected staff
only when elements of the project were running smoothry.

3.3 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPAIS FREQUENTLY PLAYED A DIRECT PART IN
TMPLEMENTING CHANGE THROUGH SUCH STRATEGIES AS DEVELOPING

PERSONAL EXPERTISE IN THE INNOVATORY AREA, INVOLVING THEM-

SELVES DIRECTLY IN START-UP ACTIVITIES, AND ATTENDING IN-
SERVICE SESSTONS PROVIDED FOR TEACHERS. MORE INDIRECTLY,

THEY CHOSE TEAM LEADERS, HELPED DEVELOP A TEAM APPROACH

AMONG TEACHERS AS A STRATEGY To SUPPORT INNOVATION, oR

ATTENDED PLANNING MEETINGS.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS I^TERE REPORTED To HAVE LIMITED oR No

PARTICIPATION IN TEACHER INSERVICE RELATED TO NEW PROGRAMS.

ON OCCASION THEY ENCOURAGED TEACHERS TO STAY OUT OF THEIR

!{AY AND NOT CAUSE PROBLEMS THROUGH NEW PROGRAM DEMANDS.

The subject principar chose not to pray a part in
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imprementing change in regard to the regular school program.

He viewed teachers as being the experts in that area and

left them alone to teach and to imprement nelv curricula"
Teachers selected the curricurum areas to be addressed

by school inservices. The principal wourd usualry attend
these sessions as a participant. He did not usuarly attend
divisionar inservices on regular curricula. The principal
v/as not invol-ved in building teams to address regular
program areas, arthough teachers met in grade-J_evel groups

to provide some coordination across classrooms. The princi-
pal did not attend these meetings.

The principar was raLed as "typicar', for this dimension
of behaviour.

3.3.b The Computer program

The principal took an active rore in regard to the
computer program" He prayed a direct part in the implement-
atj-on through developing a high lever of personar expertise,
being directry involved in start-up activities, and not onry
attending the inservice sessions provided by teachers but
actually leading them on severar occasions. He chose and

helped deverop a resource team to work with teachers. He

chaired the meetings of the computer committee. Thus he met

the criteria for being rated as "effective" for this
dimension of behaviour.
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g.4 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPA],S ENCOURAGED STAFF TO SET AND EX-

PRESS THEIR OWN GOALS FOR GROWTH AND PROFESSIONAL COMPE-

TENCE" THEY PROVIDED A FOCUS BY GIVING HIGH PRIORITY TO

TEACHERS. CURNICULUM PLANNING, AND ENCOURAGED TEACHERS TO

SPEND LARGE PROPORTIONS OF THEIR TIME IN INSTRUCTION' THEY

SUPPORTED RISK-TAKING, INITIATIVE, AND CONTINUOUS CHANGE ON

THE PART OF TEACHERS" THEY MADE THEMSELVES AVAILABLE TO

DISCUSS TEACHER PROBLEMS. THEY WORKED DIRECTLY WITH TEACH-

ERS TO SOLVE CLASSROOM PROBLEMS THAT MAY HAVE ARISEN IN THE

PROCESS OF IMPLEMENTING NEW PROGRAMS.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS TENDED NOT TO EXPRESS ENDORSEMENT OF

TEACHER PRACTICES. THEIR STYLE OF INTERACTION WAS MORE FOR-

MAL AND AUTHORITARIAN THAN THAT OF EFFECTIVE PRINCIPA]'S' AND

TENDED TO DISCOURAGE RISK-TAKING. RATHER THAN DIRECTLY CON-

FRONTING PROBLEMS WITH TEACHERS, THEY OFTEN WITHDREW THEIR

SUPPORT OR SIMPLY TOLERATED THE PROBLEI"IS "

3.4.a The Regular School Program

Teachers were asked if they received encouragement from

the principal for setting goals for their own growth and

professional development. The question received an ambiva-

lent response from staff (see Appendix "H", Table 26' and

the seven categories drawn from teachers' responses). Some

teachers felt that discussion of their personal growth goals

with Lhe principal was important, and they took the initia-
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tive and approached him. At the other extreme were teachers
who viewed such discussion as implying that they \,{ere not
futry professional- if they needed such help; they reported
that he "doesn't interfere". only four teachers indicated
that encouragement was provi-ded i-n a regular manner, two of
those making reference to the once-in-three years Leacher
evaluation and one commenting on the rimited approach used"

seven teachers said he did not encourage such discussion.
rn this aspect, then, the principal was rated as ',typicar".

The principar tended to view teachers' work on curric-
urum and curriculum planning as important. Teachers were

unanimous in stating that he gave high priority to this
area" The principal set as a rule that inservice days \,vere

to address curricul-um needs and not personar development or
administrative tasks such as completing report cards" one

teacher complained:

one thing that is a kind of thorn in my side thathe won't reL us do v/e wourd rike . a.y to doreport cardsr or a harf a day. A r-ot of schoorsdo. But he won't go for that stuff. He rikes usto do curriculum.

ulum

then,

several inservice days a year v/ere devoted to curric-
areas. In regard to focus on curriculum planning,
the principal was rated ,'effective"o

Encouragement for teachers to spend large proportions

part of this prin-
concerns regarding

of time in instruction did not seem to be

cipal's focus. When asked whether he had
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instructional classroom time, he stated:
I've gone by the fact that I, ve had experiencedteachers who presumably should know and forrowwhat should be done . we have to remember thatone of tl". good things about an erementary schoolis that it's frexibte. There are a rot oÌ thingsthat may not seem rike time-on-task but are, Ii[ea field trip or going outside to study. So youcan't really judge the time.

For this aspect, the principar was rated as "typicar".
That the principal did support risk-taking, initiative,

and continuous change uJas confirmed by the teachers. over
and over again in the interviews they stated his confidence
in them as professionals, and their certainty that he would
support new directions and practices they might undertake.
Teachers were encouraged to participate in divisionar pro-
fessionar development activities such as curricurum commit-
tees and to share their expertise with the rest of the
staf f " rn this area, the principar was rated ,'ef f ective,,.

Teacher and crassroom problems were sometímes handred

by the principal, but more commonly were handled by the
vice-principal. However, the process for handting such

issues eras set up by the principal, and teachers fert free
to approach him when he appeared to have the time to talk to
them. The vice-principar had a great deal of expertise in
this area, and it seemed appropriate in this situation that
she handle many of the teacher and classroom instructional
problems that arose because she had taken on much of the
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area of working individuarry with teachers as her speciar
rore. since the area was reratively well provided for in
the school, a rating of ,,effective" was given here.

rn arriving at an overall rating for this area, when

the principal's dimension of behaviour was compared with the
descriptions provided above, it was realized that, while he

exhibited some shortcomings in regard to',effective" prin-
cípal behaviour, he did not fit the description of the
"typical" principal in the 1east. He endorsed teacher
practices stron9ly, tended to be informed and non-

authoritarian j-n most exchanges that were observed and

reported, and encouraged risk-taking. He tended to confront
problems teachers mighL bring to him. Thus, for this area,
he was given an overall rating of ',effective,,o

A procedure set up by the principal which woul-d encour-
age staff to express goals for growth and professional
competence in the computer program was not really appricable
given the short timeline since the imprementation had been

in place at the time of the study. Thus the issue hras not
examined in this study.

The principal gave high priority to teachers, curric-
ulum planning for the computer area. Teachers from arl
grade levers used the computer committee meetings as a forum
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for planning" The resource team provided readership in
planning for currj-culum and resource utilization at the
various grade levels.

Teachers \¡/ere encouraged to spend a proportion of
instructional time on computers whj-ch, when compared with
the time spent on other non-optionar subject areas such as

science, was relatively large.

Risk-taking and initiative regarding the use of
computers was strongly encouraged; this area was exprored

earlier in section 1.3.

The computer area l{as one in which the principal made

every effort to make himsetf avairable to help teachers or
to solve classroom problems. one teacher stated that ',90?

of the time he wirl come to the classroom and help you". He

also arranged that the resource people be called on for
assisLance if he was not available.

The principal was rated as,'effective,,in regard to
this dimension of behaviour as it pertained to the computer

program.

3.5 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS MADE SPECIFIC ARRANGEMENTS FOR

DEVELOPING THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OF THEIR TEACHERS IN THE

AREA OF PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT, EITHER DIRECTLY BY I/ÙORKING WITH

TEACHERS IN GROUPS OR INDIVIDUALLY, OR LESS DIRECTLY BY PRO-

VIDING TIME AND OPPORTUNITY FOR INSERVICE, FOR MEETING WITH
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CONSULTANTS, FOR SCHOOL INTERVISITATION, OR FOR BECOMING

FA¡4ILIAR bIITH EQUIPMENT" RESOURCES, OR MATERIALS. IN RARE

CASES, THEY WERE CÀPABLE OF AND UNDERTOOK To CONDUCT IN-
SERVICE TRAINING THEMSELVES FOR STAFF.

TYPTCAI PRINCIPA],S, ACTING PRIMARILY AS SCHOOL ADMINIS-

TRATORS, PROVIDED MINIMAL TNSERVICE AND WERE INVOLVED ONLY

IN MAKING THE MECHANICAL ARRANGE¡4ENTS FOR SUCH INSERVICE.

THEY TENDED TO TAKE LITTLE DTRECT RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVEL-

OPING THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS OF THEIR TEACHERS IN A NEW

AREA, LEAVING SUCH RESPONSIBILITY TO TEACHERS AND BEHAVING

IN A REACTIVE MANNER TO TEACHER REQUESTS FOR SUCH

DEVELOPMENT.

3.5.a The Regular School program

Leithwood and Montgomery (LgB2) in describing the
dimension of behaviour under discussion here report ,'effect-

ive" principars working both directly and indirectly with
teachers in the area of program improvement. They describe
"principars working crosery with teachers i-n the crassroom

on issues identified during classroom observation,,. The

subject principal, as menti-oned above, did not appear to be

working toward specific program improvement areas of any

kind in relation to the regurar school program. He did not
carry out systematic classroom observation except once in
three years when formal- teacher evaruation was conducted.,
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and did not appear to have att.empted to influence classroom
approaches based upon observation. Thus j_n this area the
principal was rated as "typical".

school inservices were provided based upon teacher
select j-on of topics raising the process described j-n an

earlier section of this chapter (section 2"3) " Teacher

requests to attend inservices outside of the schoor, inter-
visitations, and meetings with consultants were encouraged

and supported in a reactive manner by the principal. Thus

both school inservices and outside professional- development

activities \r/ere not tinked to concerted program improvement

thrusts. The serecti-on of areas in which to work r¡/as not
viewed by the principal as an area for which he took respon-
sibility, and was left up to teachers.

The principal was rated as "typicar" for this dimension

of behaviour.

The principal made specific arrangements for deveroping

the knowledge and skitrs of teachers in the computer program

area. Tabre 42 in Appendix "H" outlines areas in which the
principar was involved, He worked directty with teachers by

providing a staff-wíde inservice which he conducted himserf.
He worked with the three school resource peopre as a group,

and they in turn worked with individual teachers. He worked
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with individual teachers directly¡ êssisting them in the
crassroom or showing them software for use in the crassroom.
He provided opportunities to attend inservi-ces outside the
school, to vi-sit other schoors, and. to meet with the school
resource people. He arranged for the pil0t teacher,s
involvement in the pirot project, and provided him with time
to meet with the computer consurtants. He took direct
responsibirity for deveroping the knowledge and skilrs of
teachers in the nehr area,

Thus he lvas rated as

computer program in the above

"effective" in regard to the

area.

3.6 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS GATHERED INFORMATION ABOUT A WTDE

ARRAY OF ELEMENTS BEYOND THAT CONNECTED I/\IITH IMMEDIATE PRoB-

LEMS, INCLUDING MONITORTNG AND FOLLOWUP oF STUDENT PR9GRES5,

EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK ON THE CLASSROOM PERFORMANCE AND

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES OF TEACHERS, NEW PRACTICES IN
EDUCATION, THE I^TORK.WORLD DEMÀNDS STUDENTS WERE LIKELY To

FACE, AND THE WIDER SCHOOL SYSTEM.

THE INFORMÀTION GATHERED BY TYPICAL PRINCIPALS

FOCUSSED ON IMMEDIATE PROBLEMS LIKELY TO DISRUPT THE SCHOOL

AND ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DISTRICT POLICY DECISIONS.

THEY ENGAGED IN LITTLE EVALUATION OF TEACHERS ! INSTRUCTION,

AND THAT INFORMATION TENDED NOT TO BE SHARED WITH THEIR

TEACHERS.
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3.6"a The Regular School program

The sub ject princJ-pa1 varied in his informati_on-
gathering activities depending on the area under consider-
ation. Monitoring and folrow-up of student progress \das not
an area to which he attendedt it was left up to teachers.
Evaluation of classroom performance v¡as conducted by the
princípal only in response to divisionar poricy, and there
was onry one teacher out of the 15 interviewed who stated
that the feedback was helpful Lo her (Appendix ,'H", Tabre

L2) " However, the principal read widely, and took an

interest in new practices in education:

I pride myself on being one who goes out and
searches, and I attend a whole varieLy of confer-
ences, some of which are rerated to computer areas
and some of which are not. Whether it's regarding
the personal safety program or computers or
Language Arts or Family Life or whatever, I try to
make sure I attend a whole variety of things
throughout the year. I also read a lot " I
try hard to advance my own professional
development.

one of the routine practices of the principal- was to scan

the educationar journals that were sent to the school before

they went to the library, and to carr teachers, attention to
artícles on areas he knew to be of interest to them" work-

world demands for students received attention: the princi-
pal made reference to discussions he had had with business

men in the area who expressed concern about the skirl levels
of graduating students. The principal also sought out
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information about the wider school system. He was aware of
divisional poricies, directions, and politics. He paid
attention to developments at the Department of Education
level. He sought out opportunities for formaL and informal
exchange with fertow princj-pals in the school division.

The principal, then, had a mixed rating regarding the
area of information gathering" within his schoor, he did
not gather information to a significant degree on the
students and teachers in the school. when it came to the
three areas outside of the schoor, he had developed a broad

informational base. Looking at the "gestart,' of his behav-

iour in this area, it was decided that his dimension of
behaviour resembled that of an "effective" principar more

closely than it did that of a "typicar" one, and. he was

rated as "effective" in this area.

3.6.b The Computer program

The subject principar gathered information from a wide

array of erements in regard to the computer program. whire
no formal information on student progress or the instruct-
ional activities of teachers in regard to the program were

gathered, the principal was a frequent visitor to classrooms

using computers, assisted teachers, and recej-ved feedback on

the progress of the program through the resource people. As

far as new practices in education v/ere concerned, the com-
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puter program itself v/as a new practice at the elementary
schoor leve1" As werr, new ways of proceeding with and

managing the program were colrected and, where appropriate,
instituted, for example, the use of student proctors to
assist with the program. Information on the computer

program as part of the wider school system vùas gathered

through attendance at the provincial-rever pirot project
meetings as well as at a nationar computer conference held
in winnipeg in october, rgï4 and at a variety of inservices
and conferences attended by the principal.

His rating for this area was "effective,,o

3 "7 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPAIS SAW IT AS A PRIORITY TO PROVIDE

TEACHERS WITH NEEDED RESOURCES AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIÀLS.

THIS INCLUDED SEARCHING OUT NEW MATERIALS FOR USE WITHIN THE

SCHOOL.

TYPICAL PRINCIPA¡S WERE LESS ACTIVE IN THIS REGARD, BUT

THEY ALSO ATTENDED TO ROUTTNE ASPECTS OF COLLECTING RESOURCE

MATERIAL SUCH AS LOCATING REOUESTED MATERIAL. THEIR STANCE

WAS REACTIVE RATHER TTIAN PROACTIVE.

3.7.a The Regular School program

The difference between "effective" and "typicar" prin-
cipars in regard to the above dimension of behaviour is one

of degree and stance. The subject principal tended to be
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active in providing teachers with resources and instruct-
ional material. He described a teacher taking over a Grade

6 classroom and needing books immediately;

I took the order down to the Board office, Lhen I
went to the Textbook Bureau, and I was back with
the books within an hour" The teacher h¡as flab-
bergasted that here were the books she needed...
It's worth it, because it shows that teacher I
care, and it gets the thing done.

!'Ihile this action was in response to the teacher's request,
it demonstrates the principal's proactive manner in dealing
with the issue of resources.

observation in the schoor indicated that the school was

werl-suppried with resources and instructional materials
especialty considering that it was a new school. part of
the over-expenditure of 98000 for the first year was due to
the principa| s decision to use money over budget to provide

resources 
" Besides books, library materials, and audio

visual equipment, it was noted that the school provided
teacher aide time, attractj-ve materiars, and equipment such

as a laminator for creating instructj-onal materials tairor-

made to the teacher's request. Two of the generar obser-
vation periods noted the three teacher aides creating warl
charts, instructional games, word l-istsr or group activity
materials in the workroom, and going to crassrooms to mount

or place these materiars where the teachers wanted them"

rt \,eas obvi ous that this principal made it a priority



to provi-de teachers with needed resources and instructional
materiars. He v/as rated "effective,' for thi_s dimension of
behaviour in relation to the regurar school program.
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Providing resources for the computer program was

ongoing priority with the subject principal. As was set
in step 9 of the computer imprementation path (chapter

the principal was proactive in his thrust to equip

school with computers and software. He was rated
"effective" in regard to providing needed resources

instructional materials for the computer program.

3.8 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS FACILITATED WITHIN-SCHOOL COMMUNI-

CATION. THEY INITIATED THE PROVISION OF INFORMATION TO

STAFF. THEY FOCUSSED SUCH INFORMÀTION ON SCHOOL GOALS AND

PRIORTTIES, AND PROVIDED FEEDBACK ABOUT THE STAFF'S PROGRESS

TOWARD GOALS.

THE TYPICAL PRINCIPAL' S WITHIN-SCHOOL COMMUNICATION

LACKED GOAL ORIENTATION. IT TENDED TO DEAL WITH INDIVIDUAL

PROFESSIONAL MATTERS OR MESSAGES FROM THE DISTRICT OFFICE.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS INITIATED LITTLE INFORMATION THEMSELVES.

3.8"a The Regular School program

while the subject principal facilitated within-school_
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cornmunication through staff and committee meetings, the
communication lacked goal orientation. It tended to deal
with individual professional or administratj_ve matters. one
teacher described the typicar staff meetj_ngs as handring:

" a IoL of information items, first of alI"There's a rot of things that come into the 
"chãorthat have to be addreJsed, Any memos from centrarOffice that pre pertinent t; us. Sequence ofevents that wirr come to be within the next rittrewhiler êrid changes that are in order. And perhapsspecific events within the schoor that .ré beingplanned and wilr be impremented within the nextIí.tle whire, rike our musical, and that wilr bediscussed. plus any questions or problems. Wetry to iron them out. plus we use staff meetingsfor any staff member to tark about ""p"il-i=" 

--o,
share an idea. There's always an opporlunity forany staff member to present committee r.porf." orto share what they've learned at a pJrticurarinservice or to maÈe avairabre what they have ashandouts, things 1ike that.
Because the principar- did not provide a focus on goars

or provide feedback on progress toward goals,
as utirizing a "typical" dimension of behaviour
in-school communication 

"

3.8.b The Computer program

In-school com¡nunication in

he was rated

in regard to

in communi-

informed at

regard to the computer
program had the focus on goals that \¡/as mrs s l_ng

cation about the regular program. Teachers lvere

the time of initiating the program that the goar was that
computers be used in every classroom and that the focus was
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the use of computers. The principar initiated the provision
of information. one teacher explained Ìrow this happened:

We've had one general staff inservice on the
computer Awareness. He went through the whorecurriculum and teachers sat in on that, Afterthat, ttrere have been mini-sessions at runch or
3:30 " Mike [ttre principal] gave some of thoseas well as the resource people. we've been made
aware of divisíonal workshops too.

rnformation provision \,ùas carried on at arl revers: with
the entire staff, with the resource people, with groups such

as the computer committee, and with individuals. severar
teachers stated that it rr¡as common for the principal to
invite teachers to come to his office during their prepar-
ation time so that he could d.emonstrate computer materiar
that night be of interest to them.

one ma jor way in which i-n-schoor communication was

provided for the computer program was through the resource
peopre who worked both as a group and with individuar teach-
ers" They \,vere time-tabred into a range of classrooms on a

regurar basis to teach not onry students but teachers as

well, and this proved to be a viable means of communicating

the goals and content of the computer program.

The principal was rated "effective" in regard to in-
school communication for the computer program.

3 .9 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS WERE CLEAR AND UNAIvIBIGUOUS ABOUT

SCHOOL GOAIS. THEY WERE CAPABLE OF IDENTIFYING AND UTIL-
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IZING WAYS OF ACHIEVING THESE GOALS WITHIN THE SCHOOL. THEY

WERE PROACTIVE IN THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL DIRECTIONS

AND PROBLEM SOURCES. THEY VIEWED ''THE SYSTEM'' AS ABLE TO

TOLERATE DIVERSITY IN THE PRINCIPAL'S CONDUCT AND THE

SCHOOL'S PROGRAMS IF THAT WAS REQUIRED TO MEET SCHOOL

GOALS.

TYPICAL PRINCIPAIS HAD NO CLEAR PROCESS FOR GOAL.

SETTING AND LACKED PRECTSE GOALS. THEY APPROACHED PLANNING

IN ABSTRACT TERMS AND WERE FREQUENTLY UNCLEAR ABOUT WHAT

STRATEGIES TO USE. THE IMMEDIATE PROBLEM TOOK PRECEDENCE.

THEY TENDED TO BEHAVE REACTIVELY, RESPONDING PRIMARILY TO

DISTRICT DEMANDS AND THE MANY OTHER SOURCES OF PROBLEMS

ENCOUNTERED DAILY. THEY VIEWED ''THE SYSTEM'' AS A PRIME

DETERMINER OF THEIR AND THEIR SCHOOL'S ACTIVITIES.

3.9.a The Regular School program

The subject principar was unclear and ambiguous about
school goals " He r^ras an able strategist who was capable of
utilizing "the system" for rerativery concrete areas such as

obtaining rearning materials or resources to address spec-
ific areas such as Engrish as a second Language needs. How-

ever, the strategies he emproyed were not linked to overarr
school goals.

The principar was rated as "typical" for this dimension
of behaviour for the regular school program.
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-tjg.b The Computer Pr

The principal was clear and unambiguous about the goal

of the school in regard to the computer program. He proved

to be an able strategist in Lerms of identifying and util-

ízj.ng \days of achieving that goal within the school' He

involved three staff and used them ín an effective way to

further that goal He was proactive in obtaining resources

and providing professional development for the staff" He

viewed "the system" as abte to tolerate diversity both in

terms of his own conduct and the school's program, and

challenged "the system" itself to change in terms of its

priorities and funding allocations.

The principal was rated as "effective" for this dimen-

sion of behaviour as it related to the computer program.

3 "10 EFFECTIVE PRINCIPALS WERE EFFICIENT AT HANDLING

ROUTINE ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS, THUS FREEING TI}4E FOR GOAL-

RELATED ACTIVITIES.

TYPICAL PRINCIPALS USED THE BULK OF THEIR TIME TO

HANDLE ROUTINE ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS, LEAVING LITTLE TIME

AVAILABLE FOR IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS.

3.I0.a The Regular School Program

As has been indicated previously, the principal did not
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focus on goals rerating to improving the reguJ_ar school
program. lvhen teachers were asked Ìrow they perceived the
principaJ- handring his work in the schoor, they \¡¡ere

unanimous in responding that most of his time in the school
was spent on paperwork and routine administrative Lasks
(Appendix "H", Tables 15 and 16). one teacher captured the
general feeling by stating:

r think he's having a heck of a time. r thinkhe's overloaded himself with paper. I find he,sstruggl_ing. I know this year he hasn,t been happywith the paperwork. I know he ' s work j_ng late. '

None of the teachers mentioned the principar spending
time on work rerated to regurar program areas, and his
contact with students in that area seemed to be a concern

with some of the teachers. one teacher commented.

we evaluated the principars this year, and part ofthe eval-uati-on on the part of almost every leacherwas that there's no contact time with chirdren
because he's so busy.

Teachers \^¡ere asked to comment on what the principal
conveys to the staff as being the most important part of his
job. Part of the way a principar conveys his priorities is,
of course, the use he makes of his own time. Ereven out of
fifteen teachers responded that it was paperwork and routine
administrative tasks that were conveyed as most important by

the principal (Appendix ,,H", Table L7).

The principal's rack of organization in terms of
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handring routine administrative tasks was confirmed by a

statemenL he made during the interview:

No, I don't have a pattern other than I at least
tike to look at my mail I try to look at
that and see if there's anything urgent. Then I
may have things in my day-book which are items of
importance. One of the things l,ve tried to make
people aware of is that principals can,t plan.
AIl it takes is one phone call from a parent or
the superintendent's department or whateverr or a
colleague, and whatever you thought of is no
Ionger there. And so I, while I have a semi-plan
of what I want to do that d.y, I rarely if èver
manage to stick to it, in the sense that there are
other things that are more urgent.

rt would seem that the principar used the bulk of his
time to handle administrative tasks using a reactive
approach.

rn regard to the regular program, then, the principal

h/as rated as using a "typical" dimension of behaviour in
handling routine administrative tasks.

3.10.b The Computer program

The principal- spent a large amount of time on the

computer program, time for developing his personar exper-

tise, planning and managing the initiation and implement-

ation phases, and. tj-me for probrem-sorving in regard to the
innovation. rn spite of the heavy administrat.ive workload

described above, he managed to free sufficient time from

administraLive tasks to work on the goar of implementing the

use of computers and working toward seei-ng them integrated
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into cla.ssroom program across the school.
The principal was rated as utiJ-izing an ,,ef f ective,,

dimension of behaviour in regard to the computer program in
the area of handling routine administrative tasks.

BEHAVIOUR

A relatively unambiguous picture of the princ'pa's
dimensions of behaviour as they rer_ated to the two program
areas emerged from the study, as il_Iustrated in Table VII
and Figure 2. fn regard to the regular school program, theprincipal was rated as using ,,ef f ective,, dimens j_ons of
behaviour in only 252 of the areas studied with ,,typical,'
dimensions used in the remaining 752. rn the ratings i_n
regard to the computer program, a very different
di-stribution emerged. Here the principal used,,effective,,
dimensions of behaviour j-n B5g of the program, and ,,typical,,
dimensions in rot, with one nonapplicabre area accounting
for the remainj.ng 58.

The data anarysis strategy emproyed and discussed in
this chapter confirms the bi-modal nature of the principar,s
dimensions of behaviour" The study discovered that the
principal tended to use "typical,, dimensions of behaviour in
regard to the regular school_ program and ,,effective,, 

dimen_
sions in regard to the computer program.
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RATING

Dimensions of
Principal Behaviour

Regul ar
School
Prooram

Computer
Proo ramL. coALS pf iñè-lp-ã-IrE

ÏT-priority ror stuäents Tvoi cal- Effect ive
I"2 clarity of goals Typi c al- Ef fect ive
1.3 orientation to teachers Tvpi cal Effect ive
1.4 communication with Þarents Tvpi c al Effect ive

2U FACTORS
UT--teacher select ion Typ i c al- N,/A

2.2 clarity of obiectives Typi caI Ef fect ive
2" 3 instructional strateqies Tvpi c a1 Effect ive2.4 integration -õF program

objecbives Tvpi caI Ef fec t ive
2.5 fundinq sources Tvp i cal Ef fect ive
2,6 division vs. school qoals Effect ive Ef fec t iveJ" S'I'RAIEGIES
ff ãecFion-makinq approach Effective Typi c a1

invoJ_v ing s[ã-ft---
3"2 in the innovation Tvpi cal Ef fec t iveprincipalrs
3.3 involvement in innovation Tvpi cal Effective3"4 encouraging staff

improvement Effective Ef fect i ve
3 " 5 prov iding f or teãõhèf

knowledge and skills Typi caL Effect ive
3"6 information qatherino Ef fect ive Effective
3.7 provision of resources Ef fect ive Ef fect ive
3"8 in-school communication Typi cal Effective
3.9 planning strategies Typi cal Ef fect ive
3.10 routine task handlino Tvoical Ef fect ive

Tabl-e VIII: Summary of Ratings of the principalrs
Dimensions of Behaviour"
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RAT]NGS OF DIMENS]ONS OF PRINCIPAL BEHAV]OUR IN
THE REGULAR SCHOOL PROGRAM AS COMPARED TO THE
COMPUTER PROGRAM

Figure 2z



B.ReIation=@ensionsofPrj.ncipa1Behaviourto

rn regard to the regular schoor program, the data
analysis indicated the principal_'s tendency to utilize
"typicar" dimensions of behaviour in the majority (7sz) of
the dimensions investigated, with "effective" dimensions

utilízed in only 2sz " Review of the distribution of the
"effective" dimensions used reveals the folrowing pattern:

i) In regard to goals, the principal used no

"ef f ective " di-mensions .

In regard to "factors", one

was used out of a total of
In regard to " strategies ,'

four "effective" dimensions

dimensions.

205.

"effective" dimension

six dimensions.

, the principal used

out of a total of ten

ii)

iii )

The pattern of dimensions used., then, \,vas armost en-

tirely "typical" in the first ten items on the scale, with
all the "effective" behaviours except one coming under third
category, that of "strategies',.

Leithwood and Montgomery (r982) positea the "goar', and

"factor" dimensj-ons as being highly important because of
their pervasive school-wide influence. The singJ-e

"effective" rating in those categories, that of divisional
versus school goals (#2.6), indeed had significance for the
schoor-wi de approach to instruction, especiarry for students
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who had special learning needs.

Leithwood and Montgomery posited "strategies" as less
important than the goal and factor dimensions because their
infruence on the overarr schoor program was rikery to be

less pervasive. rt would also seem that discrimination
between dimensions of behaviour in the "strategies', category
is less clear-cut than for goals and factors for two

reasons:

i ) both "ef f ective', and ,,typica1 " principals en-

gaged in most strategies;

and ii ) the dif ference between ',ef f ective,' and ',typical,'
principals on each strategy \¡/as usually only a

matter of degree and stance, and not of kind as

in the case of goals and factors.

Because of the probrem of clear discrimination, the possib-
ility of having rated the principar more positivery in this
area than would be the case under more crear-cut definition
must be considered.

The subject principal received four out of five of the

"effective" ratings in regard to dimensions of behaviour in
the least important of the three categories as they pertain
to significance in terms of infruence on the totar sctrool
program" The four "ef f ective " ratings in the ,'strategies ,,

category were for the following areass

3.1 decision-making approach
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3 "4 encouraging staf f j_mprovement

3.6 information gathering

3.7 provision of resources

of these ratings, the forlowing points can be mad.e:

i) two of the ratings, 3.1 and 3.7, were definite

"effective" ratings in which the principar crear-
ly conformed to the definition. However, two
( 3 .4 and 3 " 6 ) \^¡ere mixed, in that the principal
met harf the criteria but not the other harf, and

was determined as "effective" because¡ or bar-
ance, the "gestart" of his behaviour did not con-
form to the description of the "typicar', princi-
pal's behaviour. rn these instances, it wourd

have seemed more appropriate to use a continuum

format, in which case he would have ranked at the
mid-point between',effective" and,'typical" be_

haviour. Thus in these instances he was ranked

as "effective" targery because it vras a forced-
choice rating. This situation indicates the
difficulty of using a two-point scale, which in
the above instances \.vas overly-restrictive, and

also indicates that there are limj_tations in ap_

plying set definitions in ethnographic research.

The main point is that, while the principal rank-
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ed as "effective" in four out of ten areas of the
strategy category, he was indubitably ,'effective,'

in two areas and partially',effective,'in the
remaining two.

iii )

none of the areas in which the principal was

rated as "effective', in the strategies category
had direct influence on the classroom, as might
other strategy areas. One for which this poten-
tial existed , #3.6, ,,information gaÈhering,',

included information on students and teachers in
its definition, but was not used for that purpose

by the principal.

Thus, even when the principal did rate as "effec-
tive", it was not in areas having sj_gnificant
impact on the classroom program"

two of the areas rated as ',ef f ective" ( #g . O and

#3"7 ) were ones the principar basicarry attended
to alone, that is, they involved minimal inter_
action with others. Thus their impact on schoor-
wide processes would tend to be more restricted
than for areas such as in-school communication

whi-ch would be likery to have wider ramifications.
rt was concluded that the principal,s dimensions of

behaviour in the "strategies" area, while rating as partj_al-

aa)
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ry "effectivê", wourd have rimited impact on the school-wide
program.

I{hen examining the gestart of the principa| s dimen-

sions of behaviour in regard to the regurar school program,

it v/as the pervasive typicality of his approach in the

dimensions most critical for influencing schoor-wide im-
provement that was most striking. No "effective" dimensions

were indicated in the "Goars" category, which LeiÈhwood and

Montgomery cited as of major school-wide importance. This

meant that the principal was unclear about goals for stu-
dents and did not perceive his rore as providing school-wide

direction for instruction. Teachers in turn lacked crear
goars to which they could orient their work with students.

communication with teachers and parents lacked a goal orien-
tation. The school- as an organization thus lacked a clear

sense of direction.

The lack of crear goars had a negative effect upon the

second category, "Factors". Four of the areas in this cate-
gory (teacher serection, clarj-ty of objectives, instruc-

tional strategies, and integration of program objectives)
require goar crarity if priorities are to be established and

a coordinated approach made feasible. without goar clarity,

there is no foundation upon which the principal and staff

can make joint. decisions about improvement of the school

program or about measuring educational- resurts. Effectively
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utilizing and coordinating human and material resources,

instructional methods, time, emphases, and teacher

evaruation all frow from articulated and correrated goals

and priorities. A coordinated process based upon crear

direction did not exist in the school.

The subject principal did not provide the leadership

necessary for a coordinated approach across grades and

subjects in the school. Basically it hras the individual
teachers who determined all instructional matters: whi-ch

curricura they would imprement, which areas they would emph-

asize or de-emphasize, how and whether to deal with differ-

ent student needs, what instructionar methods to use, how

students r¡/ere evaluated, and what instructional resources

they wourd use. Teachers need to make many of these kinds

of decisions on a day-to-day basj-s, but they need the over-

arching framework of articurated purpose to provide for

school-wide coordination and an accumurative effect upon

student learning.

rt \¡/as concruded that, in regard to the regular schoor

program, the principal was basically ,'typical " in hj_s

approach" He did not aLtempt to infruence the schoor

through providing the type of educationar readership implied

by the "effective" dimensions of behaviour outr-ined by

Leithwood and Monlgomery. Instead, he provided

administrative leadership geared to maintaj-ning the smooth

running of the school.
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C. Relationship of the Dimensions of Principal Behaviour to

The principal tended to utilize "effecti.ve" dimensions

of behaviour in regard to the computer program. The analy-

sj-s in this chapter indicates the use of "effective" dimen-

sions of behaviour in 85? of the dimensions, with "typical"

dimensions accounting for only I0A and one non-applicable

dimension for 58. Review of the distribution of the dimen-

sions revealed that:

a" in regard to "Goals",

rated as "effective".

aIl four dimensions were

b. in regard to "Factors", four were rated as "effec-

tive", one "typical", and one as non-applicable.

in regard to "Strategies", nine were "effective"

and one was "typical".

c"

A particularly noticeable feature of the distribu-

tion is that the principal was rated as "effective" in aII

four goal dimensions, in strong contradistinction to the

consistently "typical" ratings for the goal areas in regard

to the regular school program. His "effective" ratings for

"Factors" were five times as numerous for the computer pro-

gram as they were for the regular program, in spite of one

dimension being non-applicable" Thus it can be concluded

that his approach to the crucial areas of "GoaIs" and

"Factors" lt¡as much more strongly geared to "effective" be-
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haviours in regard to the computer program than for the
regular school program.

rn the "strategies" cluster, there was littre ambiguity
experienced by the investigator in the process of assigning
the ratingsr âs there was in the two dimensions of the reg-
ular school program dj-scussed previously,

A pattern shift is noticeable in the ratings for the
first "strategies" item, "decision-making,,. whereas the
overarr tendency was that dimensions for the regurar school
program were rated "typical" and those for the computer pro-
gram were rated "effectiv€", in the case of this category
the ratings v/ere reversed. The principal was rated ,,effec-

tive" in the regular schoor program because he used partici-
pative processes of reading that courd be shared with the
staff. Yet, for the imprementation of the neh/ program, he

used a directive approach; he single-handedJ_y mandated that
it would happen, and. a successfur imprementatíon took prace.
rt may be that a model of principal behaviour may need Èo

take cognizance of the possibirity of directive behaviour
being as effective as participative behaviour for this
dimension where a new system or technorogy is concerned.
rnnovation is often not a democratic process and may some-

times be best pursued by individuars who care passionaLery
about an issue and build their own team of supporters, as

did the subject princj_paI.
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rt v/as concruded that, in regard to the computer pro-
gram, the principal was, in the mai-n, "ef fective " in his
approacïr" He was able to provide educationar readership to
this part of the schoor program, thus bringing about

successful implementation of the program through goar inte-
gration, attention to factors having a school-wide influ-
ence, and addressing the "strategy" areas in a manner con-

sistent with the goals.

SUMMARY

rn regard to the regular school program then, the sub-
ject principar used a configuration of dimensions of beha-

viour largely in the "typicar" range. The type of leader-
ship he provided in this program area was administrative.

rn regard to the computer program, Lhe principal used

mainly "effective" dimensions of behaviour. He provided
educational leadership in this program area, a type of lead-
ership quaritatively different from that used in regard to
the regular program.
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CHAPTER VT

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE DIMENSIONS OF PRINCIPAL
BEHAVIOUR AND PROGRAM AREA: ANALYSIS OF THE FIN

The purpose of this chapter is to set out the anarysis
of the rel-ationships between findings developed in the prev-
ious two chapters, to develop criticar insights based upon

the findings, and to provide advances to the version of the
Leithwood and Montgomery model (1982) upon which the study
v¡as based in right of the findings derived from the actual
situation.

The investigator had assumed from the original model

that the principal's approach for each dimension of behav-

iour would be congruent across the school program. The re-
lationship discovered between the principal dimensions in-
vestigated and partj-cular program areas did not support this
assumption: the major finding was that the principar,s use

of dimensions of behaviour rated "effective" and "typicar',
differed significantly depending upon whether he was addres-
sing the regurar school program or the computer program.

Thus analysis of a different nature was needed to accom-

modate the rack of congruence that was perceived between the
model and the major finding of the research.

At this point, theoretical perspectives from the
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cognate disciprines provided support for the direcLion the
analysis took.

From the perspective of research on effective princi-
pars, Brumberg and Greenfield's study (LgB2r page 23L)

stressed the idiosyncracy they discovered in principars,
approaches. They pointed out that;

Any attempt to exprain and anaryze the behaviour
of an individual must conceive of that behaviour
as a function of the person's perceiving and
interacting with a partl-cular situation. . .- In
order to account for the ability of a schoolprincipal to exercise influence in a school
attention musL be given not onry to the principar
as a person but also to the structure and dynamics
of the school as an organization and to the rarger
social system (ttre school district) of which tteparticutar school is a part.

rn the case here being considered, it seemed essential
to attend

in order

to contextuar factors bearing on each program area

to address the question of why the principal used a

different approach in each area Tannenbaum and Schmidt's
work (1958) provj-ded a perspective that seemed appropriate
for apprication. They maintained that a reader can vary
leadership styre to cope with differing probrematic situ-
ations. They suggested the following forces to be consid-
ered by a manager in adopting a readership style: forces in
the manager, forces in subordinates, and forces in the
situation. It r,vas decided to use Tannenbaum and Schmidt's

force structure ( consisting of forces in the situation at
the schoor system, school and program rever-s,- forces in the
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staff; and forces in the principal) to examine the
principal's choice of dimensions of behaviour in each

program area in order to gain J-nsight into each situation.
rn the forrowing sections each program area was exami-n-

ed in terms of the forces rerevant to that area that
impinged upon the principar. The insights derived from this
analysis \¡¡ere then integrated with the f J_ndings generated

through the major focus of the study to provide suggestions
for modifications and extensions to the version of the
Leithwood and Montgomery model used in the study.

A. The Context of the Regular program

Forces that appeared to be rel_evant to the principar,s
use of "typical" dj-mensions of behaviour in regard to the
regular school program included:

Forces in the Situation

1.a Forces in the school system

i) The loosely-coupred nature of the school system
(weicr, 1976). Each school in a division is a

more-or-ress self-contained unit for which the
pri-ncipal is held responsible. The subject princi-
par stressed the sense of personar responsibility
he had due to this feature" The schoor division

I.
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usuall-y sets priorities for curricurar areas to be

addressed, and supports these priorities through
inservices directed mainly to teachers. Hov/ever,

it tends to provide rittle readership or direction
regarding the crucial role of the principal in pro_

gram improvement efforts. rt tends to overrook the
principal as the onry person who can establish the
organizationar climate and conditions that can lead
to improved school outcomes for students. rt wourd

seem that the school division had provided rittre
direction or incentive for addressing program im-
provement in regard to the regular school program.

A premium is placed by central office on maintain-
ing a peaceful, smooth-running school. A principal
soon comes to rearizer ês it seemed did the princi-
pal under study, that problems that come to the
attention of centrar office are damaging to his
professional standing. To attempt to modify the
deeply-ingrained ways in which principals and

teachers work in the program area may cause disrup-
tion and requires that significant time be al]ocat-
ed for program areas as opposed to administrative
duties. The principar may have decided to focus on

the simpler area of administrative tasks which

would also receive central offi-ce reinforcement.
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1.b" Forces in the school

1.b.r schools have a row degree of structurar complex-

ity, being hierachically flat. The result is to
give the principar centrarity of position in the
schoor. Little integration or priority-setting
on a schoor-wide basis is rikely to occur with-
out his readership. rn the subject schoor, the
principar took the position that schoor-wide
direction and integration need not occur. rn
taking this "typical" principal approach, it
seemed that he was unaware of the need for pro-
gram integration across the school_ and its
potential for impact on students.

r"b"2 schoots as organizations are frequentry hampered

by goal ambiguity. No goals were specified in
the subject school, largely because they seemed

to be unimportant from the principal, s perspec_

tive. Thus a cruciar erement that could have

provided the rationale for the use of ,'effect-

ive" dimensions of behaviour on the part of the
principal_ was non-existent"

1.b.3 Specific to the situation in
\^ras the fact that it. was a

the subject school

nevr school with a
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strong parentar conmunity, This situation in
alr rikelihood tended to exascerbate the
tendency of the principal to focus on a smooth_

running school and not to',rock the boat,'by
attempting to deverop new approaches which might
have received considerabre resistance from

teachers and in turn be communicated to
parents 

"

.b"4 schoors are loosely-coupred organizations. Both

principals and teachers tend to take a rimited
view of the concept of the organ j-zation, and

thus fail to focus upon and work to change

impricit norms and approaches that work against
an integrated schoor program. The sharp divis-
ion between principar and teacher rores that is
a norm in most schools, and as was the case in
the subject schoorr praces constraints on the
possibility of using group approaches to improv_

ing the school program. Teachers in the subject
schoor individualJ-y took responsibility for arr
aspects of their program. No indication of
attempts by the principal to initiate corrabora-
tive attempts in the regular program were evi_
dent, but there was evidence of teachers viewing
the possibirity negativery while they were being
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interviewed. The loose-coupled nature of the

school organization then woul-d be a major btock
to the principal utilizing "effective,'dimen-
sions of behaviour in some of the areas that
h¡ere examined.

Also due to the loosely-coupled structure, dete-
gation of areas of responsibility to individuals

or groups within the school is not common.

Principals tend to feel that they have to handle

aIl the areas of responsibility themselves. A

case in point in the subject school was the role
of the vice-principal. The principal delegated

to her partial responsibility for working with
the individual teachers to address classroom or

student problems that came to the adrninistra-

tors' attention. The definition of the nature

of the delegation of responsibifity was unclear

and incomplete. It did not include coordinàtion

of curricular areas across the school. The

vice-principal had considerable expertise and

experience in the curricul-un area, and since the

school-wide Ievel of coordination bJas lacking,

delegating such responsibility to her and giving

her the clear authority to carry it out could

have had beneficial effects" The dimensions of
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"effecLive" behaviour provide for the possibir-
íty that areas of importance be delegated to
others on the school staff who are able to carry
them out well r ërs long as the principal is in
agreement. This courd have been one means the
principal might have used to provide the inte_
gration that was missing 'in his approach.

Forces in the regular program area

School programs have become more complex over
the years and require a high level of profes-
sionar knowledge and expertise if they are to be

werl-applied in the crassroom. rt is common for
principals to feel that the program area is so

complex and fast-changing that one person does

not have the expertise and skills necessary to
direct events. The subject principal felt that
his knowledge and expertise were at least in
some ways not comparabJ_e to that of the teach_
ers" This constrai-ned him from taking a direct
leadership role in regard to the regular
instructional program. However, the use of
"effective" dimensions of behaviour does not
require the principal to direct all events. One

possibirity is to use a management team with a
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mix of skíIls and expertise to direct the

school program. The principal, however, must

play a coordinating role as Ïre works towards

integrating the differentiated subgroups'

The subject principal, not conceiving of

his role as being that of an educational leader

in regard to the school program, used "typical"

behaviour and simply left teachers alone to

teach.

Change processes impacting upon regular school

program areas are often aimed at reconceptual-

ízíng or restructuring basic ways in which

schools do things. That is, they often involve

developing "a framework through which people

reconceptualize their tasks and their relation-

ships with others" (Blumberg and Greenfield,

LgBz, page 24O). Change of this order tends to

be viewed as relatively undesirable because it

contains the potential for disruption of the

regularities of the school.

The use of "effective" dimensions of behav-

iour imply that a principal using them would be

attempting to bring about significant changes in
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the program area with the possibility of dis-
ruption as mentioned above" The subject princi-
pal may have chosen to use "typical', dimensions

of behaviour as a means of avoiding disruption
of the regularities within the school.

2" Forces in the Staff

The level- of staff experience and professionalism v/as

unusualry high in the subject schoor. The staff members arr
had a minimum of five years of successful teaching exper-
ience. Many were invor-ved in professional activities, such

as serving on divisional- curriculum committees ( four from

this school \^¡ere on the Language Arts committee) and on the
professional deveropment team for the divisionar teachers
association.

The principar mentioned several times that he had a

highly experienced and professional staff and that he did
not perceive them as requiring regurar supervision as woul_d

new teachers" He saw them as handring the program area

adequatery. He seemed to see no need for him to provide
coordination or integration across the grades.

Further, the principal's perception of the high level
of teacher expertise combined with an al_most miritant
emphasis by some teachers on their right to autonomy in
operating their programs may trave tended to immobirize any
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intentions toward school-wide integration with whj_ch the
principal may have begun.

similar effects \¡/ere noted on the area of staff evaru-
ation. The principal did not engage in regurar and syste-
matic staf f evaluation. Eval-uation \¡/as conducted only to
meet the minimum poricy requirements of the schoor division.

As a resurt of his perception of the strength of the
staff base in terms of both professionar experti-se and the
norm of autonomy, the principar probabJ_y assumed that to
implement the kind of approach implied by the "effective,,
dimensions of behaviour wourd have j_nvolved taking a strong-
ly assertive stance with teachers in order to negotiate a

schoor-wide role for himserf. There were eight factors and

strategies in which the principal did not use,'effective',
dimensions of behaviour and which would have involved him
working with teachers in ways which did not conform to the
norms current in the school. They were:

Factors

2"L teacher selection

2.2 clarity of objectives

2"3 instructional strategies

2"4 integration of program objectives

Strategies

3"2 involving staff in innovation

3.3 principal involvement in innovation
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domain, for the principal to attempt

have ínvolved the difficult task of

3 " 5 provj-ding for teacher knowledge and skills
3.9 planning strategies
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as their own special

to influence them would

challenging group norms.

3. Forces in the principal
The centrality of the principal's position was referred

to in the earrier section on forces i-n the schoor organi-
zation. The frat hierarchicar structure of schoors is re-
flected in the fact that the principal is the only person

who has "regitimated access to its total functioning',
(Alumberg and Greenfield, 1986r page 245). This point is an

important preamble to the points that follow.
3.a, Goal structure

A finding common to schoor theorists such as

Blumberg and Greenfield, Leithwood and Montgomery, and

the schoor effectiveness movement is, once again, the
centrarity of a clear goal structure to undergird the
principal's work" principars need to have a crearly-
articulated philosophy of education which j_s transrated
into action influencing alr parts of the schoor organi-
zation. Principals who do not clearly know where they
want to go and what is important to accomplish communi-

cate a lack of direction to their teachers, and the
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schoor then lacks a focus to which to gear efforts.
such principals show a tendency to put thei-r energies
into handring the minutiae of the school, thus

relinquishing the leadership role.

While the subject principal made some general

statements that could be conceived of as his philos-
ophy, such as the desire to see chirdren get along well
together, the statements \,vere too vague to serve as the
basis for the establishment of effective priorities and

principres. rt seemed that he did indeed relinquish
his leadership rore and tended instead to devote his
time to routine administrative tasks.

3"b Attitude toward the "status quo,'

Brumberg and Greenfield (r982) found that one vj-ewpoint

shared by the high-achieving principars they studied
was that none of them conceived of their role as mai-n-

taining the status quos

These people were continually al-ert for
opportunities to make things happen, and if
the opportunities didn't present themselves,
they created them (page 246).

These individuals were capable of making their goals

"operational both through long-term strategy and day-

to-day actions" (page 246).

In contrast, the subject principal stated his
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satisfaction with the way thi-ngs were as far as the
regurar schoor program v¡as concerned. Given this atti-
tude, he would see rittle need to employ achi-evement-

oriented "effective', dimensions of behaviour.

3. c Handling administrative tasks

Al-so common in the studies of both Blumberg and

Greenf ield ( r9B2 ) and Leithwood and Montgomery (ßgz)
was the finding that effective principals were abre to
handle with dispatch the routine tasks of running the
school-r so that they were abre to gain the time needed

to address key priorities. The subject principal
appeared to be consumed by routine administrative work
much of the time.

c.4 The principal's view of the organization
Forces discussed above under the wider system, the
school as an organization, and the staff impinged on

this principal. Principals are socialized into the
educational system from their first days as teachers,
so that they often come to accept the system as it
operates as the way it shourd be. The norms of the
organization sanction the established ways of working
with teachersr progrãms¡ studentsr pâr€ots, and schoor
board officials. These norms include not changing the
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interpersonar and structural operations of the schoor
by challenging "what is" and taking a proactive role on

issues. The subject principal seemed to be wilring to
work within the structures imposed upon his role by the
regurarities of the system, particutarly i-n regard to
the norms of teacher autonomy in the classroom program.

This meant that he had ptaced himserf in a position of
rimited po\{er in regard to the most urgent part of his
role, that of providing educationar readership, a

process which involves infruencing people to do things
dífferently from the way they have always been done in
order to bríng about program improvement.

Summary

Examination of the forces impinging upon the principal
ranging from those in the wider schoor system to those with-
in himself herped in some measure to exprain the typicarity
of the principal's dimensions of behaviour in regard to the
regular schoor program" There is rittre doubt that the
forces that impel principars to maintain the status quo are
formidable. Had the principal had an integrated phirosophy
linked to a feasible imprementation strategy, he might Ïrave

been willing to charrenge those forces. Given that he rack-
ed such a phirosophy, and that he had a strong-minded staff
who woul-d have been likety to have charrenged his authority
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to undertake significant change that wourd potentiarry
affect their autonomy, their relationships with the princi-
par and their corleagues, and the structure of the schoor

organization, he appeared to have chosen not to attempt to
infruence the school through providing the type of educa-

tionar readership implied by the "effective" dimensions of
behaviour derived from Leithwood and Montgomery. rnstead,
he provided administrative readership geared to maintaining
the smooth running of the school.

Bn The Context of the Computer program

The behaviour of the princi-pal in regard to the
computer program seemed to have been a function of his per-
ceptions of the particurar situation of which he was a part.
Forces that appeared to be rerevant to his use of the spec-

ific cruster of dimensions of behaviour identified earri_er,

"effecti-ve" in the main, included:

]. Forces in the Situation
1.a The school system

The schoor division usuarly took the read in curricurum
areas and set divisionar priorities for curricula. The

computer program v/as so new that the division had not
yet initiated any structures or work in ttrat area.

Thus the computer program offered an unusual- opportun-
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ity for this principat and his three ferl-ow princi-pars
to take a leadership role in the division in a nevù

area.

While gaining familiarity wj-th the new area, the
principal "tested" the system in two ways. Through

tarking wittr the superintendent, he received support to
proceed in the direction of becoming more invorved with
computers" This direction was further reinforced when

the request he put forward for funding over and above

the regurar budget to buy the first school computer was

approved" Thus the principal perceived the schoor

division as being supportive of the move to use com-

puters at the elementary level, and proceeded to
launch what became an extensive computer program in his
school.

Working with three other principals was probably a

significant part of the process for this individual.

Blumberg and Greenfield (1982) wrote about the problems

incurred by the school system structure, one of which

was isoration from meaningful work relations with one,s

peers. These principals were able to develop meaning-

fur work relationships that continued through the time

of the study. The above authors also mentioned the

costs to individual-s stemming "primariry from their
feelings of relative powerressness to exert
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infruence beyond the boundaries of their schoors" (page

234). Through their joint efforts, these principars
were abre to exert infruence on the priorities and

budget arrocations of the division. The ability to
exert this influence seemed to have been highry
significant to the subject principal.

l.b Forces in the school

As a new uni-t, this schoor became one of a cluster of
six elementary schoors in the division. The schoor
division had developed a reputation for having distinc-
tive schoor buildings and also for some innovative
program thrusts at the elementary l_evel 

"

A principar charged with the responsibirity for
deveroping a new school from the ground up in such a

division would be likery to experience some anxiety as

to how he was going to measure up to the other schoors

in the division who had arready made their mark in some

di-stinctive manner. The subject principal, seeing no

clear way of accomprishing any particular distinction
in the reguJ-ar program arear let wanting his schoor to
be a "J-eader", may have seen in the computer program a

means of reaching that goal.

The principat seemed arso to have chosen this
route as one that would provide an opportuni_ty to have
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an impact on school norms whi_ch were difficult to
influence in the regular school program. ff one pays

attention to the means emproyed to imprement the pro-
gram, one notices the use of a task force with a mix of
skilrs and expertise working directry with the princi-
pa1" This kind of group work involving the principal
v¡as not evident in any other part of the schoor pro-
gram. one also notices that the approach invol-ved the
resource people going right into other teachers' crass-
rooms and conducting lessons with the students in that
classroom. Except for the itinerant teachers, this
aLso was not happening in any other part of the pro-
gram. The effect of this appraoch was to break the
mold of the schoor norms in terms of how the principal
and teachers rerated to each other, ât reast in Lhe

computer area, and it is possible that the effect of
this kind of "unfreezing" from a set pattern could have

a long-term infruence on rerationships in the schoor.

I " c Forces in the innovation

The nature of the computer program itserf may have

i-nfruenced the dimensions of behaviour used in the
situation. one issue discussed in the relationship of
the principar's dimensions of behaviour to this area
\¡/as that of his use of a "typical', approach to
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decision-making with the computer program. He seemed

to feer that the decision process was not one that
calred for a participative approach. He would be like-
ly to ask himself if the staff had the knowledge needed

to make such a decision and, since he had spent consid-
erable time and effort gaini-ng the revel of expertise
he had developed, conclude that he was the only one who

had sufficient knowredge in the computer area to make a

decision.

The opportunity to have his school participate in
the computer program pilot project initiated by the
Department of Education \¡¡as arso attractive to the
principar. The computer program offered an opportunity
to infruence a provincial-level initiative, and to have

contact with consurtants working at the provincial
revel and a range of principals and teachers from
across the province. The project also helped to
legitimi-ze the computer thrust in the school.

A further point j-s that the computer program

offered an opportunity to engage in an innovative
program without involving change of the order likely to
disrupt the school. The change was additive. rt did
noL disprace any other program, nor did it disturb the
basic elements of the system" Because it. did not
appear to threaten disruption of the norms of the
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school, the principal could more easily "sell" it to

staff than a change that would require a restructuring

of some aspect of the school as a system"

The nature of the change was also manageable in

size, and the kinds of demands made on the principal's

competence were ones tre felt reasonably sure he could

meet. The principat's perception of the risk invol-ved

in taking on the change was thus lessened in two ways:

by reducing the stakes involved in change by attempting

an additive, manageable innovation; and by reducing his

uncertainty by focussing on an area in whj-ch the exper-

tise was relatively delimited and in which he felt he

had more expertise than anyone else on staff.

Thus various factors connected with the nature of the

innovation itself apparently influenced the principal's

dimensions of behaviour"

Forces in the Staff

The degree of confidence a principal has in his staff

influences his perception of the likelihood of an inno-

vation's success. The subject principal viewed the staff as

highly professional and effective, and, it would seem,

expected that they were capable of and would take on the

challenge of the new program"

2"

In spite of the fact that the school staff had worked
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together as a group for less than a year and a harf at the
time imprementation began, they had quickly settled into
their individuar routi-nes. The transition from other
schools into this unit seemed to have occurred smoothry, due

partry to the fact that the school \,vas in the same division
in which they had all worked for many years, and that many

of them knew the principar and other staff members from

other situations.

The problem involved in settling into indi_viduar
routi-nes was that the staff norms r¡¡ere such that they tended

to exclude the principar from the rear work of the school,
that is, the educationar program. He perceived both the

teachers and the vice-principar as possessing higher-tevel
curriculum knowledge and instructional expertise than he

did. Blumberg and Greenfield (r982) posit that princj_pars

who would lead have an i-nterpersonar need system buirt
around needs for incl-usion and control (page 248). Faced

with a situation of exclusion, the principal may have

seized upon the computer program as a means of working in an

area that, since it was one in which teachers lacked exper-
tise, he courd control. since he was the specialist in the

area, he felt justified in making the imprementation decis-
ion without reference to staff. As well, his expertise
al-l-owed him to organize the imprementation in such a v/ay

that he was incruded as an acknowledged leader in that
aspect of the day-to-day work with teachers"
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A force i-n the staff with which the principal had to
contend in the computer program v/as that staff had learned
to expect to share in decision making. The principal took a

measure of risk in making the initial decision and some of
the later decisions such as those regarding resources on his
own. Most of the staff, horr/ever, expressed rittle resent-
ment at his actions in this regard. one person expressed

the general feeling this way:

rf you .have enough opportunity to make an impact
on decision maki_ng at other times, then you d.on't
really mind one or two coming from above.

The resentment people might have felt because of the
principal's setting a mandate did not materiar íze.
Tannenbaum and Schmidt (1977 r page 358) suggest that;

the restrictive effect Iof such an action] wiII begreatly modified by the general feeling of confi-
dence which subordinates have in the boss. where
they have learned to respect and trust him, he is
free to vary his behaviour. He wilr feel- certain
that he will not be perceived as an authoritarian
boss on those occasions when he makes decisions by
himself. rn a climate of mutual confidence and
respect, people tend to feel less threatened by
deviations from normal_ practice.

The situation under study tends to confirm that observation.
severar forces in the staff, then, can be posited as

infruencing the princj-par's dimensions of behaviour in re-
gard to the computer program: the confidence he felt in
them as professionals, the need he had to be inctuded in the
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educational program, and hj-s

confidence of staff that he

decision makj-ng approach.

sense of having enough of the

could feel free to vary his

3 " Forces in the principal-

several- of the forces described in the above sections
made reference to ways in which the situation interacted
with forces ín the principal, and wilr not be repeated here.
These include leadership through expertise, the inter-
personal need for inclusion, and the need to have an impact

on a broader level than that of the school.

several other forces in the principar bear mention at
this point. The principal proved to be an abl-e strategist
in the computer program, not onry in the schoor but at the
divisional level as welr. The opportunity to give furl sway

to a personar attribute, that is, his ability to infruence
the course of events by identifying and implementing effect-
ive v/ays of achieving his ends often by j-ngenj-ous and re-
sourcefur means, was in arl likelihood gratifying to him and

may have fulfilled needs for a sense of power and control in
the situation.

rn a similar vein, the principar varied his usual style
by taking a highry task-oriented approach with the computer

program, described by the teachers as ,'pushing', the program.

This was in contradistinction to his usuar human-relations
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style exhibited in virtuarly every other area of the schoor
program. An interesting insight into this aspect of the
principal's behaviour \¡/as provided by one teacher who had

taught for three years in the schoor where this principar
had been the administrator just previous to coming to this
school, He commented:

when he f i-rst went into administration he wasvery, very task-oriented. And he has come around.
from that into being a personal friend to a lot ofpeople. And knowing what people,s hurts are,their personal invorvements, and being empathetic
to them, and indicating on a personal ¡aèis that
he knows you're not just a number, a person in the
classroom.

rt wourd seem that factors in the princÌ_pal,s experience as

an administrator caused him to change his usual mode of
operation from the "task oriented" extreme to one tending
toward the "human relati-ons " end of the continuum. He

reverted to task-oriented behaviour in this situation, a

dimension identified by Leithwood and Montgomery (LgBz) as

characteristic of "effectj-ve" principaJ_s and which ,'does not
proclude good interpersonal relationships between principar
and staff" (page 32L)" It appeared that the principal
decided to use a dimension of behaviour with which he felt
comfortable in this situation, although probably not to the
extent the teacher described him as previousry using it
since he \,i¡as abre to maj-ntain good rerationships with his
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staff throughout the imprementation period. This is another
instance of him having enough confidence in the sj-tuation to
aIlow him to vary his behavj-our. rt proved to be highry
effective to achieving the goar of seeing computers impre-
mented. He !üas abre to "make things happen" (erumberg and

Greenfield, page 246) through an opportunity Ìre perceived
and upon which he created his school's computer program.

Summary

rn regard to the computer program, examination of the
forces impinging upon the princj-par ranging from those in
the wider schoor system to those within the person of the
principat suggest that those forces comprised a comprex

dynamic which influenced him toward a largery "effective',
set of dimensions of behaviour. The principal was able to
conceptuarize and state crear goals for this program" The

factors and strategies he employed were geared to the devel-
opment of a program that achieved the goals he had estab-
l-ished" The use of these dimensions arlowed the principal
to develop new ways of working within the existing organi-
zation which impacted upon the entire comprex of structure,
norms, and working rerationships both within the school and

at the school division lever, lnlhire the school continued to
operate the regurar program as usual, the study indicated
that the dimensions of principar behaviour infruenced the
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status quo so that there was some d.egree of shift in certain
of the school norms and ways of operating j-n the direction
posited as effective for schoors in the riterature. Thus,

through the use of rargely "effective" dimensions of be-

haviour, the principar provided educationar readership for
implementing the computer program as distinct from the
administrative J-eadership used for the regular school
program.

D. Synthesis of the Major Findings

rn the foregoing chapters, criticat empiricar findings
relating to the subject principar's use of the dimensions of
behaviour outl-ined in the instrument derived from the
Leithwood and Montgomery model- \^¡ere analyzed and synthe-
sized. The most significant finding derived from the study
was that the principal's dimensions of behaviour when exam-

ined across the full range of his work in the schoor did not
conform to t}- e model. rnstead, his approach represented the

use of different configurations of the dimensions of
behaviour depending upon the program area to which he v/as

relating. The variations in perspective he held appeared to
be the major factor relating to the differences in his
approaches to the two areas studied. This suggests that
people approach the discrete demands of the principarship in
different ways, depending on their perception of the forces
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in themselves, their staffs, and. their schoors and. school

sytems, and that models of the principalship need to
accommodate different approaches to different areas of their
work.

The picture that emerged from the anarysis of the
dimensions of behaviour used in regard to the regurar schoor

program !{as that of a principal using a rargery "typical"
mode" The principal's perception of the forces relating to
the major program area tended to constrain him to operate

mainry as an adminÍstrative leader whose chief concern was

the smooth operation of the school, with little concern with
or influence upon the regular program.

A totally different picture of the principal emerged

when his dimensions of behaviour in regard to the computer

program were analyzed" Linked to an implementation which

was rated as successful was a configuration of dimensions of
behaviour that v¡ere largely "effective" in quarity. The

principar's perception of the forces rerated to the new

program appeared to impact on the principar so that he felt
free to vary his approach from his usuar mod.e of operating.
The resurt h/as that in this area he operated as an educa-

tional Ieader. He not only changed his own working

rerationship with staff members but mobilized the staff to
work in new ways with each other. He was able to d.emon-

strate his ability to put together all the diverse pieces
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needed to accomprish particular objectives rerated to the
goal of implementing computers in the school.

Ea rmprica!.ions of the study for the Revised Leithwood
*n.d M?ntgomerv Model of ttr
Behaviour

This study has highrighted severar findings which have

implications for the revised Leithwood and Montgomery model

(L982) of the dimensions of principal behaviour used in this
study.

one major finding, the discovery that the dimensions of
behaviour of the subject principal were bi-modal in nature,
indicated that the model may be insufficient to accommodate

the actual rearity of the comprexity of the principal rore.
rt suggests that the model needs to be extended in a manner

which would accommodate the eventuarity of different. dimen-

sions of behaviour being used by the same principar depend-

ing upon his perception of conLextual issues" A contingency
model linked to the dimensions of behaviour wourd thus be

likely to be a useful extension.

A second major finding was that, although the principar
used a "typical" dimension of behaviour in regard to de-

cision making for the computer program, its use resulted
in a successful imprementation. rt is possíbre that this
dimension of behaviour needs to be re-examined in right of
the situation in which innovation is being attempted.
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Innovation is a class of activities

ment from the principal who wishes

partj-cipative decision-making mode

certain circumstances such as the

study.

which requries commit-

to lead it, and a less

may be appropriate in

ones described in the

A third finding was that the use of the set of
"effective" dimensions of behaviour of which the revised
model consists, with the exception of the decision-making

dimension mentioned above and a non-applicable one having to
do with teacher selection, resurted in a successfur level of
implementation. This finding offers confirmation of the

dimensions of behaviour (wittr the one exception) posited by

the revj-sed Leithwood and Montgomery model used in this
study as being "effective" for the process of program

improvement at the elementary school level"

This finding arso suggests that "effective" dimensions

of behaviour tend to interact and buird upon one another

when used consistentry across the range of appropriate

dimensions " An example is the manner in whj-ch a clear goar

structure influences factors and strategies at arl levels.

"Effective" dimensions used together probabry have a cumula-

tive effect that is much greater than when isotated dimen-

sions of the same quality are used.

A fourth finding was that there were two points in the

study at which it was not easy to rate the princi-par's
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dimensions of behaviour on a two-point scare, even though

the dimensions \^/ere clear-cut in most areas. rf principars
were partially using severar of the effective dimensions,

the process of ratj-ng them wourd be difficult. rt wourd be

useful to consider an operati-ona1 continuum ranging from

"typicar" at one extreme to "effective" at the other, with
descriptors provided at points arong the continuum to indi-
cate the level- of operation on the dimension and, in rongi-
tudinal- studies, movement from one level to another. such a
continuum might also prove useful- for self-rating to herp
principals assess where they stand on the dimensions of
behaviour and where improvement might be needed.

Finarly, the limitations of the moder should be recog-
nized. Brumberg and Greenfierd's study (rg}2) indicates the
highry idiosyncratic nature of principars' approaches when

they are operating at high levers of effectiveness. Their
study showed a range of approaches which, whj-le they \¡/ere

different in the extreme, vrere aII effective, It may be

unrealistic to expect any model- or theory to fulry explain
behaviours ranging across alr revers of an area as comprex

as school readership due to the possibirity that highly-
effective readership may differ quaritatively from

leadership operating at a rower rever and may require a

totally differenL model_.
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY IMPLICATIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter contains a review of the thesis. The

observatj-ons are summarized and the analyses reviewed brief-
ly to highlight the major findings of the research. A dis-
cussion of the imprications of the findings for the version
of the Leithwood and Montgomery moder used in this study and

for the practice of the principarship in the elementary

schoor is the focus of the second part of the chapter. The

third part is devoted to recommendations for training
programs for principars and for further research. Finarly,
conclusions drawn from the study are stated.

Summary

The main purpose of this study was to generate infor-
mation leading to further deveropment of the modified
Leithwood and Montgomery model used in this study to
represent the dimensions of principal behaviour that are

critical to the process of implementing ner.¡ curricul_a in an

elementary school" The revised model was used as the
conceptuar base for the study with the objective of
ascertaining the accuracy of extrapolated elements for the
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situation investigated, and whether any of the elements

investigated needed to be refocused. or extended for the
process of curriculum impremenLation or principal practice.

rn order to achieve the purpose of the study a phenom-

enorogicar approach \Á/as taken. This approach was decided

upon because in the researcher's opinj_on its varue lay in
its ability to provide holistic data on a wide range of
dimensions of behaviour, interrerationshipsr perceptions and

attitudes existing both during the time frame of the study
and retrospectively, and to bring the data to bear on the
problem of the study"

A variety of methods was used to coll-ect the data
during the investigatj-on. rnterviews with the principar,
vice-principal and the fifteen teachers who consented to
participate, along with documentary data, \¡/ere used to
collect evidence about past events. rnterviews with the
same individuars, along with observation conducted in the
schoor over a period of eleven days, provided information
about events current in the school- at the time of the study.
structured observation in each participating teacher,s
classroom followed by Levers of use interviews were used to
provide information on the status of the imprementation of
the curriculum program at the time of the study.

The data collected v/as voluminous" rt was analyzed
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first to provide a picture of the process and revel 0f
implementation of the curricurum area under study. At that
point analysis was emproyed to examine the dinensions of
principar behaviour. The data indicated that the dimensions
varied depending upon the program area to which the princi-
pal was rerating. Because the phenomenorogicar approach
allows for such eventuarities, the anarysis then proceeded
along the rines indicated by the data, A profire of the
principar's dimensions of behaviour in the two program
areas' the regular schoor program and the compuLer program,
emerged,

Review of Major Findings

rnvestigation to discern the rever of imprementation
achieved in the computer program was irnportant in order to
establish a baserine upon which to judge the effectiveness
of the principar's dimensions of behaviour rerative to the
implementation" Had the imprementation been unsuccessfur,
the principar's dimensions of behaviour courd not have been
judged effective no matter how crosery they might have con-
formed to the revised Leithwood and Montgomery moder used in
this study because the purpose to which they were geared
woul-d not have been achieved.

Level of Implenentation of the Coryputer proqram
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The findings regardi-ng the innovation depict.ed varying
levers of implementation on the part of teachers ranging

from a l-ow of nor¡-use to an unexpectedry high level for a

significant portion of the staff. The results conformed to
expectations with the exception of the high users who r¡¡ere

welr above average. This configuration, when considered in
conjunction with the fact that virtuarry every classroom in
the school \¡/as observed to be utilizing computers even when

the crassroom teacher was not directly invorved, indicated
that the implementation of the computer program had been

successfully accomprished. rn light of the failure of many

educational innovations to become established at the school

level, this finding is significant.
The phenomenoÌogical approach to studying the imple-

mentation underscored the dynamic nature of the impre-

mentation process. clearly the imprementation \^/as not a

product or goar alone, but a process that had to be initi-
ated, developed, and monitored, The rore of the príncipal
in the process v¡as cruciar" He unambiguousry mandated the

innovation, a significant starting point. He deveroped his
expertise to a high l-evel, and used the authority of his
expertise to read the school in the directj-on tre wanted it
to go. He then mobilized staff, resources, parents, and the
precious commodity of time to bring about the implement-

ation. His assertive readership in this area was undoubt-
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edly the critical force that brought about the implement-
ation of the computer program.

severar findings relating to the process of implement-
ation as it occurred. in the subject school shourd be noted:

i) the source of the innovation was a need perceived

by the schoor principar. rt \^/as not a need that
had been identified by the staff.

ii) the principar initiated the innovation and took on

the role of a change agent during the period of the
implementation. He was actively involved in al_t

aspects of the j_nnovation.

iii ) The change process \¡/as not linear but invorved
components which interacted dynamicalty over time.
The imprementation was open to consider and in turn
incorporate needs thaL might arise through crass-
room use. Teacher knowredge and skills, as one

example, \^¡ere not developed at onry one point in
time but interactivery as the implementation re-
quired their development.

iv) There \^/as an element of adaptation of the program

by the school, that is, the program lvas not imple_

mented exactly as set out in the curriculum guide.

Emphasis in the school was on the use of computers,

witrr a corresponding de-emphasis on the hi storical_
background of computers and on their use in society"
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v) The factors af f ecting J-mplementation tended to
reinforce each other as a related system. Because

the schoor had acquired a rarge amount of computer

equipment, for exampre, teachers fert some obtiga-
tion to utirize it with their students. rnvol_ve-

ment of the resource peopre through working within
other teachers' classrooms impacted not only on the
professionar deveJ-opment of teachers but on student
learning related to computers and on the norms of
how teachers related to each other in the schoor"

vi ) rmplementation r¡¡as an organizational process with
al-l that that entairs both within the schoor and in
relation to externar el-ements. The norms of the
school were affected, for exampre¡ ês v¡ere the
school division's curricul-um priorities and budget

allocaLions.

The implementation of the computer program, then,
proved to be a complex, murti-dimensional effort which had a
definite infruence on the principar's rore, staff and

student interaction, and the norms of both the school and

the school division.

Dimensi-ons of Behaviour of the Princi a1

toThe major finding in relation the dimensions of
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behaviour of the sub ject princi-pal was that they did not
conform to the assumption implicit in the original model
that principars apply dimensions of behaviour consistentry
across all the areas in which they work" The configuration
of the dimensions v¡as bj--modar, that is, they dif fered in
quality depending upon the program area to which they
related.

For the regular school program, the dimensions of prin-
cipal behaviour were largely "typical,, as rated by means of
definitions drawn from the Leithwood and Montgomery model
using the methods described in the study. The principar did
not attempt to influence the school--wide approach to
instruction through a crear goal structure. This hampered

his ability to influence factors operating on the schoor-
wide experience of students, and in turn the strategies used

to infruence the factors under study. rt was concluded that
in the regurar program his readership \,üas mainly adminis-
trativer geared not to program improvement but to maintai-n-
ing the smooth operation of the school.

rn regard to the computer program, a strikingly differ-
ent picture of the dimensions of behaviour of the principal
emerged. He \á/as rated "effective" for every dj_mension

except that of decision-making and a non-applicable one

having to do with teacher selecti-on. For this program area,
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the principal evidenced a clear goar structure and an

approach to both factors and strategies that was compatibre
with the goals estabrished for the program. The evidence of
the effectiveness of the use of these dimensi_ons of be-
haviour was the success of the implementation.

The one "typical" dimension of behaviour used by the
principal, that of decisj-on-making, called int.o question the
accuracy of the originar model on this point. The model
implied a consultative approach to decision making. lvhire
the subject principal tended to use a consultative approach
in most areas of school decision making, when it came to
taking the decision to implement and decisions regarding the
acquisition of equipment and materials, he did not consurt
with the staff but made these decisions himself, The find-
ing in regard to decisi-on making, when examined in light of
the success of the innovation, suggests that there may be

instances in which the use of a directive approach to decis-
ion making by a principar who wishes to lead an innovation
and who has the prerequisite expertise may be an appropriate
strategy.

on the basis of the targely "effective" ratings for the
principal's dimensions of behaviour and the success of the
implementation, it was concruded that in terms of the com-

puter program the principal provided educationar leadership
geared to program improvement.
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Because of the program-dependent nature of the config-
urations of "typical-" and "effective" dimensions of princi-
pal behaviour, it was decided that it was necessary to exam-

ine each program from a contingency point of view.
Tannenbaum and schmidt's model (1958) was used to investi-
gate the forces in each program area that might have inftu-
enced the princÍpa]'s use of contrasting dimensions of be-
haviour. rt was posited that forces impinging upon the
regurar schoor program, including organizationar structures,
teacher competencies and norms, the nature of schoor curric-
ula, and the principal's level of expertise influenced the
principal to use a largely "typicar " set of di¡nensions of
behaviours. On the other hand, forces impinging on the
computer progran, incruding the perceived opportunity to
influence organizational and structural norms because of the
novelty of the computer programs, and the high lever of
expertise developed by the principal, infl-uenced the princi-
par to vary his usual readership styre by using a largely
"effective" set of dimensions of behaviour. The contingency
point of view as applied appeared to fit the situation werl
and to offer an appropriate explanation for the use of a

different set of dimensions of behaviour for the two program

areas.

At this point, it is useful to review the appropriate-
ness of the design used in the study, and to specurate about

how it could be improved upon for future studies.
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The researcher concluded that
paradigm was appropriate and useful
number of reasons:

the phenomenological

for thj-s study for a

i) rt respected the essentiar- nature of the phenomenon

being investigated by providing information on the
entire range of the dimensions of the principal,s
behaviour. A narrower approach might not have

uncovered the discrepancy between the dimensions
applied to the regular schoor program and those
applied to the computer program. This finding in
turn has important implications for the conceptuar
model by providing a novel insight into the nature
of the dimensions of principar behaviour that was

not present in the original model.

ii) The design permitted the frexibirity necessary for
the researcher to forrow up and further investigate
the sources of variation in the principar's dimen-

si-ons of behavi-our that emerged during the course
of the study. This investigation yierded further
insights related to the stated aims of the study.

iii) rÈ proved useful in studying the Levers of use of
teachers in regard to the computer curricurum"
observation in crassrooms and i-n the schoor in
general \¡¡ere useful adjuncts to the Levers of use
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interviews, and gave a fur-rer view than wourd

otherwise have been obtained. For examprer general
observation provided the information that arr the
classrooms provided for student use of the computer

even if the classroom teacher was not invol_ved with
computers. This finding wourd not have been likery
to emerge from the Levels of use interviews arone.

The use of this paradigm is therefore recommended Lo

those who might want to repricate this study, with one

codicil" The researcher based the data-gatheri_ng approach
upon the existing Literature setting out ethnographic
methodology, which advocates a broad view. one source
states that the purpose of ethnographic research is the
search for "patterns that rerate ideas to each other, to
peopre, and to material objectsr peopre to people, groups to
groups, and jobs and toors to alr these" (Dobbert, LgB4,

page 39). Even in a focused study such as this one, Dobbert
(page 52) points out that:

questions Ineed to be] designed to broaden theoriginar concern and enabre the ãthnographer to becertain that a narrow focus has not brocked outmaterial necessary for a creative understandingof the issue.

rn attempting to ensure that a broad enough view was taken
to alrow for a creative understanding to emerge, the re-
searcher found that the data gathered was more vol_uminous

than was needed to fulfirl the purposes of the study. A
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tighter focus wourd have been more practical. some of the
questions included in the interview schedures, for example,
proved to be redundant since the same information could have

been taken from other responses. some straightforward data,
such as the content of and process used in staff meetings

and the principal's rore in providing inservice and mate-
riars¡ courd have been gathered from a sample of the respon-
dent group rather than from atr respondents. More use of a

branching format to route respondents around. topic areas not
relevant to the particular schoor situation could also have

streamlined some areas of data-gathering. An example is ah:
series of questions on goars. An initiar screening question
asking whether school goals existed could have been posed,

with a negative response resurting in a detour around ques-
tions appropriate only for a positive response to the
initÍal question. such techniques courd have resulted in
less onerous data correction and subsequent anarysis without
substantiarly reducing the vat-idity of the findings.

I mpl i cat ions

lications for the Revised Leithwood and Montgomery Model

The findings derived from this
confirm the essential usefulness of

investigation tend to

the grounded dimensíons
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or categories of principal behaviour examined by means of
the revised Leithwood and Montgomery moder used in this
study. The ready apprication of the categories by means of
the phenomenologicar approach used in this study offers
confirmation that those categories were appropriate and

meaningful to the principar's work in an actual school
sett ing.

The finding that the principal,s use of a largely
"effective" configuration of dimensions of behaviour result-
ed in a successful level of implementation (with the excep_
tion of the decision making dimension, discussed ber_ow, and
the teacher serection dimension determined to be inappric-
able in this instance ) provided confirmation that the
cluster of "effective" dimensions included in the instrument
derived from the Leithwood and lr{ontgomery nroder were approp-
riate for the process of implenenting an innovation intended
to bríng about program improvement at the erementary rever.
The findings further indicated that "effective,, dimensions
when used together have a cumulative effect that may not be
evident when isorated dimensions are used. The dimension of
"goals", as one example, influences alI of the ,,factors,, and

"strategies" because the goars incorporate both the factors
principals attempt to infruence and the procedures they use
to identify, gain support f.or, and communicate thern to
others" v4lith the exceptions noted above, the revised model
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proved to be applicable to the implementation process

studied and had explanatory varue in regard to the success

of the implementation.

The decision making dimension of the principal,s be-
haviour in regard to the computer program was the one

element that v/as not congruent with the descriptions of
"effective" and "typical" dimensions derived from Leithwood

and Montgomery. The L9a2 research suggested that it. is
tikely that effective principars use a participatory
approach to decision-making, This research suggests that
two modes may be applicable. Evidence from research
supports the view that the directive decision-making

approach to innovation may be equally applicabre. Thomas

(1978r page f38) stated that "directive and facilitative
principals r¡/ere equarty effective in implementing the al_ter-
native programs they set out to. " Harl, Hord., and Griffin
(r980), who monitored imprementation of a revised science
program, noted that in schoors in which better revels of im-
plementation \¡/ere observedr principals " set poricy within
the schoor that clearly indicated that science wourd be

taught" (page 3f). Ful-lan (f9g2) suggested that directive
readers can be effective if they are clear about the purpose

of change and can select or deverop teachers who agree wittr
the direction. rt may be, then, that either the directive
or participative approach to decision making may be effec-
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tive depending upon the nature and the circumstances of the
innovation. Further research to confirm the possible
effectiveness of the two modes is required.

The Leithwood and Montgomery (L992) model, in its
attenpt to describe the dimensions of behaviour of
principals, implied that a principal would tend to use a

particular dimension of behaviour across the broad range of
situations to which that dimension woul-d appry in the
school' The holistic approach used in this study generated
data which were not congruent with that imprication in that
the principal's dimensions of behaviour were bi-modal: they
þJere largery "typical" for the regular schoor program and

"effective" for the computer program, and thus not
consistent across both areas. This research suggests, then,
that the moder may need to allow for the possibility that
the princípat might appry dimensions differentiatly.
Depending upon the findings of further research¡ â

contingency ¡nodel might be a useful extension to the model

if it is intended to be utirízed, as a means of identifying
and categorizing the dimensions of behaviour used by
principals in practice. A cautionary note, however, is
appropriate at this point. This study does not present
sufficient evidence on which to conclude that principars
commonly change their dimensions of behaviour during an

implementation process. The situation examined in the study
nay be atypicat and may not recur in fu-uure studies.
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A further useful extensi-on wourd be the development of
a conti.nuum for each dimension of behaviour ranging from
"typical" at one end to "effective,'at the other, with
descriptors provided at points arong the continuum to indi-
cate the operational level and development arong the con-
tinuum. structuring the di-mensions of behaviour in such a

way might prove useful both for principal self-assessment
and for longitudinal or developmental studies rinked to a

traini-ng program.

Finally, the issue of the methodologicar approach used

to appfy the moder to the study of the principarship shourd
be given consideration. Because principars use distincti_ve
approaches to the demands and problems of the pri_ncipalship,
because these demands and problems vary from situation to
situation, and because the dimensions of behaviour princi-
pars use interact in a dynamic manner, this research
suggests that gaining a significant understanding of
principals' dimensions of behaviour in practice demands an

approach that is largery phenomenol0gical in nature.

" of the pri""tp"f =frip i" trc
Elementary School

severar noteworthy points regarding the range of
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elements infruencing the effectiveness ot the elementary

school principal emerged during the course of this study.
The school division structure may place constraints

upon principars' attempts to develop the school organization
beyond the minimum rever of functioning if principal-s are
judged mainry by how smoothly they keep the schoor running
rather than by how werr they infruence others to improve the
school program. FocusÍng upon improving the program means

bringing about real change that represents "a serious
personal and corrective experience characterized by ambiva-

Ience and uncertainty" (Fullan, Lglzr page 26) for those

involved. rt may invorve changes in norms, rores, and ways

of relating to others both within and outside of the school.
Part of the process may involve dealing with a mul-titude of
problems that may arise from all of the factors invorved in
change. change, then, can nean a period when the school is
not running smoothly. If the principal who undertakes

changes in organizationat structures and operating
procedures wittr art that is invorved arso faces being
penalized for his actions by the school division structure,
it Ís not surprising that the majority of principars choose

the path of reast resistance and continue to focus on a

smoothrunning school. The system needs to take cognizance

of the dilemma principals face and to buíl-d in structures
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and supports to assist principals
directed toward program improvement.

to undertake change

At the schoor lever, there are functionar requirements
that the principal who wishes to be effective must face"
The immediacy of the demands the schoor makes upon him means

that he can spend his time continualry reacting to human

probrems and to routine paper and pencir administrative
tasks. Leithwood and Montgomery's study indicated that one

characteristic that most clearly seems to separate

"effective" principals from "typical" ones is their
proactive stance. These principals took the position that
their priority was that of being an educational reader and

not simpry a support to teachers, Their job was to make an

impact on the school program and to take a personaÌ role in
improving teachi-ng and learning. when the subject pri_ncipal_

took this stance in regard to the computer program, he was

able to have a significant impact not onry on the imprement-

ation itsetf but on the schoor norms involved in program

improvement. This indicates that the research is essen-

tiarry val-id: trre principar who uses a proactive approach

can indeed have a significant influence. rf principal
leadership is to be effective, peopre assuming the responsi-
birities of the principarship must possess the abilit.y to
influence the school through such a proactive approactr to
the issues and challenges involved.
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Being an educational reader impries spending time on

curricurar matters. Keeping up with currj_culum is an essen-

tiar task for principals. Knowledge of the total school-

curriculum leads to an improved understanding of the
school's responsibilities to students and provides for a

working base for invorving principals with teachers in the
area that the schoor is arl about" Teachers need the feed-
back principals can provide to help them improve their pro-
fessional competence. schools need a rinkage across grades

in order to provide an accumulation of effects upon stu-
dents. These areas can be provided for only if principars
perceive them as important for the school and provide the
leadership to develop the structures that bring them about.

Principars need knowredge, skilrs and practice in
influencing the schoor to improve. A good understanding of
how change can be accomplished and of r/üays of infruencing
and involving people in change, utilizing their skills and

expertise, and mobilizing their energies is needed. The

specific organizationar patterns used to accomplish change

will vary with the characteristics of principars, staff
members, school- divisions, communities, and problem situ-
aLions, which implies that principaJ-s must possess suffic-
ient educational, organi-zational, and interpersonal know-

redge and ability to dear with the complexities involved in
working toward schooL improvement,
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Perhaps the most urgent requirement for principals is a
refrective stance on their own work as schoor readers.
rdentification and a crear, understanding of one,s philosophy
of education as a guide to action, of assumptions regarding
the principal's roler of one,s use of dimensions of be_
haviour, of one's views of teachers, students, community and
the larger school system is a base from which to examine
one's effectivenss. principars can use the insights gained
to develop a personal program of serf-deveropment to crose
the gap between their actuar performance and their beliefs
about what their rore as schoor leaders should be.

Recommendations

A cr-ear implication of the research reported in this
study is that training programs for pri_ncipars shourd be
focused upon raising principars' revers of effectiveness in
regard to the practice of educationar readership in er_ement_
ary schoor-s. university programs should provide principars
and those aspiring to the principalship with the theoretical
and empi-rical knowledges of the complexities of educationar
readership and the skirls with which to provide it. spec-
ific attention needs to be given to the area of program
improvement and the change process,
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school divisions have a major responsibility to provide
systematic efforts to develop the knowledge and skills of
principal practice. They need to ensure that programs

geared to curricurum knowredge and program improvement are
provideda âs welr as programs to meet the individual profes-
sional development needs of principals. principars al-so

need an opportuni-ty to meet with their peers for the purpose

of deliberate refrection on the processes they use to deal
with the requirements and concerns of their schoor situ-
ations, to find out how other principars deal with their
situations, and to evaluate arternate courses of action.
This approach offers not only a rearning process geared to
the actual school situation but arso addresses the issue of
principals' rerative isoration. rt encourages the formation
of a network which would alrow principars to d.raw upon each

other's talents, and to develop both formar and informal
approaches to learning on an ongoing basis.

school dj-vj-sions also need to find vùays of encouraging

principals to undertake systematic program improvement at
the erementary school rever, Not only shourd school div-
isions not penalize principars for undertaking the organi-
zational- and curricular changes invorved in such efforts,
but they need to find v/ays of recognizirg, rewarding, and

building upon them.
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Recommendations for Further Research

The research reported in this study highlight.s the need

for further research focussing on additional confirmation of
the dimensions of behaviour set out in the modified
Lej-thwood and Montgomery model used in this study and on the
suggestions for refocussing and expanding the model.

while this study offered confj-rmation that the dimen-

sions of behaviour included in the model used in this study
made sense in one particurar school environment, further
research to examine the general applications of the complete

set of dimensions across a variety of settings is required.
The principal's dimensions and their rerat.ionship to
elements in the elementary school may vary in important
\á/ays in different schoor settings, in schools with different
levers of teacher experience, and at different stages of the
principal's career. For exampre, are there differences in
principals' dimensions of behaviour in rural as compared to
urban areas? Vrlhat dimensions have meaning across alI
situations?

Research is also needed to confirm the hypothesis that
the "effective" dimensions identified do in fact have an

impact on curricurum implementatj-on in Lhe erementary

school, contrasting typicar and effective principals along
the dimensions using a set of rigourously vatidated
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instruments measuring organizational and administrative
effectiveness would be an appropriate next step. The

differences between principars' operational styres and the
consequences for school outcomes need to be more completely
understood.

AnoLher aspect of the modified model that calrs for
further research is that of whether principars, dimensions

of behaviour are consistent across the areas of their work.
The anomaly that emerged in this study, that is, the
bi-modal nature of the subject principal,s dimensions of
behaviour, carls into question the basic assumpti_on that
principals behave consistently in all the areas they
administer. This finding calls for rarge-scare studies of
principals to confirm or refute this finding, rf the
finding is confirmed, further investigation of the
contingency factors that infruence the use of the configur-
ations of "typical" and. "effective" behaviours on the part
of principals will be required.

The case study approach used in this research generated

grounded data that proved to be valuabre in producing

insights about the dimensions of principal behaviour
studied. Ttrere is a need for more in-depth case studies of
individual- principars to yierd further insights about the
conceptual model upon which this study was based and its
meaning for the effectiveness of principals. The avair-
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ability of such data can provide researchers with a basis
for developi-ng additionar aspects of theory and further
researchable questions to crarify the practice of the
principalship.

Conclusions

The principalship has been

study and commentary in recent
principalship? Only years of

vide a comprehensive ansh¡er to

answered.

the focus of a great deal of
years. I{hat is "ef fective,,

systematic research can pro-

that question, if it. can be

As described by the subject principar, the school_

principarship is chatrenging and rewarding. rn spite of the
considerabl-e demands made upon the principal, he was abre to
successfurty undertake curriculum implementation in the
school. A key factor in its success appeared to be the
principal's utirization of "effective" dimensions of be-
haviour as defined by the modified Leithwood and Montgomery

model used in this research.

Emergent in the study \das the principar,s tendency to
use "typicar" d.imensions of behaviour in regard to the
regular school program. He did not seem to perceive the
ímportance of his invor-vement in the schoor program in
general. This stance hindered the school as an organization
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from focusing upon program improvement. The study high-
lights the importance of educating principars to realize the
opportunities for change inherent in the principarship so

that they can make a much-needed contribution to improving
the elementary school program"
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Dimensions of Behaviour

The dimensions of

this study (Leithwood

of the Elementar School Princi

behaviour of principals applicabJ_e to
and Montgomery, LgBz ) are as follows:

1.

1.r
GoaIs

Typical principals \^/ere

instructional decisions, and

goal or priority setting for
priorities lvere established,
concretely articulated"

distant from curri_culum or

did not engage staff in

students " When goals and

they \,vere not clearly and

Effective principars praced the achievement and werl_-

being of students first in their priorities. They

viewed themsel-ves as educational- l-eaders whose function
was to see that students in their school_ \^/ere provided
with the best program possible.

Typical principals praced a smooth-running organi-
zation first in priority, with emphasis on keeping
activities in the school manageable.

r"2 Effective principars were exceptionarly crear about
their o\¡/n short- and long-term goals for students, and.

these goals usuarry focussed on the "basics". They

tended to engage teachers in goal or priority setting
for students 

"



r " 3 Ef fect-ive principalsn orientation towards teachers

centred on improving the sihool program, a ,'task"

rather than a "human relations" orientation" They

established norms for risk-taking among staff" High

expectations for teachers as werl as students and them-

selves were arti-culated,

Typical principals stressed harmonious personal

relationships with teachers, a "human relations"

orientation" They sometimes encouraged initiative and

experimentation among teachers, but themserves initi-

ated few changes in the school program.

r.4 Effectj-ve principals actively sought parentar support

for program improvement. They oriented the school pro-
gram to sets of goals widely endorsed by the community.

They attempted to establish close contact with parents

through meetings, conferences, and by building parent-

teacher groups with the purpose of gaining community

support for school goals and priorities.

ïn the case of typical principalsn goals and

priorities h¡ere not uniformly communicated to or

supported by the community. Communications tended to

focus on school activities ( fund-raising efforts and

field trips are examples). Principals and staffs



tended

There

of the

to be relativety distant from the community.

v/as an attempt to keep the decision-making po\^/er

parent to a minimum.

2" Factors

Both effective and typical princi_pals attempted to
infruence the same set of school factors. These factors are
defined as "phenomena potentialry affecting the experiences
of students, both those operating on the students' classroom
experience and those operating on the school-wide experience
of students" (Leithwood and Montgomery, LgTzr page 322). on

certain factors, effective principars were distinguished
from typicar principars by what it was about each factor
that they berieved to be important to infruence:

2.r Ef fective principals v/ere

involved with careful

assignment.

reported to be directly

teacher sel_ection and

2"2

Typicar principals teft to teachers the decision
about which teachers teach which students.

Effecti-ve principars esLablished clear priorities and

emphases among the objectives teachers work towards

with students to serve as a focus for instruction.
Typical principals devoted l-ittle time to



establishing priorities and

permitted school objectives

become involved in school

teachers' curriculum plans

emphases among ob jecti_ves,

to be vague, and tended to

goals onl-y in response to

in order to modify them.

2"3

2.4

rnstructional strategies received concerted attention
from effective principars" They v¡ere activery concern-
ed about influencing several aspects: the relationship
between such strategies and resource materiars; estab-
lishing, and maintaining priority instructionar- behav-

iours over long periods of time; the amount of class

time devoted to instruction," and instructional orient-
ation (ttrat is, an "elementary" orientation toward

instruction).

Typical principals tended to ignore the instruct-
iona] strategies of teachers r âs werr as the learning
activities provided for students. Teachers were "left
alone to teach" because of the principals, faith in
their professional competence. Standard teaching
practices r,rrere generally encouraged.

Effective principals used. a rer-ativery precise focus on

curriculum goals for integration among program object-
ives within and across programs and grades and as a

criterion in making time allocation decisions. They



attempted to influence coordination among teachers of
choices of goars and methods so that there wourd be an

accumulation of effects upon students through the
grades.

Typical principals, possibly because of their
ambiguous and diffuse approach to goals¡ occâsional1y
attempted to infruence coordination of efforts among

staff groups pranning curriculum but lacked the precise
focus for integration across objectives, programs,
gradesn and methods.

2.5 Effective principals looked to sources outside their
own established budgets and proced.ures for support for
their program improvement efforts. These sources

incfuded government agencies, external project funds,
or special financial arrangements wtih their own school-

boards "

2,6 Effective principars tended to place schoor goals ahead

of district prÍorities.

The typical principal looked

budgets and proced.ures as a source of
nev/ programs 

"

Typical principals placed

priorities ahead of school goals.

to established

money to support

expressed district



3 " Strategies

strategies are defined as the actions a principal
engaged in to inffuence factors associated with the exper-

ience of students both in class and out of class.

3.r Ef fective principars dispersed decision making po\,ver

and delegated authority, but within a centrar framework

they had developed, or with which they v/ere in agree-
ment. They tended to take responsibility for an inno-
vative thrust in the early stagesu chose infl-uential
staff to participate in innovative projects, and turned

it over to sel-ected staf f only when the pro ject was

running smoothly. Thus, whire ensuring that the prin-

cipal's priorities were carried out, some staff partic-
ipation took place.

Typical principals did not encourage staff partic-

ipation in decision making, They chose uninfruentiar
st.aff to participate in innovative thrusts. They

tended to leave innovative projects to teacher

initiatives.

Effective principars valued staff involvement in decis-
ion making, searched out staff advice on important
areas, and continuously referred to staff in areas

3"2



where they had expertise. They treated the teacher as

an equar in the process of decision making. Frequent
and regular staff meetings v/ere the rule, and. such
principals often developed a team approach among teach-
ers as a strategy to support an innovation.

Typical principals, if and when they did request
teacher parti-cipation, frequentry did so too late for
it to be useful, and tended not to treat the teacher as

an equal partner.

infrequently.
Staf f meetings v/ere held

3.3 Effective principals frequentry played a direct part in
implementing change through such strategies as develop-
ing personar expertise in the innovatory area, invorv-
ittg themselves directry in start-up activities, and

attending inservice sessions provided for teachers 
"

More indirectly, they chose team readers, helped de-
velop teams of teachers t ot attended planning meetings.

Typical principals \^/ere reported to have rimited
or no participation in teacher inservice related Lo new

programs. They may encourage teachers to stay out of
their \day and not cause probrems through ne\^/ program

demands "

3"4 Effective principals encouraged staff to set and ex-



1tr

press their own goars for growth and professional com-

petence. They provided a focus by giving high priority
to teachers' currj-cul-um planning, and encouraged teach-
ers to spend large proportions of their time in in-
struction. They supported risk-takingn initiative, and

continuous change on the part of teachers. They made

themselves available to discuss teacher probrems. They

worked directly with teachers to sorve classroom prob-
lems that may have arisen in the process of imple-
menting nev/ programs.

Typical- principals tended not to express endorse-

ment of teacher practices. Their styre of interaction
\¡/as more formar and authoritarian than that of effect-

ive principals, and tended to discourage risk-taking.
Rather than directry confronting problems with teach-
ers, they often withdrew thej-r support or simply toler-
ated the problems"

Effective principals made specific arrangements for
developing the knowledge and skirls of their teachers

in the area of program i-mprovement, either directly by

working with teachers in groups or individualry t ot
less directly by providing time and opportunity for
inservice, for meeting with consultants, for school

intervisitation, or for becoming famiriar with equip-



3"6

ment, resources, or materials. In rare cases, they
v/ere capable of and undertook to cond.uct inservj_ce

training themsel_ves for staff .

Typical prj_ncipaIs, acting primarily as school
admj-nistrators, provided minimar inservice and v/ere

invol-ved only in making the mechanical arrangements for
such inservice. They tended to take littre direct
responsibility for developing the knowledge and skill_s
of their teachers in a new area, leaving such responsi-
bility to teachers and behaving in a reactive manner to
teacher requests for such development.

Effective principars gathered information about a wide

array of elements beyond that connected with immediate

problems, including monitoring and followup of student
progress, evaluation and feedback on the cl_assroom per-
formance and instructionar activities of teachers, nerv

practices in educaLion, the work-world demands students
v/ere likety to face, and the wider school system.

The information gathered by typicar principars
focussed on immediate problems likely to disrupt the
school and on the implementation of district poticy
decísions. They engaged in rittre evaluation of teach-
ers' instructi-on, and that information tended not to be

shared with the teacher.



3 "7 Ef fective principars sa\¡/ it as a priority to provide
teachers with needed resources and. instructíonar
materials. This included searching out new materials
and methods for use within the school.

Typical principals \À/ere less active in this re-
gard, but they also attended to routine aspects of col_-

lecting resource materj-ar such as rocating requested

material.

proactive.

Their stance v/as reactive rather than

JôCJ Effective principals facilitated within-school communi-

cation. They initiated the provision of information to
staff. They focussed such information on school goals

and priorities, and provided feedback about the staff's
progress toward goals"

The typical prJ-ncipal's within-school communi-

cation lacked goar orientation. rt tended to dear with
individual professional matters or messages from the

district office. Typical principars initiated rittte
information themselves.

Effective principals v/ere abre strategists, capable of
identifying and utilizing ways of achieving their goars

within the schoor" They were proactive in their atti-

3.9



tude toward schoor directions and probrem sources.
They viewed "the system" as able to tolerate diversity
i-n the principar's cond.uct and the schoor's programs if
that was required to meet school goals.

Typical principals approached pranning in abstract
terms and were frequently uncrear about what strategies
to use. The immediate problem took precedence. They

tended to behave reactiveryo responding primarily to
district demands and the many other sources of probrems

encountered dairy" They viewed "the system', as a prime

determiner of their and their school_'s activities.

3 " 10 Effective principals \¡¡ere efficient at
administrative tasksn thus freeing
related activities "

handling routine

time for goal-

Typicar principars used the bulk of their time to
handle routine administrative tasks, Ìeaving littl-e
time avail-able for improvement ef forts.
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April 23, 1985

PRINCIPAL TNTERVIEW

ïnterview Format

Ïn order to plan effectively for the i-mplementation of new curricula
in schools, it is important that we as ed.ucators understand this process
from the principal's perspective.

r am examining the implementatj-on of one new curriculum, that of the
Computer Awareness Curriculum, with the purpose of increasing our under-
standing of the process.

The emphasis of my study is on your ro1e, that is, the principal's
role. Ifm going to be asking you about various factors having to do with
your work in the school" The reason for this is that research has 1inked
a large num.ber of such factors with implementatj-on. So I'11 be asking
questions about factors that you may not perceive as being liked with
implementation, but that may be in the research.

NOTES

l-" Leithwood and Montgomery's profile of Growth in principaL

Effectiveness ( 1983 ) was used as the basis for developing format and

questions. However, the questions and manner of rating them were

developed specifically for the purpose of this study.
2" Numbering is not sequential throughout this interview guid.e. The

items j-n the questionnaj-re are numbered tl correspond to the listing of
behavÍours in the "dimensions of principal behaviourst' outline. Tt was

decided that 1t was preferable to lead into the interview with questions
on factors and strategj-es first instead. of goals to al-low for the
building of rapport between the principal and interviewer before dealing
with the potentially more sensj-tive goar-relaÈed questions.
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Without your openness and frankness I could not hope to do so. I
hope it is understood that all- responses (as well as all other data) will
remain absolutely confidential and anonymous under any and aJ_I

circumstances.

I look forward to sharing all resultant data from this study with you

under the conditions noted above" I appreciate your help.

Interview Ouestions for Entrv

PLease give me a brief sketch of yourself, including information that
as an j-nterviewer I should know or would find useful about you. (When

did you first come here? Why? What have your responsibilities been?

What is currently the key issue for your own work in the school? What

are your overall i-mpressions of the school? What are its strengths?

Weaknesses? )

Part I

Letrs begin by talking about factors that make up the organization of
your school" This school has, of course, its own unique organization of
classes, teachers, time and resources, and I would like to ask you some

questions about the decisions made in order to establish this organi-
zation "

A" Factors

2.L The first set of decisions I would l-ike to look at are staffing
decisions.

2"1"1 WouLd you describe the actual process or steps followed
in making decisions about which teachers wil1 teach

which grades or subjects each year?
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2.1"2 Who is ínvolved in making these decisions?

2"1"3 How would you describe their roles?

2"1"4 Who makes the final decision?

2"1.5 When making staffing decisions, what criteria do you

use to decide who will teach what, in other words, what

things are taken into consideration?

2"L"6 Are any criterj-a more j-mportant than others? Which

one(s)?

Part of the organization of the school invol-ves making recommend.a-

tions for hiring, dismissal and transferrj-ng of teachers:

2"1"7 rf you are in the position of hiring a new staff
member, what process is used or what are the actual
steps followed to make that decision?

2"I"8 \,{ho is involved in making that decisíon?

2.I"9 How would you describe their rol_es?

2.L"I0 Who makes the fina.l_ decÍsion?

2.1'"1'J. When making hiring decisions, what criteria d.o you use

to decide who will teach what, in other words, what

things are taken into consideration?

2.1,"L2 Are any criteria more important than others?

2"2 Part of the organizatlon of the school has to do with its
priorities and objectives as well as the other elements

mentioned earLier. r'd. Like to-ask you about that area.

2.2"1, What are your major concerns about program and

curriculum?

2.2"2 Does your school set any goals or priorities?
2.2.2.7 If yes, how does this happen?

2"2"2.2 If yes, what happens wlth these goals once

they have been set?
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2"2"2.3 rf established, how specific are the goals and

priorities that are set for the school?

Please give some examples "

2"2"2"4 Does a conflÍct or disagreement ever arise
when decisions are geing made about these

goals or priroties?

2"2"2.5 If so, how is that handled?

2"2"3 what is your role in establishing what the order of
priority is for the goars or objecti-ves toward which

the school works?

2"2"4 rn what ways do you think the priorities you set have

an lmpact on the instructi-onal program provi-ded for
students?

2.2.5 would you like staff to be more involved in any of the

decisions we have discussed? rf yes, are there things
you do to encourage them to become more involved?

Letrs discuss the instructional strategÍes used in the school. By

that I mean the teaching approach the teachers use with students.
2 "3 Is there an approach to instruction that you conslder essential

to excellent teaching?

2"3"1 Who decides on the instructional approach used.

generally in the schooli In each classroom?

2"3.2 Ðo you try to influence these decisions? Why? How?

2.3.3 Do you have views about the uses of resources and

materials?

2"3"4 l^Ihat is the relationship between the strategies you

favour and resource materials?
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2"3"5 Do you encourage teachers to use particular instruc-
tional approaches? Over an extended time period?

Across grade Ievels?

2"3"6 Have you concerns regarding the amount of class time

devoted to instruction? If yes, why? ff yes, have you

conveyed these concerns to teachers? How?

2"3"7 rs there a particular instructional orientati_on, i.e.,
the way teachers work with students, across the schooL?

Irm thinking here, for example, of the kinds of
relationships teachers buil_d with students.

The next area I would like to tal-k to you about is the linkage
between school goals and program objectives.

2.4 l^Iou1d you describe the actual process or steps f ollowed in the
school in integrating the currj-culum goals set for the school
with the program objectives toward which each teacher works in
the classroom?

2-4-L Would you describe the actual process or steps followed
in making decisions about linking overalr- curriculum
goals and program objectives?

2"4"2 \,{ho is invol_ved in making these decisions?

2.4"3 How would you describe their roles?
2.4.4 Who makes the finaL decisionst

ild like to discuss how you arrange for funding for program improve-

ment.

2.5 When you were planning and implementing this program improve-

ment effort, that is, the Computer Awareness Curriculum, how

and where did you arrange for the funding to come from? please

describe how you went about obtaining the budget needed.
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Part of the process I'd like to look at involves the way your schooL

deals with overall goals and priorities.
2"6 would you describe what happens if there are specific priori-

ties for school programs set by your school division that
conflict with goals or prioritj-es set for your school by you or
your staff? How would you handle such a situation?

B. Strateqi-es

Now I'd like to discuss factors associated with your work with
teachers in the school

3"1 Looking at all the decisions concerning organization, are there
any you think the principal/administration ought to make? If
y€s, which ones?

3.2 Are there any you think the staff ought to make? If yes, which

ones ?

3.3 Would you please describe how you went about organizing staff
for implementing the Computer Awareness Currj-culum? What was

your role? What was the role of the staff?
3"4 Please describe how you see the roLes of principal and. teacher

in terms of decision making in regard to neh/ programs in the
classroom.

3.4.1 hrould. you please AescriË-e the actual process or steps

foLlowed in deciding to implement a new classroom

program?

3.4"2 Who is involved in making such a decÍsion?

Let's dj-scuss your own role in implementing the new curriculum.
3.5 P1ease describe the strategi-es you used to implement the new

program"
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3.5.1 rn what activíties did you become i_nvolved? To what

depth?

3"5"2 Did you have any influence on how teachers worked.

together or learned from each other? rf yes, what was

the nature of this Ínfruence? what specifi_c actions
did you take? With what results?

Letrs talk about your views regarding professional development for
teachers on this staff.

3-6 Please describe how the professíonal development needs of
teachers in your school are handled, in particular needs

regarding the nelv currícuIum you' re imprementing.

3-6.1 Does your staff discuss problem areas in professional
development or classroom management in the new curri-
culum area with you? rf yes, please describe how this
happens" with what teachers? what kinds of issues are

discussed? What kinds of actions do you take?

3-6"2 If you have to set priorities for professional develop-

ment, how do you do that? what kinds of things receive
priority?

3.6"3 Do you encourage individual teachers to set their own

goals for growth and professi_onal competence? ff yes,

how do you do this?
3 -7 Please describe the process or steps followed. to al1ow teachers

to develop their knowledge and/or skills in the new curriculum
area.

3 "7 .r who was involved in deciding what new areas of exper-
tise were needed and should be addressed? How woui-d.

you describe their rol_es?
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3 "7 " 2 How would you describe the role you took in seeing that
teachers were provided with the necessary knowledge and

skills, including becoming famiLiar with the tech-
nology, resources and materials? Did you provid.e non-

teachi-ng time? If yes, how was this done?

3 " 9 Please describe the kinds of Ínformation and the ways you

gather this inf ormatj_on about:

- happenings and problems within the school.

- instructlonal activities of teachers.

- any other educationally-related or general infor-
mation you find useful to your work as principal"

3 " 10 Would you please describe the process and steps you used in
providing teachers with needed resources and. instructional
materials within your school particularly in regard to the
Computer Awareness Curriculum.

3.11 Please describe the most recent staff meeting you had.

3.11.1 Who initiated the meeting?

3"l-I"2 Who attended the meeting?

3.11-"3 What items were discussed at the meeting?

3"1-l-.4 Would you say that this meeting was reasonably typical
of the staff meeti_ngs in this school? If Do, in what

way(s) did it differ from the typical staff meeting?

3.1-1.5 In your view, what.t" ih" two or three most important
purposes in hoLding staff meetj-ngs?

3.12 How would you describe the larger system, that is the school

division and its dJ-rections, in relation to the school goals
you and your staff have set for this schooJ-?

3"1-2"1' If there is a conflict between divisional priorities
and your school goals, to which would you gj_ve

preference to in your actions and plannlng?
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3"r2.2 rf you ü/ere to deviate from divisional priorítles in
favour of school- goals, what wouId. be the schooL

division's attitude? How woul-d that affect you/your

school?

Letrs tal-k about what you do in the school from a more personal point
of view

3.13 How is your day usually organized?

3 " l-3.1- L{hat would you describe as the routj-ne parts of your

job ? How do you handle them?

3"I3.2 What would you say takes most of your time? How d.o you

feel about that?

3"13"3 As far as you are concerned, what are the most impor-
tant parts of your job?

C. Goals

1"1 Thinking about yourself as a principâl, what are the most

important aspects of your job to the functioning of the school-?

whv?

r"2 what are the seven or eight most important things you want

students to get out of the time they spend in this school?

I.z.t Do these things descri¡J what you believe it means to
be educated? If not, what else would you add?

I.2.2 Based on the goals for students, how would you describe
your philosophy of education? what is the fundamentar

role of the school?

1- " 3 Education 1s a f ÍeId f raught with contj-nual change. I.{hat is
your attitude toward change in general? in your school?
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I"4 Vühich would you say best describes your orientation towards the
teachers in your school: a "taskn orientation or a nhuman

relations" ori_entation?

1 " 5 P1ease descríbe how your school reported to and communicated

with parents and the communlty at large over the Last period of
time, especially durj-ng that perj-od since you started imple-
menting the Computer Awareness Curricul-um and in regard to that
curriculum 

"

l-"5"1 What kinds of things did you communicate to them about?

I.5"2 Please describe what type of relati-onship you think the

school has or has tried to develop with the community.

1"5.3 What would you say the community expects of the school?

How do you feel about that?

PART 2: Implementation of the New proqram

6" rn recent years there has been an increasingly large number of new

programs to implement in the schooL" What happens to new curriculum
programs or guidelines when they come to your school?

Letrs talk about the effort to implement the Computer Awareness

Curriculum in this school.

7 - P1ease d.escribe the actual process and* steps followed in implementing

the Computer Awareness Curriculum"

7 "l Who was involved?

7 "2 Pl-ease describe their ro1es.

7 "3 How would you describe your role?

7 "4 In making a decision to implement a new program, what crj-teria
do you use, oÍ, in other words, what things do you take into
consideration?
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7 "5 Looking at decisions concerning implementation, are there any

decisions you think the principal ought to make? rf yes, which

ones ?

7"6 In implementing the nevt curriculum we're talking about, what

steps have you taken to involve as many of the teaching staff
as possible? What problems di_d you run into in trying to
involve teachers throughout the school?

PART 3: Current State of the Implementation Effort

Now I'd like to discuss the point at which the implementation effort
has arrived at this time.

8. Please describe what you see as the current state of the school's
efforts to implement the new curricul-um and/or use of computers in
teaching students.

9 " How many of your teachers are actually involved. in using the new

curriculum? Are there any who to your knowledge are not using it at
all?

10 " Please describe the support systems you are currently providing Ín
the school for the i-mplementation effort in terms of such possible

areas as:

- relief time for teachers to acquire skills and knowled.ge, and

to plan and prepare.

- support time for teachers to assist each other.

- material or equipment resources.

11 " What actions of yours do you consider were crucÍal to the implemen-

tation of computers for teaching purposes in the schoo]?
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May 28, l-985

VTCE-PRTNCIPAL TNTERVTEW

rn order to plan effectively for the implementation of new curricula
in school-s. it is important that we as educators understand this process.

r am examining the implementation of one new curriculum, that of the
computer Awareness curriculum, with the purpose of increasing our und.er-
standing of that process.

The emphasi-s of my study is on the principal's role. rfm going to be

asking you about various factors having to do with his work in the
school. The reason for this is that research has l-inked a large number

of such factors with implementation. so I'l-1 be asking questions about
factors that you may not perceive as being linked with implementation,
but that may be 1n the research.

f stress, however, that I am not doing an evaLuation of the prin-
cipal, and I have discussed. this issue with him and. have his agtreement.

Al-so, because the principal and you as vice-principal in this school
work as a team, r want to ask you about the functions you're concerned.

with, your perceptions about the organization of the school, an¿ your
leadership role.

r appreciate you taking time for this interview. Wlthout your open-
ness and frankness I could not hope to carry out this stud.y. I hope it
is understood that all_ responses (as well as al-I data) will remain
absolutely conf idential and anonlznìous und.er any and. all clrcumstances.

r ask that you not discuss this interview with other people in the
schoo-l- or connected wÍth it.

r look forward to sharing the resulting stud.y with you and other
staff members under the cond.itions noted above. T appreciate your he1p.
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fnterview Ouestions for Entrv

Please give me a brief sketch of yourself, Íncluding information that
as an interviewer r should know or would find useful about you. (when

did you first come here? Why? What have your responsibilities been?

What is currently the key issue for your own work in the school? What

are your overal-l impressions of the school? What are its strengths?
Weaknesses? )

PART I

Let's begin by tatking about factors that make up the organization of
your school. This school- has, of course, its own unique organizaton of
classes, teachers, time and resources, and. I would like to ask you some

questions about the decisions made in order to establish this
organization.

A. Factors

2.I The first set of decisions I would like to look at are staffing
decisions "

2.L.I Would you descrÍbe the actual process or steps followed

will teachin making decisions about which teachers

which grades or subjects each year?

2.r.2

2.L.3

2.L.4

2"L"5

Who is involved in making these decisions?

How woul-d you decribe their roles?

Who makes the fÍna1 decision?

when making staffing decisions, what criteria do you

use to decide who will teach what, in other words, what

things are taken into consideration?
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2"L"6 Are any criteria more important t.han others? Which

one(s)?

Part of the orgranization of the school involves making recommenda-

tions for híring, dismissal- and transferring of staff.
2"r"7 rf you are in the position of hiring a nev/ staff

member, what process is used or what are the actual
steps followed to make that decision?

2"7"8 !{ho is rnvolved in making that decision?
2.I.9 How would you d.escribe their roles?
2"I"I0 Who makes the final decisionZ

2.I.I1 When making hiring d.ecisions, what criteria do you use

to decide who will teach what, in other word.s, what

things are taken into consid.eration?
2.L-L2 Are any criteria more important than others?

2.2 Part of the organization of the schoor has to do with its
priorities and objectives as well as the other elements

mentioned earrier. r'd like to ask you about that area.
2.2"L what are your major concerns about program and.

curriculum?

2"2.2 Does your schoor- set any goals or priorities?
2.2.2.L ff yes, how does this happen?

2.2.2"2 If yês, what happens with these goals once

they have been set?

2.2"2.3 rf established, how specific are the goals and

priorities that are set for the school_?

Please give some examples.

2.2.2"4 Does a confrict or disagreement ever arise
when decislons are being mad.e about these
goals or priorities?
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2.2.2"5 If so, how is that hand.l-ed?

2.2"3 v{hat is your role in establishing what the order of
priority is for the goals or objectives toward which

the schoo] works?

2.2"4 rn what ways do you think the priorities you set have

an ímpact on the instructional program provided for
students ?

2"2"5 \{ould you like staff to be more involved in any of the
decisions we have discussed? rf y€s, are there things
you do to encourage them to become more involved?

Letrs discuss the instructional strategies used in the school. By

that r mean the teaching approach the teachers use with students.
2.3 rs there an approach to instruction that you consider essential-

to excellent teaching?

2"3.L Who decides on the instructional- approach used

generally in the school_? In each classroom?

2.3.2 Do you try to influence these deci-sions? Why? How?

2"3-3 Do you have views about the uses of resources and

materials ?

2.3"4 !{hat is the relationship between the strategles you

favour and resource materials?

2 -3 -5 Do you encourage teachers to use particular instruc-
tional approaches? over an extended. time period.?

Across grade levels?

2"3-6 Have you concerns regarding the amount of class time
devoted to instruction? rf y€s, why? rf yes, have you

conveyed these concerns to teachers? How?
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2"3"7 Is there a particul_ar orientation, i.e., the way

teachers work wrth students, across the school?

f rm thlnking here , f or example , of the kind.s of
relationships teachers buiId. with students.

The next area I would like to talk to you about is the llnkage
between school goals and program objectives.

2"4 would you describe the actual process or steps fol1owed in the
school- in integratingr the curriculum goals set for the school-
with the program objectives towards which each teacher works in
the c.Lassroom?

2"4'7 WouJ-d you describe the actual process or steps followed
i-n making decisions about rinking overall curricul_um
goals and program objectives?

2.4-2 who is involved in making these d.ecisions?

2"4"3 How would you descrÍbe their roles?
2.4.4 Who makes the f inal declsi_on?

rrd like to discuss how funding for program improvement is arranged.
for in this schooL.

2"5 when the school was planning and implementing this program

rmprovement effort, that is, the Computer Awareness Curriculum,
how and where did arrangements for the funding come from?

P1ease describe how you and/or the principal went about
obtaining the budget needed.

Part of the process ild like to look at invol-ves the way your school
deals with overall goals and. priorities.
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2"6 would you describe what happens if there are specific priori-
ties for schoot programs set by your school d.ivision that
confl-ict with goals or priorities set for your school by you or
your staff? How would you handre such a situation?

B" Strateqies

Now I'd like to discuss factors associated. with your work with
teachers in the school.

3.1 Looking at all the decisions concerning organization, are there
any you think the principal/admj-nistration ought to make? If
y€s, which ones? Any the vice-principal ought to make ? rf
yês, which ones?

3"2 Are there any you think the staff ought to make? If yes, which
ones?

3.3 would you please describe how the principal and/or yourself
went about organizing staff for implementing the Computer

Awareness Curriculum? What was your role? What was the rol_e

of the staff?
3.4 Please descrlbe how you see the roles of principal, vice-

prlncipal and teacher in terms of d.ecision making in regard to
new proqrams in the classroom.

3.4.I would you please d.escri-be the actual process or steps
fol-Iowed in deciding to implement a new crassroom

program?

3.4.2 who is involved in making such a decision?
3.4.3 Would you please describe the nature and frequency of

staff meetings in this school?
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Let's discuss your own role in implementing the new curriculum.
3 ' 5 Please describe the strategies you used to i-mplement the new

program 
"

3.5 " 1 In what acti-vÍties did you become involved? To what
depth?

3"5.2 Did you have any influence on how teachers worked.

together or ]earned f rom each other ? r.f yes, what was

the nature of this influence? what specific actions
did you take? With what results?

Letrs talk about your views regard.ing professional development for
teachers on thls staff "

3 "6 Please describe how the professional development needs of
teachers in your school are handled, in partlcular needs

regarding the new curriculum you're implementing.
3.6 " l- Does the staff discuss problem areas in professlonal

3.6"2

development or classroom management 1n the new curri-
culum area with you? rf yes, prease describe how this
happens. with what teachers? what kinds of issues are
discussed? What kinds of actions do you take?

rf you have to set priorities for professional develop-
ment, how do you do that? what kinds of things receive
priority?

Do you or the principar encouragre individuar teachers
to set their own goars for growth and professional
competence? ff yes, how is this done?

Please describe the process or steps followed to allow teachers
to develop their knowledge and/or skll-ls in the netv curriculum
area.

3.6.3

3.7
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3 -7 .L " who was involved in deciding what new areas of
expertise were needed and should be addressed? How

would you describe their roles?
3'7.2 How wou1d you descrj-be the role you took in seeing that

teachers were provided with the necessary knowledge and.

skil1s, incruding becoming famiriar with the tech-
norogy, resources and material-s? DÍd you provide non-
teaching time? If yês, how was this done?

3.9 Please describe the kinds of information and the ways you

gather this information about:

- happenlngs and probl_ems within the school.
- instructional_ activi_ties of teachers.

- any other educationally-related or general

informatlon you find useful to your work as

vice-principal.
3.10 Would you please describe the process and steps used to provide

teachers with needed resources and. instructional- materials
within your school particurarly in reqard. to the computer

Awareness Curriculum?

3.11 Please describe the most recent staff meeting you had.

3.11.1 Who initiated the meetlng?

3.1-1""2 Who attended. the meeting?

3.11 " 3 what items were discussed at the meeting?

3.II"4 Would you say that this meeting was reasonably typical
of the staff meetings in this school? Tf Do, in what

way(s) dld it differ from.the typical staff meeting?
3.11-"5 In your view, what are the two or three most important

purposes in holding staff meetings?
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3.1-2 How woul-d you describe the larger system, that is the school
division and Íts directions, in relation to the school goals
you and your staff have set for this school?

3"72"I If there is a conflict between dj-visional pri-orities
and your school goa1s, to which would you and the
princlpal give preference in your actions and pranning?

3"72"2 rf you or the principal were to deviate from d.ivisional-
priorities in favour of school goals, what woul_d be the
schooL division's attitude? How woul-d. that affect
you/your school-?

Let's talk about what you do in the school from a more personal point
of view.

3.13 How is your day usually organized?

3 " 13. l- What would you describe as the routine parts of your
job? How do you handle them?

3"73.2 What would you say takes most of your time? How d.o you

feel about that?

3.1-3.3 As far as you are concerned, what are the most

important parts of your job?

C. Goals

1.1 Thinking about yourself as a vice-principal, what are the most
important aspects of your job to the functioning of the school_?

whv?

L.2 what are the seven or eight most important things you want
students to get out of the ti_me they spend in thÍs school?
t"2"I Do these things describe what you believe it means to

be educated? I-f not, what else would. you add?
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r.2 "2 Based on goars for students, how would you d.escribe
your philosophy of education? what is the fundamental
rol-e of the schooL?

1)foJ Education is a fÍe1d fraught with continuar change. what is
your attitude toward change in general? in your school?
which would you say best describes your orientation towards the
teachers in your school: a 'task'r orientation or a 'rhuman

relations'r orientation?
Pl-ease describe how your school reported to and. communicated

with parents and the community at J_arge over the ]ast period of
time, especiarly that period. since you started implementing the
computer Awareness curriculum and. in reqard. to that curriculum.
1.5.1 what kinds of things did you communi_cate to them?

r.5.2 Please describe what type of rerationship you think the
school has or has tried to develop with the communi_ty.

1.5.3 what would you say the community expects of the school_?

How do you feel_ about that?

7"4

1.5

Ïn recent years there has been an increasingfy large num.ber of new

proglrams to implement in the school-. What happens to new currlculum
programs or guidelines when they come to your schoor?

Letrs talk about the effort to implement the
Currlculum in this school.

7 " Please describe the actual process and steps
the Computer Awareness Curriculum

7 "L Who was involved?

7 .2 please describe their roles.

Computer Awareness

6.

lementati-on

followed in implementing



7.3

7 "4

7 "5

1"6

-11--

How woul-d you describe your rol_e?

rn making a decisi-on to implement a new program, what criteria
do you use, or, in other words, what things d.o you take into
consideration?

Looking at decísions concerning implementation, are there any

decisions you think the principal or vice-principal ought to
make? ff yes, which ones?

rn Ímplementing the new curriculum we,re talking about, what

steps rirere taken to involve as many of the teaching staff as

possible? what problems were met in trying to involve teachers
throughout the school?

PART Current State of the Implemenation Effort

Now Itd like to discuss the point at which the J-mplemenation effort
has arrived at this time.

8. Please describe what you see as the current state of the school_'s

efforts to implement the new curriculum.
9 ' How many of the teachers are actuatly involved. in using the new

curricul-um? Are there any who to your knowledge are not using it at
all?

10 " Please describe support systems currently provid.ed in the school for
the implementation effort in terms of such possible areas as:

- relief time for teachers to acquire skÍ1ls and knowledge, and

to plan and prepare.

- support time for teachers to assist each other.
- material or equipment resources.

11 ' what actions did. you and/or the principal take that you consider
crucj-a1 to the implementation of computers for teaching purposes in
the school_?
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classroom observation consisted of observation of one

cl-assroom period of up to one hour in each cr-assroom during
a designated Computer Awareness lesson. observations v¡ere

based upon the following guidelines:

1. of the five components of the computer Awareness curric-
ulum, the components being dealt with in this classroom
períod \Ä/ere 3

a. hands-on use of the computer by students,
b. the parts and care of a computer.

c. a historical approach to the development of
the computer.

d. use of the computer to promote stud.ents '

thinking abitities/skiIls .

e. the use of the computer in school, home,

and/or community.

2 " vüas the teacher working on the curriculum alone?

With others? If yes, number of people

categories (e.g., other teachers, students, etc.)

3. Resources on computer Awareness availabre in the class-
room (number and types).

4- rs there evídence of student work on and invol_vement in
the new curriculum? If yês, note types,
amounts, and which/ho\^/ many students involved.
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TEACHER ÏNTERVIEW

In order to plan effectively for the lmplementation of nev,/ curricula
in schools, it is important that we as educators understand thls process.

T am examining the implementation of one new curriculum, that of the

computer Awareness Curriculum, with the purpose of increasingi our under-

standing of that process.

The emphasis of my study is on the principal's role. Irm going to
be asking you about varj-ous factors having to do with his work in the

school. The reason for this is that research has linked a large number

of such factors with implementation" So f'Il be asking questions about

factors that you may not perceive as being linked with implementation,

but that may be in the research.

r stress, hovrever, that r am not doing an evaluatíon of the
principal, and that I have discussed this issue with him and have his
agreement.

Also, the principal and vice-principal in this school work as a
team. When I ask about the principat, it may be the vice-principal who

carries out that function where you're concerned. If so, please tel-l- me

that, and then deal with the vÍce-princÍpal in your response.

f appreciate you taking tíme for this interview. Without your

openness and frankness I could not hope to carry out this study. I hope

it is understood that all responses (as well as a1I data) will remaj_n

absolutely confidential and anonymous under any and all circumstances.

I ask that you not discuss this interview with other people in the

school or connected with it.
I l-ook forward to sharing the resulting study with you and other

staff members under the conditions noted above.



1. This instrument ì-ncorporates format and questions from two

instruments:

a) Parts A and B: Leithwood and Montqomery's Profile of Growth in
Principal Effectj_veness ( 1983 ) was used as a basis for developing

format and questi-ons. However, the questions and manner of
rating them were developed specifically for the purposes of this
study "

b) Part c: The Levels of Use questlonnaire and rating guide were

developed by HaIl, Loucks, Rutherford and Newlove (1977)"

2" Numbering was not sequential in the interview guide. Instead,
numbers v,/ere referenced to items in the 'rPrincipal's Dimensions of
Behaviour" guide (Appendix rrArr).

Introductorv Ouestions

Please give me some information about yourself. When did you first
come to this school? what have your responsibilities been?

PART A: The School

Letrs talk about the organization of this school. This school has

its own unique organization of classes, teachers, time and. resources, and

I would like to ask you some questions about that organization.
3.5 How often are there staff meetings in this school? Would you

please describe the nature of the staff meetings?

3.11 Pl-ease describe the most recent staff meeting you attend.ed.

3 .1-1- " 1 Who initiated the meeting?

3.LL.2 !{ho attended the meeting?

3.1-1.3 What items were deal-t with at the meetings?

3.I!"4 Would you say that this meeting was reasonably typical
of the staff meetings in this school? ff ilo, in what

ways did it differ from the typical staff meeting?



3"11.5 In your vÍew, what are/shoul-d be the two or three most

important purposes in holding staff meetings?

2. Factors

2 "L The first set of factors r would like to look at are staffing
factors "

2"t"L Would you describe the actual process or steps foll-owed

in making decisions about which teachers wirl teach

which subjects or grades each year?

2.L"2 Who is involved Ín making these decisions?

2"1.3 How woul_d you describe their roles?
2.L.4 Who makes the final decision?

2"7.5 What criteria or things are taken into consideration
when deciding who will teach what?

2.1,.6 Are any of these criteria more important than others?

Whlch ones?

2-2 Part of the organizatj-on of the school has to do with its
prlorities and objectives as well as the elements of teachers,
resources, and so on. r'd rike to talk with you about those

objectives and priorities.

2"2.r what are your major concerns about program and

curriculum in regard to the school in general? your

classroom in particular?

2"2.2 Does your school_ set any goals or priorities?
2.2.2.1, If yes, how does this happen?

2.2.2.2 If yes, what happens to these goals once they
have been set?

2.2.2"3 rf established, how specific are the goals and.

prioríties that have been set for the school?

Please give some examples.



2.2"2"4 If established, does a conflict or disagree-

ment ever arise when decisions are being made

about goals or priorlties? If so, how is this
handl-ed?

2 "2.3 If your school has a goal-setting process, what is your

role j-n establishing what the order of priority is for
the goals or objectives toward which the school works?

Do you think that the school_ staff ought to be more

involved in the decisions on goals and priorities? How

do you think the principal views your thinking on this
point? If you think school staff ought to be more

involved, have you done things to encourage more staff
j-nvolvement? If so, what things? If not, why not?

2.2.4

Letrs talk about the instructlonal strategies used in the school-.

that I mean the teaching approach the teachers use with students.

2.3 Is there an approach to instruction that you consider essential-

to excellent teaching? rf yes, how do you think other teachers

in the school feel about that approach?

2"3"1" Who decides on the instructional approach used

generally in the school? In each classroom?

2.3.2 Does the principal try to inf l-uence these deci-sions?

Why? How?

2.3.4 lvhat is the relatj-onship between the teaching approach

you favour and the use of resource materials?

Is the principal familiar with the instructional activities you

use in the cl-assroom? ff yes, how does he gain knowtedge of
your approach?

By

3.9



Does he discuss your instructional approach with you? rf yês,

under what conditions? If yes, what use is mad.e of that
knowledge?

2-3"5 Does the principal encourage teachers to use one or

more particular instructional approaches? over an

extended time period? over grade leve1s?

2"3-6 Has the principal conveyed concerns regarding the

amount of class time devoted to instruction either to
you individually or to the staff in sub-units or as a

whole? If y€s, how has he conveyed this concern? If
yês, what do you think his reasons are for conveylng

it.
2"3.7 Would you say that this school has a particular

instructional orientation across the school-? what f?m

thinking about here is the way teachers work with
students throughout the school, such as the kind.s of
relationships teachers have or build with students.

The next area I would tike to talk to you about is the linkage
between curriculum goals and program objectives.

Letrs tal-k about the actual process or steps followed. in the school

in integrrati-ng the curriculum goals or priorities set for the school with
program objectives toward which each teacher works in the classroom.

2.4 Please describe the actual steps or process f ol-lowed. in making

decisions about linking overal-I school- curricul-um qoals and the
program objectives at each classroom leve1.

2.4.1 !{ho is involved in making these decisions?

2.4.2 How wouLd you describe their roles?



2"4.3 Who makes the final decision?

2"4"4 How woul-d you describe the prÍncipal's role in the
linking of curriculum goals and program objectives?

2"4"5 Describe how cl-ear a picture you feel you have of what

you are expected to do in carrying out this linking of
goals and program objectives (check list follows):

very clear, somewhat clear, ambivalent,

, somewhat unclear , or very uncl_ear.

Are there any respects in which it is unclear to you?

If yes, in what respects is it uncl_ear?

2"6 \{hat do you think your principal's response/actions would be if
district prioríties v,/ere set that were different from or
opposed to the goals he and/or the staff had set for the
school?

3. Strategies

Now I'd like to discuss with you elements associated. with the
principal-'s work with teachers in this school.

3.1 LookÍng at all the decisions the principal has to make

concerning the organization of the school, which ones d.o you

think the principal takes i-t upon himself to make?

3.2 Are there decisj-ons he expects the staff to make? If y€s,

which ones?

4" In recent years there has been an increasingly large number of new

programs to implement in the schools. What happens to new curriculum
programs and guideli-nes when they come to your schoor?

3.6.2 Do you feel that the principal gives or has given high
priority to teachers' curriculum pranning activi_ties?
rf yes, what actions on his part give you this feeling?



3"6"4 What kinds of professional- development activitÍes does

the principal support? What kinds of support does he

give?

3 " 6.5 Do you receive encouragement from the principal for
setting goals for your ov/n growth and professional-

development? If yes, how does he provid.e that
encouragement?

Goal-s

1"1 Education is a field that is fraught with continual change.

What would you say the principal's attitude is toward change?

3 " 13 How does the princípaI organize his day?

3.13.1 How do you see him handlÍng the routine parts of his
job? What proportion of his time d.o you think he

spends on routine management?

3.13.2 what wourd you say he spends the larger part of his
time on?

3.13.3 what would you say he conveys to staff as being the

most ímportant part of his job?

L"2 What school goals would you say are important to the principal?
How has he conveyed these to you?

1 " 3 Which would you say best describes the principal's oríentation
towards teachers in the school-: a rrtaskil orientation or a

'rhuman relations'? orientation?
Community

I"4 P1ease descrj-be how the school reported to and. communicated

with parents and the community at large over the period. of time

since the school- started implementing the Computer Awareness

curriculum, especially in regard to that curricurum.



LA.I What types of things were communicated to them?

1.4"2 Please descríbe the quarity of relationship you think
the school has or has tried to develop with the

community.

L.4.3 what would you say the community expects of the schoor?

How do you feel about that?

Letrs discuss how the computer Awareness Curriculum was j-mplemented..

We'll- look at various aspects in turn: the decision to impJ-ement, the
implementation itself, professíonal- development in the new area, and

obstacles that may have been experienced.

3 " 3 Would you please describe how the principal went about

organizing this staff to implement the Computer Awareness

Curriculum? What was your role? tdhat was the role of the
principal? what was the role of the rest of the staff?

3-4 Please describe how you saw the roles of the principal an¿

teachers in terms of decision making in regard to the Computer

Awareness Curricu]um :

3-4"I Please descrj-be the actual process or steps followe¿ in
deciding to implement the new program.

3.4.2 Who was Ínvolved in making such a decision?

3"4.3 I understand that it was the principal's intention from

the time of initiating the new curriculum to invorve as

many as possible of the classroom teachers on staff in
that curri-culum. would you please describe the process

or steps used to accompli_sh that intention?
3.4"4 Did one or more teachers work together on the implemen-

tation of the new proqram? If so, in what way(s) did
they work together? How did that come about?



3.4"5 rf a staff member had expertise in an area of the new

program, how did the principal view that expertÍse?

Did he use it in any way? Tf yês, how?

3"4"6 Prease describe the principal's involvement Ín the

implementation effort. What specific actions , if âfly,

did he take? (If not ad.d.ressed spontaneously by the

teacher, i-nquire about: Ínservice arrangements;

development of expertise Ín the new area on the part of
the principal; involvement in start-up activÍties;
provision of resources, equipment, and time for
teachers; and arrangements for teacher meetings and

teamwork. )

Letfs talk for a few moments about staff professional- development.

3.6 Please describe how the professional development need.s of
teachers in this school are handled, in particular needs

relating to the new computer curriculum you're implementing.

3 . 6. 1 Do you díscuss problem areas in prof ess j-onal- develop-

ment or cl-assroom management reJ_ating to the nehl

curricul-um with the principal? ff y€s, please describe

how this happens. Under what circumstances? !{hat

kÍnds of issues are discussed? What actions have been

taken?

3.6.3 From your own experience, do you feel that the princi-
pal would give support to your trying something new in
teaching the new curriculum, even if it might not work?

Why do you feel this way?



3.7 Please describe the process or steps fol_lowed to allow

teachers to develop their skil-Is and knowledge in the new

curriculum area"

3.7 "I Who was involved in deciding what nev,i areas of

expertise were needed and should be addressed? How

would you describe theÍr roles?

3.7 "2 Please describe the role that the prinicpal took in
providing teachers with knowledge and skills:

- in regard to becoming familiar with the technology,

resources and materÍal_s.

- in regard to non-teaching ti-me" If provision was

made for this, how was this done?

5. Pl-ease describe the actual process or steps followed in implementing

the Computer Awareness Curriculum.

5.1 Who was involved?

5.2 Please describe their roles.
5.3 How would you describe your role?

5.4 LookÍng at decisions concerning implementation, are there any

decislons you think the principal ought to make? If yes, which

ones? Are there any the teachers ought to make? If yes, whích

ones?

3.4.3 Did the principal meet with any probl-ems 1n trying to
involve teachers throughout the school? If so, what

\¡/ere those problems?

5 "7 Please outline any obstacles to implementation that you

personally experienced; that you observed or heard about from

other staff.
5.8 What actions did the principal take that you consider to be

crucial to the implementation effort in the school?



Levels of Use fnterview

Now rrd like to díscuss the point to which you yoursej-f have reached
in implementing the computer Awareness curriculum.

Are you currentl-y usi-ng the Computer Awareness CurrÍculum in your
cl-assroom?

rf so, which of the following components of Lhe new curriculum are
currentl-y .being used/have been used?

1. Hands-on use of the computer in the classroom.

2. Classroom instruction on the component parts of a computer

and how a computer works.

3. Classroom instruction on how computers have developed. in a

historical sense (not necessarily a formal historical
approach).

4. Classroom instruction on using the computer to develop
thinking skilrs: problem-solving, rogical thinking,
discovery-based learning, use of the computer for drilj- and

practice, etc.

5. Classroom instruction on the role of computers in our
lives, that is, technor-ogy in the home, school and

community.

(NOTE: The decision as to whether the individual is a user or non-user
of the innovation is made at this point. Therruser', is d.efined as one

who is using/has used at Least three of the five components of the new

curriculum in the list above. )



rF YES

1. What do you see as the strengths and weaknesses of CAc in your

situation? Have you made any attempt to d.o anything about the
weaknesses ?

2. Are you currently looking for any information about the CAc? What

kind? For what purpose?

3. Do you ever talk to others about the cAC? What do you tell them?

4. What do you see as being the effects of the cAC? fn what way have

you determined this? Are you doing any evaluating, eíther formally
or informally, of your use of the cAc? Have you received any feed-
back from students? What have you done with the information you got?

5. Have you made any changes recently in how you use the CAC? What?

why? How recently? Are you considerlng making any changes ?



IF NO

1. Have you made a decision to use the computer Awareness curriculum in
the future? If So, when?

2 " Can you describe the CAC for me as you see it?

3. Are you currently looking for any information about the CAc? What

kinds? For what purpose?

4- What do you see as the strengths and. weaknesses of the CAc for your

situation?

5. At this point in time, what kinds of questions are you asklng about

the CAC? Give examples if possible.

6 " Do you ever tal-k with others and share information about the CAC?

What do you share?

7 " What are you planning with respect to the CAc? can you teII me about
any preparation or plans you have been making for the use of the CAC?

B. Can you summarize for me where you see yoursel-f right now in re1ation
to the use of the CAC? (Optiona1 question)
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LEVELS OF USE

SCÅLE POIP{T
DEFINITIONS OF THE

LEVELS OF USE
OF THE Iñ{NOVAT¡ON

lls ol u@ aru dlsllncl stslø8 lhsl
€8cnt obseñsbly d¡ltomnt tyÞ€s olltror End Þailsrns ot lnnov8lloã
. as ørhlb¡tad Þt Ind¡vldust8 sndJ9s. The!a lovg¡s charscl€dÞ a''g dov€lopmont ln acqul¡lng nqsI and Yôtting usø ol thô lnnov8-. .Each lovEl oncoñp¡s&E a rango

'eh¿riors, 
bul la llm¡lod by a ætidentlñ¡òlo osct¡lon potrll!. Fq:rlgtlvo Þsrposo3, clch lenl ls de.t by 3€von c¡logoriog.

KP{OWLET}GE

F'lGURg l-t€U GHa¡X¡

6ATEGORIEE

ACAUIRIHG IHFORMATION

lsB

SHARING

Discussos oflorts to incrossø cllont im-
p€cl through coliaboretlon with olhors
on porsonSl uso ol the innor.at¡on.

Focusos discuss¡ons on idsntlflcat¡on ol
m6ior Elt€matrves or rcplâcsmentg lor
th€ current ¡nnovål¡on.

/EL O
i-USE: Stare in which thq u3€r hâsI or no knowledge ot lho innovat¡on.
nvolvement w¡th thg Innovation. andorn9 noth¡n9 toward b€coming ¡n-
?d,

lhat Ehlch lh@ uæt hto@ sbout ch8t. Sollchs lÌloñtr€tlê{r sboül llø lnnava Dlocusæs rho lnnovalloñ wlth ollì€æ.act8rlsllcs od tlìo lnñoystloñ, h€w to llon tn e rsr,oly 6{ wata. lñ€¡udlÊ€ ãi-"ì"u pfono, téoss, ,sEdrcøø, or¡t.u8o ll, s¡d co@qsonc¿8 o{ lta uoâ. quosllonfil€ ftræc?c€ Þ€r¡,oftq. Go{æs. coft¿o, 6¡d problaFo ,olatûC to ua€ G¡,Tlì10 ta cof¡tttro knowtødg€ r€.tste{, tø ionatng ü+rn ros€{¡rÊá ;s€Ët€€, ,@. äË"lnaorut¡*.u8¡ft9 th4 lnnor8tlo{r, ñ.rt t@€llñ€s or itowtni prtnto< matsrlels, -srd Bfulngsltltudos. , vlE¡tÀ 
-

Knows ñoth¡ng about lh¡s or sim¡lar ¡n- Tskôs l¡ftle o. no Ect¡on to goliclt lnfor- lB not commuñicat¡ng with othors aboutnovalrons or has-only v€ry l¡mited gEn- mslion boyond reviewing dercrigtivo ln- iñe-'¡nnovst¡on boyon? Dossibly acknow-sral knowlodq€ ol otlorts to dovclop in- tormatron iÞout r¡¡s oi ¡imitaíinnoto- ìäãgrng t¡at r¡ã Ínnovdi¡on e¡'¡gis-.novatrons ¡n th€ afsa. 
::T.1 :i.:?,,,å^Tppons 

ro como ro p€f-

/EL I
:NTAT|ON Staro in which th€ user
aceurred or is acqurrrng ¡nfomatton
tl. the rnnovatron and/oi has Bx-!d or rs €¡Þloilng rts valus onenta.ano ¡ts demands ugon uss, and

sys:em.

:CISION POINT A

:crsroN POtNÌ I

;C¡SION POINT C

iCIS¡ON POINT O.I

crsroN PotNT O.2

CISION POINT E

'EL IV A
T¡NE: Use ol Ùìs innoyation islrzed. Few ,t any changes are be.
na0e rn Ongo'ng USe. L¡lltê oreOa_i or.thought ¡s b€rng grvon to rm-n9 rnnovatron use of tts cons6.
c es.

Knows 96ner8l inlonnslion about ths seeks do3cript¡vo materisl 8Þout the in- Dl¡cugges tho lnnov8tion ln oonoral
inno*t,on such as origin. chåraa6rr8- novatron. S;a¡(s op¡nronc and know. r"r.I-ãiiloì iriüiãóãI-ä"rËl¡pü,ä rn.lrcs. and implomsntatron r6quír6m6nts. 16d96 ot oth6rs lÉroqgh discusjio;g, iórmat'on, materals. ór ideas a'Þóut thøyisrts, or workgìops. ¡nnoyst¡on 8nó poSs¡blo implicat¡onE d

lt8 uso.

fåkes action to l6e1il¡. ñorc deta¡tød ¡nto¡met¡on aöout thø innovat¡on.

Ma¡(os a declsior ¡o usa lrre innovet¡on Þf østabtishing s t¡ñe to õøCln,

Eegins l¡tst use ot fàa innovatþn.

A rcutinø padøm ot uso ls 6staô/is/ìôd

xnows on s dey'to{ay basig the te- Solicits ñanagomoôt ¡ñlorm¡tlon ûboul Ol3cusJet mônegem€nt;¡nd lo€i3Uc¡lqurr6mânÎ! for usrng tho innontion. ls such ìnings 'js togrstiés. -iè¡ooì'nd 
iJs-;es ,e¡¡tco to usa of tho ¡nnovatron.more know¡edgeaòtc on shon-torn ac. tgc¡nieua:] aÀã ¡o-oas ior--reluc,nõ nìùurces and matcrrata.aro sharrd lor

11:111!: 1ld- elrocls then long'ran96 ac- âñounr ol rimo and rorn roquirua oi Þur90s€3 or r-aucrn! mini!em"ii, rro*trv¡tres and oftects ol use ol the rnño- usor. 8nd ¡ogistrcál Þroblãms ¡otiieô to ueoY¡tron. ol tho 
-rnnovrtiôn.

/EL II
PAÊATION: Star6 in which tho ussr
'ecar¡ng lol l¡¡st uso ol the innoya_

Knows logist¡crl roquiromenls' nece€- Sookr infoñeiion snd resource! rpG- O¡tcustoE rosoutcss noodod lor ln¡t¡al
:91-,u19!rc": and t¡mrng for initiat use crt¡crily rstarad to prog¡råtion to, úsø uso of tho ¡nnovat¡on. Joins othors Inor Ine Innovalron' and detalls ot lnrlltl ot the inncrr¡tron ¡ô own 86nlng. Þre-uso lra¡n¡ng. snd in ÞlÁnnlng ftexp€rrancos ror cri6nt!. 

;",*Ul,:",o"r;lhi 
s"nø,jl"ì, äiË., ¡n

IEL III
HANICAL USE: Statô in which tholccuses most rtfor1 on tno snon-. day.to'day use ol th€ innovarron
lrlt¡e trm6 lOr re,lectrOn. Changesse a:e mace -mo¡e to meel us€rs than CIi6nt nsrdS. The uscr iSa"fy engaged rn a s¡eowrsr attemot

aster the tasks required to usâ tho/alrOn. 0tlCn resqlttng rn drsjOrnt6d
su0edrcral usa.

ELIVB
NEI¡ENT: Stato in which the userS lhe use Ol the rnnovatron tO ¡n.
;e the imOAct on Ctients wrthin im-aie SFhere Of rnfluence. VAr¡AtrOnS
raseo on knowtedge of bolh short.
¡Ong-le¡m COnScquenceS lor ClientS:

1n9:Y! 9oth. shorl' and long-lom rø- Mako3 no spocisl €ltorrs to seoh ¡nlor- Oescribes currsnt usê of the ¡nno\|ailonQurremenls fot uso and how to uso tho malion a3 s 9sn ol ongorng ura ol tnø w¡tÁ l¡nl" or no roldrenco lo wEyS otrnnovarlon with mrn¡mum olon or ¡nnovatron. cnanginþ-uia. -- - - - -- '- --
stf6gs.

Cåanges use ol thê inñova?ion öesed or lotñdl ot intotñal êyatuetion in otdøt to ¡nctease cl¡ønt outcom€s.

Knows cognitiYe and atleclryo ellscts ol Sol¡cits infornation ¡nd ñat6riats that Discusses own msthodr ol mod¡fylnglho rnnova!ron on cl¡onls anó ways lor tocus sÞec¡licslly on ct'anjing 
-uso qi üiô or i¡e ¡nnovstion tó chang; cli€ntrncrsasrng impacl on ctients. th6 innovarion to'aíact ctio;t o-ur;omsi. àùtcor"".

/nrl¿âles câatges ìn usê ol innovanon basad on inpur ol end ¡n cootdination wit¡t wàdt colteaguos erc doing.
ELV
GAAf¡ON. Stare in which the usor
mb'ning Own ê116¡¡5 ¡O use tho rn-
:ron wrlh relaled acttvities ol col_
¡es lo achrev6 a Coltective imDact
f'enlS with¡n thcir common Spherê
ll uencs.

Knows how lo coord¡nato own use ol thø Solicits inlormation end o9¡nions fo,moval¡on wilh coll6agu6s to provids a lho purpose ol co¡laòorg¡ing w¡th othgracolleclrvs impact on cl¡ontt, in us€ ol tho innoyittiofl.

Knows ol altornãtivog thet could bo usod Sooks ¡ntormerion snd m8t8rialE aÞoutto chango o? reÞlacg th6 D16s€nt inno- olher ¡nnov8tions as altgrngÙvo¡ tó thovatron lhat would im9rovo tho queliry of Þfesont innov6tion of lof m8k¡ng maiofoutcom€s ol itg use. edaÞtations ¡n tha lnnovgtron. - '

crsroN PotNT F

EL VI
:WAL: State in wh¡ch the user re.
ales the qual¡ty ot use of tho in-
ron. seeks malor modtlicatton3 of
terßatrves lo 9rg5g¡¡ ¡nnovAt¡on lO
rve rlc¡easecl rmoact on clientg. ex-
es new devetoÞmenrs ¡n tho liold.
3xplores new goats for self and the
ñ.

Eegins sxploting allerìarivês lo ot mslot tnodittcstions ot the innovation Nøsf,nty in usø.

',,i8:i-i;:oâ1?r,¡ng Educatßnet lnnovat¡ons Prc¡@ct, Resoarù end oøyetopment Cantü tor feachøt Educst¡on. tJnivøìsir ot fcxas et Áustin, tg7', N.t.E. àntrct

. E. Hall, S. F. Loucks, W. L. Rutherford, and B. w"
page 54.ev/love, JournaÌ of Teacher Education, I, I975,



ASSESSING

ns_6 llì€ Þoloîflal o? eclusl uæ r,rnova-llon Or lomø AOp6Cl O, ll,
iaL D€ a tn€nlol asr€lam€nl o,
iroåänI,r", coileÊiloD e¡¡C æ¡t.

F_"Js_11^^*-¿. - *ilños Båort- end/o,
l1i9'i9le9. srePE lo be tc¡on ouiine

iíñi!Ë, fi ö:"iåiå.,fr ',ååti n';* :

:*ig,_:¡lh .o-tñ€¡s !? - 
org'ß¡¿o aråi;i

STATUS REPORTING

9".*^lÞr,p.rgnåt daÈd Et rtìø Þras-
?1 lln€ tn r€teilon to uoo o{ thà tn-
ROYAT¡On.

PUINHIE{G

FIGURE !-&"oU C${ART

CATEGORIE6

.l59

ÞERFORMIMG
ganþa 9vt ltio sciloñû snd ecllvlilos
øñla.llod ln opârailonolÞ¡no lha lnnova-

c¡o¡dtnrto ucø ø tt¡o tiãoiaton,

no.action to onalyte th6 lnnow-
s €_har8ctorist¡cg, porsjblo uso, gr
ìu6nces ol uEâ-

ff.T'..',å?' 
"3"* 

l,'Ji ",î:. 
."îîig'î" 

"X:

RoÞort8 llflle or no Þ€rEonol Involw-
men¡ wfh lho ¡nnovet¡on-

Takos no dlsc€mibls sct¡on tosard
lèornino Âboul or us¡ng th6 lnnovslion.
Ine rnnoyation and/or its accout8rmgnts
&re not ptssônt ot in use-

rs and comÞares mat6rlalB, con.aqurremenls lor u86, eyeluatiofl
.Dolsnt¡al OutComas, 6trenOthÊ,il(nesses tor purpose of maiingiron aÞoul use of lho lnnovalion-

ll.jr !o g€rhor n€c6ssary tntormrtion
:no. rosourc€s as n6ed6d to maks 6oocrsron tor or aga¡nsl uee of lhe lnnolEl¡On_

R6ports Þrosontly orionting solf to whattno ¡nnovation is and lE not-
ErÞlorss lhe lnnov8tion and r6quirô-
msnts lor ¡ts uso by tôtk¡ng to oiher3
sDoUt lt. r6viåwing dosCriÞtiv€ inlorma-l¡on gnd tåmp¡e natsrials, aflonding
orientÀtlon aosslons, end observln!
othe18 stlng lt.

s datailsd roquirementE snd
enr6Bources lo¡ initisl u8a ol lhs

ld6ntilics steps ând grocodur€s ontr,trd
tn^.oõtarn¡ng. fssourcgS and organrzing€ttryttrss rlìd gy€nts lor initial-uco oirno rnñoval¡on.

Floporls prspsring sell lor in¡t¡sl u8o ottna tnnoralion_ Stud¡Bs rolerencs mater¡als ¡n dsÞth,organi26s ¡oaourcas End tog,stjci,
!!l_"dglg" ond rscoivús eHil tæiri'rnl tãpr€gûr8Ùon lof ln¡tial uså.

rs orfì u8e of th6 lnnoval¡on
Ð-ocl to_, Þrobtêms ol togistica,lent. flma. Cchedules, tê-sño gono¡El rarct¡ons ol

15.1:-lor _glSrl'¿tns and ñìansging ¡e-Eouccs, aclivrtres. and oventt rclatgd
p.rlmålty to. imned_rara ongoinc us€ otrn6. tnnoyat¡on. plsnnrd_lor -chsnges

åî,ï'i'"fr:lî:fi'at orotocistical iteüãi

RoÞorts that lo9istics, l¡mo, m€na96_mônl, râsourcc organ¡¿!t¡on, alc., gfa
tho focus ol most persof,rl ofloñs tou8s tne tnnotat¡on.

Y!*O"g l¡nor"t¡on wtth wrytng cl€-
Oreos of otticroncy. Ofien lccksinitcios_t¡on ot lmmediarc consequanccs. ÍheÍow -ot tclrons in the ugor and clionlglB.oflen d¡sjointed, uncven tnd uncor-
ra_rn.-ìrvhsn chrnges âru m8d€, lhcy ara
Þnmaf¡ty ¡n rcsÞonss lo looisticsl- andor¡tnt¿!t¡on!l Þ¡obloms.

ralust¡of, eclMtiss to thos€ 6d-rvsry-rcqu¡rocf. w¡th llttt6 !ttan_t lo lindings lor th6 purÞoso of¡ us€.

ll¡ï fT-oqì.diâto rnd toflg-rrngs rc-nonE -Etth t¡nt6 proj6ct6d vs¡ictìon innow tÈ€ annovatíon will bc u¡ed. plen_
nrng tocusss on rout¡n€ ugo of rE-Sources, p€r8onngl, olc.

Fegorls ltì¡t Þôrrofirl u3â ol thc fnno-
F!ioll Ls going .¡tong ssriEtacrority w¡thlow lt åny globlcms-

iJBos ths innovstiôn smoothly w¡lh min-tmat manågomonl pÞblomg;' or,or ilme,
tñoro ¡s'litilo vrristion in panom Ol ræo.

usê ot the innovat¡on lor lhoor cnangtng curfont prgcticcE
rO Cltenl OulCOm6s-

Devr-lops 
^lnrorm_cdiate rnd long.rrnge

?la1s , rhsr ant¡cipare gossiÞtã ¡;¿n6Êoed _tteÞ8, rcsourccs, ¡nd eventio€Grgnco to gflhsnco Clisnt oulcomss.

Roports v?ry¡ng u8o ol tha innoyatim ln
ordor lo chango cliont oulcomss.

Erplores. cnd crpcrimcntr with ellrma-llË combinal¡ons ol thc innov¡tion witherrEtrng 9rlclices lo müimizg cli€nl
rnyorvomant tnd to optimlzc cllgnt oul-
cÐanos.

;. collsbor¿t¡vs u86 ot the ¡n-In. t6Íms 0t cliont oulcomcs

;nåir"n:"d 
wÊåk¡esse8 or tho

Pllnt lp€cific gctions to coordrnrto ownuse ot the innovetion w¡lh otho¡s toEcnrgyÊ ¡tìcroaEed impscl on c¡¡enic. 
-- llportt spondino time and onargy cot-rsDorating wilh othô¡s 6bouf ¡nte¡rating

oîcn uae ol lho lnnov&l¡on.
9olleboralss with othars ln uso of thornnoy¿tt¡0n I.s a means lor expand¡ngrne tnnovation'8 lmpact on cl¡entsl
unangas rn usc lrs mEdg ln coordina-t¡on with othors.

adEntagoB and disadl¡?ntsoes
modificst¡ons or eltsmet¡-w;

860n1 innovation.

Pl¡nB EclivilieE that inr¡olvg pu¡Euit ol
ll!._118.1¡p. ro enh¿nco or'oþtece rhernnovat I on -

Rsports. considering ñeior mod¡l¡c¡tionsor oÍ angmotrvcs to Þfeænl usc of lÞ€
lnnoyEt¡on.

Exploros othêr infiovôtions lhst could bs
uae-d tn combinarion w¡th or in -plaðã
ot the prosent innoystion in rn atiempt
lo . .dovolop ñore ofloctivs means ôlgchrevrn0 client oulcomss

I.OU: A FRAMEWoRK FoR ANAIYZING INNovATIoN ADoPTIoN 
I
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TABLE 1

2,2.2 MM TI.IE SCH@L SET A}iY GOAI,S @ PRI@,ITIES? IF YES, tr{HAT
ARE TTTEY?

Total number of responses T7

Respondent Res¡:onse # of Responses

Principal No goals ar¡e set.
Two priorities for the school are:

program, socialization

1

Vice Principal Goals are: prograrn, ccrnmurj_ty
relations, ccrnputer

1

Teachers
(n = 15)

ùlly broad general goals
Relatirg to ccNTønutity
Curriculun
ïnservice needs
Quality education
Reading pr€ram specified by conlnunity
Sharing of resources
Cmputer
Shared school/divisional goals

3
2
Ð

2
2
1
1
1
1



TABIE 2

2.2.2.]- IF TI]E SCHæL SEß ÁNY GOAI.S @ PRIORITTES, HG{ IS THIS D0NE?

Res¡ronse Respondents # of Responses % of Responses

ïnitial process
prior to school
o¡rening, but no
process since
then

Vice-principal
and 4 teacher 29.4L

Meetings/inservice
group discussion 5 teachers 5 29"41_

No process exists kincipal and 3
teachers

4 23.53

Don't krow 3 teachers 3 77 "64

TOTAL I7 99.W



TABTE 3

2"2"2"2 WHAT HAPPE}6 TO TI{ESE SCHæL C,OÁÌ.S O}ü:E THEY TIAVE BE'MI SET?

Restrnnse Respondents # of Responses % of Res¡:onses

Goa1s are acted
ræon

Principal and
6 teachers

7 47.18

Goals are not acted
u@n

Vice-principal
and 4 teachers

5 29"47

Goals are acted
upon individually

4 teachers 4 23.53

Not aware of any
goals

1 teacher 1 5. 88

TOTAL T7 100. m



TABI.E 4

2'2.2.4 lF C'OAIS ARE SET, DOES A CONFLICT @ DISA@^Em{ENI EVER ARISE
}TTMN DECISIONS ÁRE BEING T4ADE ABOIJ"I CÐAI,S @ PP,IORITIES? IFso, HGrii IS TTIIS IIANDTED?

Response Respondents: # and Tlrpe ot
lo

No goals/don't Imow 6 teachers 35"29

Yes, conflicts do arise 4 (üice-princi¡ml
3 teachers)

and 23. 53

Yes, minor conflicts
or "differences"

5
4

@rincipal and
teachers)

29"4L

No, tbere are no conflicts 2 teachers 7I.76

TOTAL 77 99.W



TABI,E 5

2.2.4 M YOU TTiINK TI{E SCH@L STA¡'¡' OUGI{I TO BE MORE INVOLVÐ IN
DECISIONS CN @AI,S AND PR,IORITIES?

Response Respondents: # and Tlrpe 01þ

Satisfied with present
levef

t_0 (Priacipal and
teachers)I

58.82

Sqne dissatisfaction, but
not greatly concerned due
to teacher autonorny

4 teachers 23. 53

Some dissatisfaction, but
no purtrþse seen in
i¡creased i-nvolvsnent

l- teacher 5" 88

No reslnnse 2 teaehers (Vice
principal and 1 teacher)

L7"76

TÛIAI 77 99.W



3"1

TABTE 6

LæKTNG AT AI,L TT]E DrcISTO}E THE PRINCIPAL HAS TO MAIG
colcERNINc rHE cRcANrzATroN oF ÎÍm trHOoL, WHrcH G\TES Do t4lu
1T{INK TIü PRINCIPÁ], TAKM IT UMN HIÀ4SEIF, TO ITAIG?

Restrronses # of Teacher Res¡rondents ot
/o

He rakes decisions on
routine itsns: staffing,
placernent of support staff ,final student placement,
amount of funds assigned to
each elassrocxn, items
mndated at divisional
level, routine inforrnation
handling, time tabling,
scheduling affecting more
than one class.

7 46.66

Principal seeks staff input
on lrcst itens b 40.o

Principal rakes most
decisions himself 2 13.33

TÛTAI,S 15 99.W



TABLE 7

3"2 ARE THFRE DECISIONS IIE EPECM TI]E STAFF T'O N4AiG? IF YES,
WHICH ONES?

Responses # of Teaeher Res¡:onses ot
lo

Routine items.
Teachers named: student
activities such as puppet
shows, concerts,
assemblies, field trips,
science fairs; money
allocation within the
school for A/\1, gym equip-
rent; retrrcrt card format,
tining of parent/ teacher ]

interviews; use of teacher ]

preparation time; informa-l
tion after the principal 

I

has pre-sorted it. I

74 53. B

Pr ogranr/prograrn rel ated
aïeas 7 26.9

Decisions are pre-made;
staff is not expected to
rnake decisions

Ð
.J 11" 5

No reqronse 2 7 "69

TUIAI,S 26 99.89



TABI,E B

2"3 IS THERE AN APPROACTI ïO INSTRUCNION TTIAT YO{I æNSIDER
ESSH.üTIAL TO ffiCMT,ENT TEACHING? IF YES, TI-EASE DESCRIBE IT.

Res¡rcnse # of Teaeher Res¡:ondents øl
/b

ïndividua Lízed approach 7 flice-principal
and 6 teachers

41. 18

No single approach:
eclectic

5 teachers 29.4L

7I.76Must like kids and provide
a motivating climate

2 teachers

Depends on student/subject l- teacher 5. BB

Directed discovery method 1 teacher 5.88

Not a concenÌ frcrn an
ministrative point of

ad-
view

Principal 5.88

T'OIAIS 77 99. 89



TART,E 9

2"3.7 vTÐ DECIDES E{ 1rIE INS1RUCTTONAL ÁPPMACH USED GMIERALLY IN
TÏ{E trHæL?

Responses #/Wpe of Respondents 01
lo

Teachers 15 (Principal, Vice-
principal, and 13
teachers)

88.23

Can't speak for other
teachers

1 teacher 5" 88

No one 1 teacher 5" 88

rìoTÁl"s 77 oo oo



TÁBTE 10

2"3"2 mm Try-nlryrryL (.o vrc'-F*rNcrp^r) rRy To rl*,r,uum TluINSTRUCTIO}üAL ÁPPtsOACH USED IN N¿Cr CTASSNM¿Z

Res¡rcnses #f|rype of Respondents ol
l'o

No 15
L4

@rincip.l and
teachers)

88.23

He ¡mkes various opinions
knourn

1 teacher 5. BB

ï do if there's a special
need

1 (Vice-principal) 5. 88

TC{IAl,s 1,7 99.W



TABI,E ].].

3'9 rs rIlE pRrNCrPAr FÁMrLrÁR lrrrg TIrE rnsmucrroruAl Acyrvrrrm
YOU USE IN YCTIR CI,ASSROü4?

rF YES, HG'/ m6 IIE cArN KIVG{ILEDGE oF YoIm AppRoAcIr?

Res¡nnses # of teachers

Yes 5 33"33

Yes,
("in

with qualifications
generalttr ttvaguelyt')

4 26.6
Yes, but not as much as he
strould b 2 13.33

No 2 13.33

bn't imoflnot sure, but
Viceprincipal is 2 13.33

T{)1IAI,S 15 99"tÆ

Restrnnses # of teachers giving response

Principa.l drops into classrocrn
Formal evaluation prcxjess
Discrission
kevious teaching relationship in

another æhool
Involved principal in preparation for

Open House (Kindergarten)

10
4
2

2

1

TCTIAI,S T9



TABT,E 12

3"9 (contrd)

MES TINE PRINCIPAL DISCUSS YOM INSÎRTJCTIOMI APPROAC}I Wfl]I
YOU?

IF YES, WHAT USE IS MADE G' THÆT KNGTLEME?

Responses # of Teachers ot
/o

No 6 40" 0

No, except during evalæ
ation 4 26"æ

Yes 4 26"æ

A few tirnes 4 6"æ

TOIA].S 15 99.98

Res¡nnses # of teachers

Encourage/support qÈìat I'm already
doing 4

Not much help frcm aùninistration in
this area 2

Helped me improve the climate in the
classroorn

1

TOTAL 7



TABTE ].3

2"3.5 MM TI]E TA.TNCIPA], E}R]OURA@ TEACHERS 10 USE ONE @ MG.E
INSÏRUCTIOI\IAL APPROACITES?

Restrnnses # /Type of Respondent o/
/o

No (unless there's a
problenrPrincipal and Vice-
principal)

I (Principal,
Vice'-prineipal 7 teachers)

52 "{A

Yes (Principal "encouraged
a variety of approaches",
encouraged "ca-ring for the
well-being off children,',
and "rmkes various opinions
known". )

3 teachers 17 "64

Vice-principal acts in this
area. 3 teachers T7 "M
No zes¡rcnse 2 teachers 7L"76

TOTAI"S L7 99" 98



TABI,E 1-4

2"3"7 TTOI]LD YCÐ SAY T¡TAT MIIS SOIIæL HAS A PARTICU"T,AR STUDMüT
@IEIVTATION ACAOSS TTM ffHæL? WHAT I 'M 1}TINKING ABOI]'I HERE
IS TIIE I{AY TEACHM,S WG,K WITTI STTIDEÀTM ACROSS TI]E SCHæL, SUCH
AS THE ICNM OF REI.ATIONSHTM TEACHm,S HA\E CR BUIIÐ WIIH
STUDEIITS.

Res¡nnses # /TYpe of Req:ondent ol
lo

School is oriented to
developing trnsitive, caring
relationstrips between
teachers and students

10 @rincipal, Vice-
principal, and B
teachers)

58. 82

No
3 teachers

L7.æ

Other response ("There must
be because the teachers
selected for the school
strare si-milar ideas")

l- teacher 5. BB

Partly ('Primary grades
have a ccnfiÏcn orientation
but it is not carried
through the upper grades")

1 teacher 5.88

bn't knoflno answer 2 teachers L1..76

TOTAI.S T7 99 "tÆ



TABIIE 15

3"13 HG{/ M6 TIIE PRI}ICIPA], @GANTZE HIS DAY?

(TEACHM,S NAMEÐ ACTIVITIB OF T}IE PR,INCIPAL IN ANSWM TO TTTIS
QTTESTTON" )

Responses # of Teaehers giving reqÐnse % of Responses

Paperwork is ru.jor
activity 6 22"22

l.[eetings a.re a major
activity 4 1_4.81

Schedule varies from day
to day 2 7,4

Principal is out of the
school a lot 4 14. 81

Do r¡ot lsrow .) 11. 11

Principal works through
secretary v¡ho does sorne
æheduling 2 7.4

Does a lot of work after
hours 2 7"4

Principal establishes
priorities but other
things intervene 2 7.4

Phone calls 1 3.7

Tire very unscheduled 1 3.7

TOtAts 27 99.6



IABI,E 15

3.13.1 HGU DO YOU SM Hru HANDLTNG TI]E ROT]'IINE PARTS OF HIS JOB?

II,HAT PROPORTION OF' THIS T]Il,{E M YOU TTTINK I]E SPHVDS ON ROUTINE
n4ANA@4HVr?

Reqronses # of teachers

He does ¡mperwork in the mornings and
meetings in the afternoon 1

He goes thro4h the r,,u.il in the
rmrning

1

TOTAI.S 2 respondents

Responses # of teachers

A large pro¡:ortion
One-half of his time
A good protrnrtion
He is overloaded
Don't krow
No response

5
2
1
1
5
1

TOTAI,S 15 responses



TABTE 16

3"73"2 VITAT WOT]IÐ YOU SAY I]E SPHVM TIìE I¿RGER PAHI OF HTS TIME ON?

Reqrcnses # of teachers giving response

Paperwork 6

Boutine adninistative tasks 4

Don't lmo{no answer 4

Pub1ic relations 1

TCNÆ,S 15



TABI,E ].7

3.13.3 WHAT IfOIIID YOU SAY TIE CONVE\õ 10 STAFF AS BETNG TIIE MOST
IMrcRTAI{T PARî OF HIS JOB?

Responses # of Teachers giving ïesponse % of Responses

Paperwork/routine
adninistration/ruming
of school

11 ryQ O.)

Support of staff/staff
relations 1 6.æ
CIrildren's well-being 1 6"66

Cumiculun leadership I 6"æ

Upward orientation
(touard divisional
office level)

1 6"æ

1'orAi.s 1_5 w.w



TABI,E 18

1.3 WHAT l,|'oulD You sAy BEsr DESCRTBB TIrE FRrlncrpÁL's @rENTATroN
Tol¡rIÁRD TEAcHm,s IN lrIE scH@L: A "TASK" @rEItrATroN cR A
''}I[IÀ4AN RELATIONS'' @'IENIIATION?

Res¡:onses #/WW of Res¡rcndents % of Req:onses

Human relations 1i.
I

(2 adninistrators and
teachers)

64.70

Balanced ("50/50") 4 teachers 23"53

Task orientation
to the eNch.¡sion
hunan relations

but not
of 1 teacher 5. BB

Can't e.y L teacher 5" 88

rurÁts 77 99.99



TABT,E 19

4.O IN RECENI YEARS THTRE TIAS BEMT A I.,AP,@ NT]N4BER OF NEV/ PRæRANß
T"O IMPLMdENT IN lfIE rcHæI,S. WHAT HAPPENS TO CI]RRICT]LUM
PROGRAMS ÁND GUIDELINM WI'trV THET/ CCfr4E TIO YOT]R SCFIæL?

Reqronse # and type of res¡:ondent

Teachers are given copies of the
cumiculun guide

15
74

(Vice-principa.l and
teachers)

fnserviee is provided 14 (Principal, Vice-principal
and 12 teachers)

The teacher is then on his/her own to
implenent

12 @rincipal, Viceprincipal,
and 10 teachers)

lüc one follous up to see if the
curricuh¡rn is implernented 7 teachers

TTIAI 48 responses



TABTE 20

2.4 PLEASE DEffiIBE TI]E ACTUAL FRæF,SS @ STEPS FOLI,OilTM IN THE
SCH@L IN T}{TE@ATNVG TTìT CLIRRICIILT]M æATS @ TRIORITIES SET
FCR TI]E SCH@L WITH TI]E PROGR¿M CtsJECTIVM TG{ÁRD I{/IIICTI EACH
TEACHM W@KS TN TTM CÍÁSSRM4.

Res¡:onses # of Teachers giving respons€

It is left tp to j_ndividual
teacher initiative 11

School inservice 7

School looks at/discusses
overall cumi-culun 5

Superintendent' s departrnent
forms team to i¡service/answer
questions

5

It is assumed teachen will
irnplernent 4

No ¡rrocess or school philosophy
exists on how to implement/
integrate cumiculurn urith
program

2

bn't know 1

TOTAL 31 responses



TABI,E 21

2.4"1 WHO IS ]NVOL\M lN DECIS]ONS REGARDING INTEGRATI}IG CURRTCLILI}4
GOAI,S WITH CTASSRMI RO@AMS?

Res¡:onses # of Teachers giving response % of Responses

Individual teacher T4 Æ

School (includíng ttre
P.D. Corrnittee) I 25.7I

Divisional initiative
(including the
divisional curriculum
team)

5 L4"29

tbpartrnent of Education 4 77"42

Principal 2 5.77

Parents 1 2.&5

TOIAI,S 35 99.98



TÆI"F, N
a

2.4.4 HGII I1IOTIID YOU DESCBIBE TT]E PRINCIPAL IS ROIÆ IN îIIE L]NKING OF
CTIRRICTILTJM æAI,S AND PRMAM @JECTI\ÆS?

Responses # of teaehers giving response

Encourages; tells staff vÌnat he/
division consider - Ím¡:ortant b

Participates i¡ p"D. Cømnittee/
i¡itiates interest and discussion 5

Does not take a role; assumes teaehers
are using cumicuhm 5

Presents information to staff, for
example about inservices 4

Depends on curricuh.u'n a¡ea: he took a
lead role in the corputer curriculum 2

He1ps in classroon 2

Makes himself available to hetp L

Puts on workshops 1

Beccrnes knowledgeable himself 1

Gives approval for teacherp.rticip.tion on divisional team L

Not sure 1

TOTAL 29 Res¡ronses



TABTE 23

2.4.5 DESCBIBE HG1I CLEAR A PICTURE YOU HATÆ OF V,/IIAT YOU ARE E)il)ECTED
TO M TN CARRYÌNG OUT TT{IS LTNIüNG OF üARICIILT]i,Í GOAIS AND
FRæRAM CtsJtrrrVES" (CHECK LIST)

Res¡nnses # of teachers giving restrþnse

Very clear 7

So¡newtrat eLeay 6

Somewtrat unclear L

Very unclear L

TOIAI 15

Thoæ who gave any response othen than "very clear" were asked in whatrespects the linkage vas rmclear to them. Res¡ronses were:

Res¡ronses # of teachers giving restrÐnse

Lack of time to think through/develop
program

fn cmputer area, teachen not
technological Iy inclined

Large number of factors to be
considered, for example student
readiness. It is all left up to
teacher

Farnily Life program: how mueh is to be
discussed with the children?

Assumption is i'm.de that teacher has
implernentd, but there is no
evaluation or checking done on this

2

2

Total B



2"6

TABI.E 24

Ï¡HAT M YOU TTIINK TIIE PRII\CIPA.L IS ACTTO}6 @ RMMI{SE WOT]LD BEIF DISTRICT PR.IORITIES WERE SET TTIAT WMN UT¡'TUNM¡"T FRCA4 @oPmsED To rIlE c,oAls HE AND/OR TIrE srAFF HAD sET F@ TrìE
SCH@L?

Res¡:onses # of Teachers giving response % of Res¡nnses

He would seek a
conpromise

B (2 administrators and 6
teaehers) 47 "06

He would go with
divisionaf priãritiu" 6 teachers 35.29

He would go with school
priorities 2 teachers LI.76

Cb.n't answer L teacher 5.88

TUIAIS T7 99.W



TABLE 25

3.4.7 PLEASE DEffRIBE TIIE ACTUAI TNOCES @ STEPS FOLTO{'IED IN
DECIDING T'O IMPI,M/ÍMüT TTIE CCAfPUTM }RæRAM.

Res¡rcnses # fT\,pe of res¡:ondent % of Responses

Decision was already made by theprincipal. He really "pushed"
cornputers. 5 teachers 29.47

A number of cornputers were pur*
chased by the principal whether
or not staff wanted them.

3 teachers L7.æ

The principal sent teachers a
copy of the curriculum. He
highly encouraged teachers to
becone involved in implenenting
the cumiculum. ll¡e made a
decision as a staff be
inserviced on it.

2 teachers ]-7.76

The provincial cuni_cuh¡m came
out. ïhe division decided it
should b inpleurented. lhe
principal took his lead fron the
Division.

2 teachers
7L.76

The Division ¡nade funds avail-
able for cmputers. The
principal ca.s interested, so we
got the computers first. Then
one of our teachers qas on the
pilot program. He ad the
princi¡ml inserviced staff .

2 teachers LT.76

Teachers were na.de aware that v¡e
ha.d a curriculun. &re teacher
was on the pilot program. Use
then spread into several
elasses. lhe pilot teacher gave
an inservice. Teachers were
given op¡:ortunity to go to
workshops.

(kincipal) 5" 88

Don't loo/no response 2
1

(Vice-Principal and
teacher) L7.76

r(rrÁts T7 99.W



Té,BIE 26

3.6"5 DO YOU RrcEI\iE EIüIOURAGEMH\U FRG,I TIIE IAIIrcIPA], FCR SEITII{;
GOAIS TCR TOI]R ON{ @OW:III AND PROFBSIO¡IAL DEVEI-OPA,IÐÍT? IF
YES, HCtr DOM I]E PROVIDE THAT ÐCOT]RAGMTE}flN2

Yes No Total # of responses

I 7 15

#of
responses Responæ Categories

Positive
3

3

1

1

I approach tbe principal to discuss Dry osm
goals.

This is discussed at the time u,e're evaluated
(once every 3 years).

Ib makes us aware of professional develo¡ment
opportunities and helps us work toward our
¡:ersonal goals.

It's done in a very limited way. There's rocxn
for providing a lot more encouragment.

Negative
J

t

2

He doesn't har¡e tirne/Itrs never been discussed.

Teachers can apptÐach him, but I don't do it.
Tlæ principal ra:ognizes us as experienced
professionals cùo donrt need that kind of help,
m he doesn't interfere.



ÎABLE 27

3"4.2 V{HO WÁS INVOLVÐ IN MAKTNG TIIE DECISIChI?

Res¡nnses #/WW of respondent % of Responses

The principal 11 (Principal, Vice
principal, and 9
teachers 64"70

The staff 3 teachers 77.æ

The division 1 5. 88

The principal and 3 highly
interested staff 1

5.88

Donrt krow 1 5.88

TOtrAI"S L7 99. æ



3.4.3

TABLE 28

T I.TNDERSTAND IT WAS THE PRINCIPAL IS I¡NE}ÍTION FRffi4 TIIE TI¡,4E OF
INTTIATING TItr NEII/ CIARICULIJM TO INVOLVE AS MANY AS MSSIBLE
CLASffiOCN4 TEACHMS IN THAT CT]RRICTLUI¿. PLEASE DESCRTBB TI{E
TROCESS CR STEPS i"ISÐ tO ACCCN4FT,ISH THAT ]IVTE¡TTION.

Restrnnses #/WW of respondent

fn-school professional develo¡xnent
activities ryere provided for staff.

15 (Principal, Vice
principal, 13 teachers

The principal workd witrì 3 teachers
q¿ìo vJere then used on resource trreople
to go into classrocxns ar¡l dsnonstrate
curriculun/cornputer irse "

B (Principal, Vice
principal, and 6
teachers)

A ccxnputer ccrnmittee sa.s forrned 7 teachers

The princip.l provided oønputers 5 teachers

School p.rticip.ted in Þpartnent of
klucation pilot project

4 (Principal and 3
teachers)

Þincipal gave staff the ccrnputer
curriculun

3 (Principal and 2
teachers)

Principal suggested/supported atten-
dancæ at workshops outside the school

3 (Principa.I and 2
teachers)

PrincIpal provided a rànge of software
(including cataloguing and reccrffnen-
dations for use)

3 teachers

Þincipal and pilot teacher reported on
pilot project 2 teachers

Princip.l encouraged ¡nrents to help as
ccnputer volunteers 1 teacher

Principal encouraged staff to ccx,e to
trim if interested in/needing help with
ccrnputers

I teacher

Principal encouraged staff to take
ccrnputers hcxne for practice l- teacher

Donr t lmow I teacher

54 respnses



TABLE 29

3.3 I{OTJLD YCÐ PLEASE DESCRIBE HG4I TIIE PRITÐIPAL WENT ABOIJ'I
ORGANIZING THIS STAFF TO ]MT[,M4I}{T TI{E CCA4PUTm, AI{ARENESS
ciaRrctJLUn4.2

Res¡rcnses # of Teachers

L,ed/pnovided inservices B

Arranged for 3 resource people (individual
reslÐnses referred to making ârrangsnents with
Central Office, freeing thsn frcrn scrne
teaching duties Ð that they could help
others, getting ther to run programs in the
v:hool).

Providd cønputers 4

Fonned Oønputer Oorynittee, wtrich worked on
awâreness and was in charge of resources. 3

I'Didtr tÌ€ CAC" He really pushed Ít. .)

Encouraged teachers 3

Suggested workshop attendance 2

bn't know 2

Developed plan to involve whole school 1

Discussed the curricuh¡n at staff meetings. 1

Allou€d teachers to take cønputer horne on
weekends"

1

hovided teachers with curricuh¡n 1

Along with a few teachers went to courses and
became specialized in ccrnputers. 1

TOIAL 37 restrrcnses



TABI,E 30

IqTAT ROIË DID l'i]U TAKE IN IMPLEN4ENIINC TTM CCN,{PUTM, PRffiRAì4?

. Teachers arswerd this question as follovs:

Res¡rcnses # of Teachers

Volunteerd for ccmputer comnittee 5

Carrid out the curuicultrn 4

Þ.rticipated 3

LÍnked ç with one resolrrce person 2

Served as resource person 2

Attended inservices 1

Used computers in classroom 1

Took initiative to learn how to use ccmputer 1

kcrnotd cmputers by taking instrunental role 1

Ì{as a spectator; think ccrnputers are a minor
thing 1

Used prent volunteers 1

ÍÞ.s not in the s:hool at the time 1

TSIAL lzg it"r"
Average 1"53 items rer teacher

The principal cited 10 ¡oles he took in regard to computers:
Getting equipnent
Getting one teacher onto the Pilot Project team
Þing an observer at the meetings of the Pilot
Project tearn
Arranging an all-school lnservice
Encouraging pople to go to uorkshops outside the æhool
l4aking self available to help individuats
tr4aking the decision to use extra teacher time for ccxnputers
Conducting inservices
Serving on divisional ccrnputer csnmittee
Beccrning/keeping in formed

Tlæ Vice-principal cited one role:
"I gave some general suptrrort"



TABT,E 31

Y/II{T I4/AS TI]E ROLE CF' TIIE PRTNICIPAL?

Res¡ronses # /WW Giving Response

Personal enthusiasn/ Ieadership :
(5 said he "pushed" or tæk too large a role)

10 teachers

Ananged for 3 resource peopte to take a speciarole in the æhool
o

B

(Vice-principal and
teachers)

Set tp Ocxnputer Omrnittee 7
6

(Vice-principal and
teachers)

Made himself lmowledgeable about ccmputers and
aware of resources, e.g., software

6 (Viceprincipal and
teachers5

Provided cønputers 4 teachers

Iä.de himself available to trelp staff 4 teachers

Organized and led inservice for sLaff 2 teachers

[ã.de cornputers a major ¡art of Lris job the first
year he was principal/made the decision that the
school v¡culd go C.AC

2 teachers

Worked at division level for funding and
develo¡red and suh'nitted a protrnsal

1 fl/iceprincipal)

trlarle sure everyone had the cumiculun 1 teacher

Facilitated discussion L teacher

Tæk out insurance to cover ccmputers teachers
took høne

1 teacher

Provided softq/are 1 teacher

Attended pilot meetings 1 teachers

Provided opportunity for staff to attend ccxnpir
ter conferences and courses such as Radio Shack 1 teacher

C'ot parents to buy computers 1 teacher

Donrt larow 1 teacher

TOIAL RMÐNSES 53



TABLE 32

IryÏ{AT WAS TI-IE ROLE OF TIIE RMT @ STAFF?

Restrnnses # /Wpe Giving Response

Became as involved as I wanted to be 6 (Principal and 5
teachers)

Servd on Ccrnputer Ccnrnittee that reprted to
staff

5 teachers

Ilbrked v¡ith resource trFople timetabled into the
classroom

5 teachers

Þ.rticip.td in the all-staff inservice 4 teachers

Attended mini-workshops on a voluntary basis l- teacher

lbde togistics decisions 1 teacher

Took ccrnputers horne for practice 1 teacher

Gave suptrlort and convinced others that this va.s
good for then

1 teacher

l{r restrnnse/don't lmow 2 (Vice-principal)
and 1 teacher)

TCITAI- 26 res¡nnses



TABTE 33

3.4.4 DID ONE @ M@E TEACHERS II/@K TOGETHB ON T}IE IMPLENMÀITATION
OF TTIE NE}II IRæRAM? TF SO, IN WHAT WAY(S ) DTD T}IEY WCR^K
TWETI]ER? HGÏ DID THAT CCN4E ArcUT?

AII teachers respondd psitively (n=15)

Reslnnses # /TY¡r- Giving Res¡ronse

Yes (urstrrecified) B

Yes, specifid:

Special resouroe people were tinetabled into
other teachers' classrocxns for the first jæar.
They dønonstrated to teachers and students at
the same time.

7

The Oomputer Ocx'nmittee supported tlre
implønentation

2

Principal worked with a few teachers 1

ùre teacher gave noorrhour sessions 1- (Principal)

Tota1 nunber of res¡nnses 19



TABLE 34

3.4.5 IF A STÁFF MEh{BM, HAS EPER,TISE IN AN AREA G' TI{E NEIII }RæRAM,
HOIq MES TTTE PRTNCIPAL \TIEW TTIAT ffiPM,TISE? MES IIE USE IT TN
ANY WAY? IF YES, HOW?

Res¡nnses # of Teachers

Staff extrrertise is viewed positively L4

l{c restrnnse 1

TOtrAL 15

lTãys in which such ex¡ærtise was utilized include:

Used as a school resource trÞrson [ 7 *"poo*"¡^
Put on inservice in this s:hool 5 res¡nnæs

fn other s:hools 2 res¡ronæs

Attend other inservices and bring information
back to tlæ school/share with others 4 restrnnses

Asked teacher to b pilot teacher 2 res¡nnses

Þpends on area of expertise 1 restrnnse

TOTAL 21 res¡ronses



3.4"6

TABLE 35

PLFÁSE DESCA,IBE TIìE PRII.ÐIPÄL 'S INVOLVMÍE}üT IN THE ]I4PLEMEN-
TATION ffi'F@T. I4IHAT SPECIFIC ACTIONS, IF ANY, DID Itr TAKE?

Restrnnses # of Teachers Glving Restrnnse

Inservice arrangønents L2

Provision of
resources
equipnent
tiræ for teachers

10
10
4

Developnent of expertiæ in new area 8

Arangernents for teacher meetings
(@nputer @nmittee) 6

Princitrml ærved on ccnrnittee himself 3

Arrangements for teachers to work
t€ether (resource people) 7

fnvolvment in start-up activities 4

Previewd rnterials 4

Researched equi¡rnent 2

It4arle self available to anyone wanting
help

2

Encouraged 1

Infomed thro€h staff meetings 1

Served on divisional cc¡nnittee 1

Got tru.rents to provide cønputers 1

Donf t lmow; not here at that time 1

1üIAL 77



TABLE 36

3.6. PLEASE DESCRIBE HG{ TI]E TROFESSTONAL DEVEIOI&IENI NMM OF

TEACHMS IN THIS ffHæL ARE HANDI,ED, ]N PARTICIILAR NEEDS

RELATING TÐ T}IE NEW CCN,IPUTER' CURRICULIN,Í YOt] IRE TMPLM,ÍEI.TTTNG.

Further detail on the above responses:

Tt€ 11 responses naming lnservice consistd of:

Restrnnses # of Teachers Giving Res¡nnse

A. Processes Ídentified:
School praless for detennining
inservlce priorities

I

Processes the ¡rincipal used to
support cotrputer uses 3

B. Activities identified:
fnservices
Supprts for individual activity
choice
Software acqui sition/annotation

11
.J

2

Total nunber of responses 27

Res¡nnses # of Teachers Giving Response

Principal anC ccmputer corynnittee
arrangd inservice
Whole-æhool inservice

1
2

&le-day insen¡ice
Mini-æssions in school
Divisional inservices
Divisional mini-æssions

2
3
2
1

TOTAT 11



TABIE 36 (Oontrd)

Supprts for individual- P.D, identifid \¡iere:

Softu¡are acqui si tion/ annotation :

Res¡nnæs # of Teachers Giving Respnse

lt/ork with an individual advisor

lforking for rnore ducation in a
particular are of individual interest:
approvals given and arrangements made

1

1

Proctor system

Individual uho did not get enough out
of a school inservice may go to
another school I s inservice

1

1

TCIIAL 4

Res¡nnses # of Teachers Giving Responæ

Software familiarity was needed so
workshops were set up by tlæ P. D.
Ccrnmittee

1

Ssne staff viewed programs and
provided descriptive and grade level
annotations

7

TOTAL 2



TABI,E 37

3" 6" l- m YOU DISCUSS AREAS G' PROFESSIONAL DEVEIOH,ÍHVT OR CIASSROCn¿
MANAGEMHVI REI,ATING TO TIIE NEW CIJRRTCULMI WITH TTTE FNINCIPA.L?

rF 'YES", PLEASE DESCRIBE HCIri TT{IS HAPPENS.

Res¡nnses # of Teachers Giving RestrÐnæ

Yes 10

No 5

TCrIAL 15

Res¡nnses # of Teachers Giving Response

I go to the Principal's office and
talk to him 8

ït can b handled other ways as weII,
for erample by approaching the
Ccrnputer Ccx'mittee"

1

f go to either the kincipal or the
Vice-principal 1

TOIAI 10



TABLE 37 (contrd)

UNDER WHAT CINCUilÍSTAìCES?

Restrrcnses # of Teachers Giving Restrnnse

Encountering problsns with the
conputer ( including difficulties
working with the ccrnputer, running
programs, concerns, classrocul
arrangements)

6

Oønplications implønenting oønputers
in the school (pilot teacher) 1

IIow to proceed with a certain part of
the new curriculu'n 1

Extreme situation regarding a
studentrs behaviour or acadeynic
progress 2

TOIAL 10

WHAT KINM CF' ISSU6 ARE DItrUSSÐ?

Res¡rcnses # of Teachers Giving Response

Using a ccrnputer 3

Problems viewing/using p.rticular
progrâms o

J

Shortage of ccmputer tine for the
classroom 1

Requested attendance at a computer
conference

1

ttrcw to intrduce part of the ccxnputer
curriculrrn restrþnse 1

Discussed the cornplications of trying
to implement ccmputers in the school
(pilot teacher)

1

TOIAL l-0



TABLE 37 (conttd)

WHAT ACTIO¡F iIAVg BEN{ TAKEN?

Res¡nnses # of Teachers Giving Response

Principal a¡rd Vicæpnincipal met with
parents and addressed ttre problen 2

Principal showed ræ how to do
different things with the ccxntrmter and
how to run certain programs 1

%% of tf€ tirûe he'll core to the
classrocNn and show you" 1

Princi¡:al approved e¡nference
attendance. 1

Resource persons address problens. 1

PrÍncipal talks to tre, ccËtes in and
does it for ne, gets scrneone to help
¡ne, or teaches rne"

1

l4et Þincipal at school on Saturday
and viewed materials. 1

Principal suggested I take a course. L

trt¡e talked about the pnoblsn of enough
tir¡e in the cønputers. There's not
mu:h you can do about having the Apple
only twioe a six-day cycle.

1

TOIAL 10



TABI,E 38

3"6.3 FRG4 YOTR G{A[ EPERTENCE, M TOU FF',FT, THAT TI-IE PRI}ÐIPAI WO[]I,D
GIVE STIPPORT TO YOTIR M}'ING SCN4HITIING NEW IN TEACHING TIIE NEI{
CTJRRICT]LU¡¿, EVEN IF IT MIGI{I NOI W@K? I1IHY M YOU FtrFT HIS
WAY?

All teachers answered "yes" to the above question (n=15)

Res¡rcnses # of Teachers Giving Response

Principal trusts teachers and their
judgenent as ex¡reriencd teachers 10

kincipal is supportive in his
attitude 5

Princip.l has an open approach 4

Princip.l is very interested in
ccmputers and vould support anything
teachers va.nted to try in that area" 3

Princip.l evinces an interest in,
follor¡s up on, and tells others about
the new activities of teachers. 2

TÛIA]- 24



TABIE 39

3"7 PLEASE DESCRIBE TI]E PROCESS @ STEPS FCIIJ,G{TÐ TO AII,OW
TEACIIMS TO DEVELOP TI{EIR SKTTJS AND KI{Oü/TEME ]N TI{E NEW
CTIRRICi]LULM AREA.

r'0rAI 42
# of teacher responses 38
# of administrator reslþnses 4

Responses # /TV¡r- of Þrson Giving restrþnse

.An all-staff inservice day held I @rincip.I and I teachers

Optional vorkshops offered B

Proctor system æt up. Hesource
people were fred to set up ccrnputer
programs and h,elped teachers by
working with thfl in and outside of
classroom.

6 (kincipal, 5 teachers)

Teachers given the curuicuh.rn .)

Principal gave resource ¡æople
releaæ tire so they could info:rn
teachers about the best material for
the school and get feedback on it. 3

Þovision made for staff to go to
inservices outside school.

4 (Principal, viceprincipal, 2
teachers)

Staff encouraged to share lcrowledge. 2

Principal gave clear top priority to
the cmrputer program" 1

Principal informd staff that
advisors rrere availabl-e to thern. 1

Discussion held v¡ith the principal
by individual teachers. 1

Gle teacher participated in the
pilot program 1

No restrnnse/donr t larow. 3



TABLE 40

3"7 WHO WAS INVOLVÐ?

Restrnnses # /Wpe of res¡nndents

Principal and 3 resurce ¡reop]e 6 (Principal and 5 teachers)

The Ocxnputer Ocnirnittee 5 @rincip.I, Vice-principa.l
and 3 teachers)

The Þincipal 3 (Principal, Vice-principal,
one teacher)

The P"D. Oornmittee 3 (Vice-pnincipal and 2
teachers)

The staff ard Principal 2 teachers

Adninistrators, teachers, pÍIot
teacher, and resource p.ople" 1 teacher

Pilot teacher 1 teacher

Donrt laro/no response 3 teachers

Tot¿l
Teacher responses
Adninistrator res¡nnses

24
l_8

6



D I-J

TABI,E 41

HO# WOI]TD YOU DESCRIBE TI{E]R ROLES?

Res¡nnses # /Wpe of respondent

Resource people went out and
developd their expertise, then came
back and strared ex¡rertise with every-
one eIæ. They plannd pilot project
involvement, courses, and inservice

8 (Princip.l and 7 teachers)

Staff took an active role. 2 teachers

Oønputer @nmittee planned inservice" 1 @rincipal)

Resource ¡æople q,ere available wtren
we needed thm" 1 (teacher)

Roles rvere oooperative. 1 (teacher)

Principal anC pilot teachen were in
charge. 1 (teacher)

One resource trÞrson provided noorF
hour sessions and troubleshooting" 1- (kincipal)

Pilot teacher carried on pilot
program, set up timetable, and
annotatd software. 1 (Þincipal)

kincipal ard pilot teacher. set up
library in tenns of computer
materials" L (Principal)

Princlpal reconrnended cowses people
could take. 1 flricepnincipal)

Teachers identified themælves to
take inservice s-Viceprincipal 1- (Vice-principal)

bn't lcrow. I (teacher)

Total respnses for 12 categories
Total # of teacher restrnnses
Total nrmber of principal res¡nnses
Total nunber of vice-princip.l responses

20
13

5
J

reslÐnses



Responses #/WW of respondent
Principal took an active role 13 (Vice-princi'paL and 12

teachers)

Prlncipal was instrumentaL in getting
key people involved 1 teacher
Principal developed o\wt expertise" 1 teacher

Principal provided assistance. 1 teacher

TÛTAL 16 responses

ÐDñ

TABI,E 42

PLEASE DESCRTBE TTTE ROIIE TIIE PRTNCIPAL TæK (A) T¡I PROVIDING
TEACTIffi'S WITH IflVOT/LffiE AND SKTI,LS:

G)-_ry REGAÌD rc_ T{M,PIIV3 TEACTIERS BECOT4E FA¡IILTAR V/TTTJ 1]IE
TECHNOLæY, RBSOURCES, AND MATTRTAT"S

I"!rJ { o! responses Ln 11 categories
Total # of teacher resopnses
Tota1 # of principal responses

3B
34
4

#/TVpe of responden'b

Provided inservice" (Principal and
5 teachers)

Introduced staff to a wide range of prograras 5 (Principals and
4 teachers)

Provided noon-hour sessions.

Showed staff how to use ccxnputers. (Principal and
3 teachers)

Instigated discussion.

L4otivated.staff/made clear the importance he
saw in this area.

l¡/orked with individual teachers
approached teachers and offered
m¿terials.

/personallyto show

Gave resource people tine to review materials
and help teachers.

Approved inserviee/course attendance.

Provided hardware and software.

Developed/shared o$/n ex?ertise "



TABUq 43

3.7"2 (c) rN RmAPÐ m Rm,EASE FRCnf TEACTITIE TrÅ[E; rF pRovrsror\ I{AS
N,IAÐE FÐB THTS, HOV/ WAS IT MNE?

Responses #/Type of respondent

Staff used teaching days to attend
inservi-ces.

5 (Principal, Vice-principal,
and 3 teachers)

Ìtle probably could have, but didn,t,
request it. 3 teachers

Freed up a period a day of resource
teachers'tie. 2 teachers

No, there was no release tine. 2 teachers

No response. 2 teachers

Don't know. 3 teachers

Tota1 # of res¡:onses 77



5.

TABLE 44

PLEASE DESCBIBE TIIE ACTUAL PRæ6S CR STEPS FOLLOryf,ED ]N
IMPLEMHVIING TTIE CCE4PIJTM AWARHVESS CI]RRICIILT]M"

Res¡ronses # /Wpe of res¡nndent

Resource pople were used to imple
ment tÌe pr€ram" TÌe followirg were
spcified:
- three resource people who worked

Ir¡ith other teachers (2- the
principal and one teacher)

- the pilot teacher (1 teacher)
- proctors (1 teacher)

4 (the Principal and
teachers)

ïnservice vas used to introduce
everyone to the cumiculï¡n 2 @rincipal and one teacher)

Teachers vere familiarized u¡ith or
"sold" on the use of ccnputers. 2 (kincipal and one teacher)

Tlæ principal uras interested and
provided equi¡xnent and inservice. 1 teacher

Å4eetings were held. 1 teacher

Teachers qere trusted to carry out
the implernentation on their ovn" 1 teacher

lüc reslnnse 7 (Vice-principal and 6
teachers

Don't l.rrow 3 teachers

TOITAL 22



TABIE 45

5.1 trl/Ho IIIAS TNVOLVED?

Reslnnses # /Lype of respondent

Principal B (Principal and 7 teachers)

Teachers 7 (Principal and 6 teachers)

Resource people" 5 @rincipa.l and 4 teachers)

Ocrnputer Ocx'nrnittee 3 @rinci¡n l and 2 teachers)

Pilot teacher 1 (pilot teacher)

@nputer Av¿areness Oønmittee,
Þ¡mrtrnent of Education 1 (pilot teacher)

Proctors 1 (teacher)

School P.D" Ccnrnittee 1 (teacher)

Donrt know 7 (Vice-principaJ. and 6
teachers)

TOTAL 32 res¡nnses



5.2

TABLE 46

PLEASE DESCBIBE TIü]R ROL6

Princil:a1
Gave leadership/support
Gave an inservice
Set up the resource ¡leople
Provided equipnent

Teachers
-õffi get as involved

Usd ccmputers in the
Gained lmowledge

ftmputer Awareness Oqnmittee

Carne out twice to see how
going/elicited feedback on
in the curriculun

TOIAL

as they sä.nted
classroon

things were
activities

T'O'IAL

TCtrAI,
esource ¡æop1e
Gave information/vould sit dov¡: and

teach you
Gme into classroorns
Helped teachers get kids started
ltlent over the guide
Trained proctors and parent

volunteers
TOTAL

h&.de decisions

@rincip.l and tvo teachers)
teacher
teacher

3 teachers
2 @rincipal and one teacher)
1 teacher
1 teacher
1 teacher

1 res¡nnse (pilot teacher)

J

1
1

TOIAL 2

from the Þpartrnent of klucation

#/lV6* of restrnndents

5
2
l_

l_

teachers
teachers
(kincipal)
teacher



TÆI-8 47

5" 3 HGII IIIOTTID YOU DESCBIBE YOLIR ROI,E?

Responsæ

A. The principal describd his role as follous:

- providing ccmputers
- getting one teacher on the pilot program
- being an observer in the pilot pr€ram myself
- arranging inærvices
- encouraging people to go to courses and outside inservices
- making myself available to help people
- pnoviding extra time for resource people to lælp teachers
- conducting lnservices myself
- keeping myself uell-rread in the ccxnputer area
- serving on tÌe Divisional ccrnnittee
- mking sure resource trEople were there to help ¡æople
- working heavily with the resource people myself.

TO'IAL: 12 areas narnd"

B. Teachers and tt¡e Viceprincipal respnded as follous:

I implønentd the ccmputer/curricuh¡n 4 teachers
I had no involvement 3 (Vicepnincipal

and 2 teachers)
I served as a resource person/pilot teacher 3 teachers
I built Up my larowledge of ccrnputers/CAC 2 teachers
ï was on the Ccmputen Comittee 1 teacher
f helpd ælect/develop material 1 teacher
ï refused to implenent CAC 1 teacher
No restrnnse 2 teacher
f wasn't here then 1 tea.cher

Total nr¡nber of res¡rcnses 18 in g categories



TABLE 48

5.4 LæKING AT DrcISIOI\E CO}CERNING IMPLEMENTATIOII, ARE THER,E ANY
DBCISÏONS IOU TTTINK TIIE trNINCIPAL OUGIIT TO MAKE? IF TES,
I{HICTI ONES?

Responses #/TVp- of respondents

A" Yes, there are decisions the
principal ought to make

8 (principal, vice-princi¡ral
and 6 teachers)

DecÍsions regarding new curriculua 4 teachers

They specified:
- decisÍons about new cumicula
- *lould ensure any neu/ curriculun
is implemented
- if he has an interest, he can just
forge ahead and pu*r for Ít
- whether or not to irnplanent a
curriculirn. If therers a goal or
direction and he doesnrt r¡ant
discussion, there are certain things
that must be said"

Decisions regarding support for
curricula, inclr-lding:
- ætting t4) reæurce træople to help
you in the classrom (teacher)
- wtrich programs to devote ¡ersonaltire to (Vice-principal)

2 (Viceprincipa.l and
teacher)

The right to veto any decision of
staff I (Principal)

No spcifics given 1 teacher

B. lb, the pnincipal ought not to make
decisions abut curriculmr
implenentation
3 teachers made the following pints
- f don't think there are any
[decisions] t¡e should r¡ml¡e himself
- his job 1s to encowage and
supprt
- te can mandate but lre cantt force
2 teachers gave ambiguous responses:
- rÐ, the principal ought not to
make a decision to implwent
optional curricula, but yes, if the
curricuhm u,as ccmpulsory"
- unless hets getting pressure from
above

teachers

C. Ib restrnnse 3 teachers

TOIAL 17



TABLE 49

5"4 ARE THERE ANy TEACHERS OUGI{I TCI MAKE? IF YES, W-ITCII ONES?

Res¡:onses #/Type of respondents

A" Yes 16 (principal, viceprincipal
and 14 teachers)

Categories:
L. Teacher ought not to decide to

implenent ScfrõGviAe. Their areå.s
of decisioni-mking are :

- on the cønnitrnent to do it
- wfiether or not to implenent
- must base decisions on priorities
for sLudents
- whether or not they want to do it
- to irnplsnent or not

teachers

2" Teachers decide hofltnw quickly
curricula vould be implernented
Teachers dæide:
- on individual initiative as to lpw
far the progrãn goes (vice-pninciel)
- which objectives in the curriculun
were applicable to their students,
and how to implenent"
- use and lpw. Ttrey are going to
decide how it's going to þ used in
their classrocrn and lpw much time
theyrre going to spend on it.
- bw quickly or slowly they get
into the curricuh.an.

4 (Viceprinci¡ml and
teachers)

3. Teachers make the decision to
implement.
Teachers:
- are involved in almost every
decision in tlre school(kinciPal)
- *rould make the decision to
implement (1 teacher)
- nake the decision to implenent the
cørputen program (1 teacher)

3 (Þincipal and 2 teachers)

4. Res¡nnses that were off-toPic 4 teachers

B. l{c res¡nnse 1 tea¡:her

TCITAL T7



TABI,E 50

5.5 ]N IMPLEEÍE}ffING TTIE NE[/{ CTIRRTCT]LT]M, DID TTIE PRI}CIPA-L MffiI
WITH ANY PROBLM4S IN TRYING TO INVOLVE 1EACHMS TTIROI]GHOIJT TTIE
SCHæL?

Responses # /WW of restrnndents

Yes 13 (Princip.l, Vice-princiçø"I,
1l- teachers

bntt know 2 teachers

Iüc res¡nnse 2 teachers

TOTAL L7

IF SO, Il¡HAT WmE TIIOSE pROBLEMS?

Restrnnses #/ffpe of respondent

Difficulty in getting people involved I @rincipal, Vice-princial,
and 7 teachers

Ccmputer program ranked low in scme
people's ¡riorities. 4 teachers

Logistics such as time allocations,
moving equitrment. 3 teachers

Teachers' lack of lcrowledge" 1 teacher

Ie.ck of research about classrocmr
application of the technology. 1- (pilot teacher)

TOIAI 18 res¡nnses



TABLE 51

5"6 PLEASE OTJ"ILINE ANY æSTACLES TO ]MPLEMMNATION TIIAI Y'OU

PERSONAI,LY EPERIENCÐ @ TT{AT TOU OBSER\ED OR HEARD ABOIN
FRCN4 CTTHER STAFF.

Res¡nnses # /TYW of res¡rondents

Logistios (timetableing; scheduling of
equipnent during the firsL year;
s:heduling into classrom activities) 8

Teachers' lack of exprtise. .)

Resistance of staff 2

There $ere no obstacles 2

The curciculrrn: too many low-level
activities. 1

IVc res¡nnse 3 (Vice-principal and 2
teachers)

Donf t lmow" 1

TÛTAI 20 res¡nnses



TABT,E 52

5.8 WHAT ACTTONS/BEHAVIOiIR CF' TI]E PRI}CIPAL M YOU CONSIDER WERE
CAUCTAL TO TIIE TMPÍ,M{MÍTATION M'F@T?

Restrnnses # /WW of res¡nndents

His interest/ comni ünent/ supportive
stance 11 teachers

His obtaining/freeing of ftmds and
provision of cønputers and mftware

6 (Viceprincipa.l
teachers)

and 5

He alloq,ed days for inservice/pnovision
of inservice for teachers 6 teachers

kovision of his oua'r time/constant
discussion teachers 2 teachers

ProvÍsion of resource 1æople / their
time

2 flrice-pnincipat
teacher)

1

IIis work on the Ccrnputen Ccxnnittee.
Thus he vå.s arå.re of and va.s ¡nrt of
what ua.s happening

l- teacher

Provision of the curuiculrrn to everyone. 1 teacher

His great level of activity 1 teacher

Provision of opportunities to tat<e the
cørputer hune 1 teacher

Donr t krow 1 teacher

TOIAL 32 responses




